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ABSTRACT

FAMILY SYSTEMS THROUGH FAMILY PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS

by
SAUNDRA LEE GARDNER
University of New Hampshire, December, 1983

This study views the family photograph album as a visual construc
tion of social reality which represents how the family perceives and
defines its world.

This popular cultural artifact is used to examine the

social and geographical boundaries of this world as well as the family's
conceptualization of gender.

How social class, family structure and life

cycle stage affect the process of reality construction is also explored.
Data collection from twenty families residing in New England form the basis
for this analysis.
The findings indicate that social class has the greatest impact on
the family's visual representation of itself.

Working-class families are

more likely than those of the middle class to present stereotyped con
ceptions of gender and to visually portray the family as a "closed"
system.

The geographical boundaries of these family worlds are con

stricted and strongly linked to the immediate community.

Social bound

aries are similarly narrow whether the visual representation of kin or
friendship networks is examined.

ix

Changes in family dynamics and concerns over the lifecycle also
affect the family's visual construction of reality.

The findings reported

here suggest that the family's social and geographical boundaries expand
and contract over the lifecycle depending in large part on the presence
and/or age of children.

An "open" image of family life is most character

istic of pre-parental families or those with older children.

The typical

attributes of such family systems include broad and permeable social
boundaries and a cosmopolitan orientation to the world.
The practical implications of these findings for family therapists
and suggestions for future research are discussed.

Overall, this study

suggests that the family album is a cultural artifact worthy of further
exploration.

x

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

If we examine the behavior of families within contemporary
American society, we find that cameras quite literally go with family
life.

In fact, the excessive amount of picture-taking within the family

has made the amateur family photographer a target of popular humor.

Car

toons which portray friends and relatives gritting their teeth when asked
to view yet another batch of family pictures are not uncommon.

In fact,

Sontag (1978) has argued that Americans are so obsessed with picturetaking that photographs have become the primary means for verifying one's
experiences.

Thus, the family lacking photos of its trip to the Grand

Canyon must have never gone!
In their attempts at "verification," American families shoot
pictures at a staggering rate and the popularity of this activity is
growing.

For example, the average number of photographs taken per house

hold in 1980 was 125 as compared to a mere 48 thirteen years ago.

In

addition, over 90% of American families own at least one camera (Wolfman
Report, 1980-81).

These figures suggest that photography has indeed

become a rite of family life, a fact which has not been overlooked by the
photographic industry.

They produce hundreds of magazine and television

commercials yearly which emphasize picture-taking as a family activity
and an integral part of family life.'*'

In an effort to create an even

larger family market as well as reinforce the existing one, these ads
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contain two messages of particular relevance to the amateur family
photographer.

The first is that one should record or visually document

family members and life events for posterity.

This message has become

so much a part of American culture that as Sontag (1978:8) notes, "Not
to take pictures of one's children, particularly when they are small, is
a sign of parental indifference."

The second commercial message is that

anyone is able to take pictures most anywhere.

2

Here the simplicity of

the camera is frequently stressed with particular attention being paid to
special features such as automatic focusing, built-in flash, etc.

The

intent is clear:

In

anyone, including children, can take a picture.

fact, the photographic industry has been so sensitive to the family mar
ket that it has developed several instant cameras especially designed
for the amateur family photographer.

In sum, not only is the camera able

to "freeze" important family processes and events and thus provide the
family with a dynamic visual history, it is able to do so at a relatively
low cost.

3

Despite the above comments, it is important to remember that the
family's concern with immortalizing itself and keeping a permanent record
of its growth and development is not new.

It began as early as the 1860's

with the birth of professional studio photography.

However, at that time,

the "family's image" was essentially controlled by the professional
photographer who often decided what family members should wear, their
position in the picture, the formality of the pose, etc.

As a conse

quence, these portraits typically represented the professional photog
rapher's conception of the family and what was important to them rather
than the family's conception or image of itself.

Nevertheless, these

early pictures or cartes de visite (a 7.\ x 4" photo mounted on cardboard)
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were treasured by family members and their collection marked the birth
of family albums (Silber, 1973).
Although few of these early albums contained photographs taken
by family members themselves, this situation was radically altered in
1888 with the introduction of the box camera which essentially democra
tized photography.

The availability of this relatively inexpensive and

easy to use camera enabled families to take a more active role in their
visual presentation.

Not only did they now have more control over the

aesthetic dimensions of picture-taking, they were also able to create a
family album which included those social relationships and events viewed
as significant by them.

As picture-taking evolved from a predominantly

professional concern to a family activity, the family's collection of
images became increasingly a family product.

That is, aside from the

technical aspects of developing and printing the photographs, all human
involvement in the creation of the family album was that of the family
members themselves.

They not only took the photographs, but edited and

arranged them as well.

It is this self-created family album that is the

object of study in the present research.

The remainder of this chapter

outlines the theoretical framework guiding this analysis including the
assumptions made regarding the meaning of the family album, and why it
is considered a valuable source of information about family life as well
as the substantive issues explored.

Theoretical Framework
By taking and collecting pictures of themselves, families have
for centuries used the camera as a way to record and confer importance
on particular events in their lives from vacation trips and rites of
passage to the high points of everyday life.

As such, these visual
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collections not only document the special moments of family life but pre
sent to the family a visual history of shared experiences.

As Sontag

(1978:8) has noted, "Through photography each family constructs a por
trait of itself, a kit of images that bear witness to its connectedness,"
(emphasis added).

From this perspective, the family photograph album can

be viewed as the family's visual construction of social reality.

Previous

research which has explored the phenomenon of reality construction within
the family has focused primarily on the marital couple and has emphasized
the importance of language in creating a shared world of meaning (Berger
and Kellner, 1970).

Specifically, it has been argued that through

language, subjective experience becomes objectified and thus is available
to be intersubjectively shared with another; it is through this verbal
interaction that the couple socially constructs a shared reality.

In con

trast, the present study extends the conception of reality construction
to include all family members as well as the visual.

In other words, it

has been argued that families not only verbally create a shared reality
but that they do so visually as well.
This process is viewed as consisting of three distinct yet inter
woven social behaviors.
picture itself.

The first of these is the act of "taking" the

Here it is important to remember that the camera does

not objectively record the way things look.

Rather, it records what the

family photographer has chosen to see, or indeed, to construct.

Thus,

a family snapshot is not a copy of the world out there, but the family
photographer's statement about, or perception of that world.

4

Although

any event throughout the course of the day could be photographed, it is
common knowledge that only particular "moments" are singled out to be
frozen in time; picture-taking is not a random process.

This suggests
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that there is a special meaning associated with what is photographed.
Thus, in part, the meaning of the snapshot for the family is in the
process of the "taking" itself.

As a result, it is argued that moments

viewed as meaningful to the family end up being captured on film, and
frequently become a part of the family's visual collection or photo
album."*

From this perspective, picture-taking within the family and the

consequent family album represent the social contruction of a particular
family reality and not merely an objective record of family life.
A second activity integral to the family's social construction
of reality through images is the making of the album itself.

Here, the

family or a specific family member selects certain pictures to be
included in the album from all of those available.

As a consequence of

this editing process, the images chosen are likely to be those perceived
£
by the family as the most significant or memorable.
Within this con
text, the construction of the album allows the family to make visual
statements regarding what is important to them.

This might include par

ticular social relationships, cultural events, family celebrations, etc.
Given this and the prior discussion of picture-taking, it appears reason
able to assume that the family's photo album will contain images of
people, places and events perceived by the family as integral to their
life and self-conception.
The final social behavior commonly associated with the family
photography album is the act of showing it to others.
the family album rarely remains private.

As we all know,

Although the "public" chosen

is selective, by engaging in this activity the family is inferring that
this collection of images contains noteworthy information about them.
such, in handing the album to others for viewing, the family is in

As
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essence saying:

"This is who we are."

Within this context, the family

album may be viewed as- the family's photographic "presentation of self."
Thus far, the importance of the family photo album as a data
source has been presented in terms of its commonality and the new per
spective it offers regarding the process of reality construction within
the family.

However, there are also several key methodological advan

tages associated with its use in family research.

Key among them is

that the images taken and collected by family members represent a valu
able unobtrusive measure of family life.

Indeed, they may be the only

source of information we have about the family which was gathered without
any preconception that it would be seen or used by a researcher.

In

addition, since families usually welcome the opportunity to share their
pictures with others, a common problem faced by family researchers is
mitigated,

namely, the reluctance of family members to discuss their

private lives with "outsiders."

Finally, the family album enables the

researcher to move away from verbal recollections of family behavior and
to move toward a more direct behavioral referent (Curry and Clarke, 1977).
As a consequence, problems frequently associated with more traditional
methods of data collection are avoided such as the inability of family
members to recall events accurately or their unwillingness to do so.

Theoretical Issues
The ideas presented thus far strongly suggest that the family
photograph album is a promising source of information about family life.
Given this, there are a number of ways in which these images could be
used by the family researcher.

For example, individual photos could be

examined to make statements about the personality of a particular family
member.

Or the focus might be more relational with an emphasis on what

family pictures reveal about the dynamics of parent-child or marital
relationships.

For example, do certain family members tend to be photo

graphed together or, on the other hand, is one family member conspicu
ously absent from the collection?

Such patterns might prove useful in

an investigation of family coalitions or conflict.

On a more macro

level, family albums could be used to make statements about a particular
culture.

In this instance, a review of their content might provide val

uable information regarding dominant cultural values, the significance of
specific material artifacts, etc.

Though the family album could be used

to explore any of these issues, the present study examines its usefulness
for representing certain holistic or group properties of the family
system.

Specifically, it examines how the family defines its boundaries

and gender roles through the photographs it takes and collects.

Given

the theoretical conceptualization of the family album discussed earlier
in this chapter, it would appear to be particularly amenable to this
type of analysis, especially in comparison to more traditional data
gathering techniques used by family researchers such as the questionnaire
and interview.

Family Boundaries
Similar to Hess and Handel (1974), the present study conceptual
izes the family as a system or bounded universe.

As such, it is con

cerned with how the family visually defines its boundaries or life space.
One issue which frequently arises in connection to the concept of family
boundaries is their permeability.

Often this is presented in terms of

whether the family defines itself as a relatively closed or open system.
In addressing this issue, the present research focuses on the relative
dominance of kin and friendship networks.

More specifically, the social
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boundaries of the family's world are examined in light of the relative
proportion of family album photos which depict each type of social rela
tionship.

For example, families which visually portray relatives and

friends as integral to family life are viewed as more open systems than
those which only include kin in their visual collections.
In addition to the social or interpersonal boundaries of the
family system, this study examines another aspect of family life high
lighted by Hess and Handel (1974), namely the geographical scope of the
family's world of experience.

Specifically, it explores whether the

image of family life as presented through the family album is local or
cosmopolitan in orientation..

For example, are the majority of pictures

contained in the album taken within the immediate community or is the
location for picture-taking more diverse and broader in scope?

Gender Roles
The final issue investigated in the present study is the family's
conceptualization of femininity and masculinity or, more specifically,
its visual portrayal of gender roles.

Here the family's visual collec

tion is examined in terms of whether it tends to depict individuals in
sex-specific activities or instead presents a less traditional image of
gender.
In addition to describing how these properties of the family
system are portrayed through the family's photograph album, this study
examines if and how these dimensions of family life vary according to
the social class, family structure, and stage in the lifecycle.

For

instance, are working-class families more likely than those of the middle
class to portray family members in traditional gender roles?
family portrayed during early stages of the lifecycle

Or, is the

as a relatively
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open system with pictures of friends being common, but comparatively
closed in later stages with images of kin being dominant?

These ques

tions and related issues are explored in more detail throughout the
remaining chapters.

Summary
In sum, the contributions of the present research are threefold.
First, it offers a new and versatile method for studying families.

Not

only is the family photograph album a rare unobtrusive measure of family
life, it offers the family researcher a unique opportunity to explore
both relational and transactional aspects of the family system.

Though

the present study focuses upon the latter, that is, the family's trans
actions with other social groups and institutions, alternative concerns
such as the relative closeness of parent-child relationships are amenable
to analysis using this data source.

The second contribution of the

present study is less methodological and concerns a new theoretical per
spective regarding the process of reality construction within the family.
In contrast to previous work which focused on the marital dyad and
stressed the importance of language for socially constructing a shared
world of meaning (Berger and Kellner, 1970), the present research
broadens this conceptualization.

Specifically, it posits Lhat fami 1ies

(not just the marital couple) engage in this process and that they con
struct their social reality or common world of experience visually as
well as verbally.

Though Lhc family photograph album has been studied

by others (Kotkin, 1978; Lesy, 1977; Noren, 1976) the result has typi
cally been a descriptive, a-theoret. ica 1 account of its content.

In

contrast, this study explicitly links the album's content to theoreti
cally relevant family variables and issues.

It measures abstract
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holistic concepts through the pictures families take and collect of
themselves as well as assesses the variation in such images of family
life according to social class, family structure and stage in the life
cycle.

As such it represents the first systematic analysis of family

photograph albums.

The theoretical significance and practical implica

tions of this analysis for family researchers and therapists alike are
highlighted throughout the following chapters.
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CHAPTER NOTES

I
■■I

i
|
1
|
5
'

l
Not only is photography presented as a family activity, but
family type celebrities
are chosen to promote the product. For example,
michael Landon from the hit TV series "Little House on the Prairie," is
shown snapping picturesof his daughter's swim meet, his wife opening
Christmas presents, etc. In fact, the association between photography
and family is so strong that many viewers were shocked to discover that
the popular "couple" promoting Polaroid cameras (James Garner and Mariette
Hartley) were not married!
2

Despite this message, previous studies have found that picturetaking within the family is relatively structured, with informal family
and cultural rules defining the appropriate occasions for this activity
(see Chalfen, 1981; Musello, 1977; Zeitlin, et al., 1982).
3
Today, cameras can be purchased for as little as $30, and film
is also relatively inexpensive.
4
While it may appear that the images contained in the photo album
represent the conception of family life held by the photographer within
the family and not the family as a whole, this is not necessarily true.
Other family members may suggest occasions for picture-taking as well as
become involved in the construction of the album itself. To clarify
this issue, each family participating in the present study was asked
about their involvement in these processes. In addition, for each photo
graph analyzed, information was obtained on who took the picture.
^This does not negate normative aspects of picture-taking. It
is clear
that occasions for picture-taking are, in part, culturally
defined.
For example, to many families, taking pictures at weddings or
on birthdays is obligatory. However, there may be variation on how
closely a particular family adheres to these rules, how many photos are
taken, and who is included in the photograph. While this point has been
neglected by previous research on family albums, it is addressed in the
present study.
£
Since this editing process could effect the validity of the con
clusions made about family life using photograph albums, each family in
the present study was asked a number of questions regarding this process.
For example, who generally decided which snapshots to include in the
album, the criteria used in making the decision, etc.

CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

In comparison to more traditional data collection techniques,
the use of still photographs in social science research is meager.

If

we narrow our focus to those studies which incorporate family snapshots
or albums in particular, the literature becomes practically non-existent,
However, the literature that does exist indicates that anthropologists
were among the first to explore the use of visual data in social science
research and to develop a framework for its analysis. . Since the con
ceptualization of the family album guiding the present study stems in
large part from this work, it is discussed in some detail.

However, the

majority of this chapter is devoted to a critical review of those few
studies which have used family albums as a primary data source.

Key

differences between this work and the present research are highlighted
and discussed.

Imagery in Research:

Anthropological Contributions

An examination of the anthropological literature indicates that
the use of still photographs as a data source has diverged in two direc
tions (Worth, 1980).

Initially, the camera was viewed as an anthropo

logical tool for recording data about culture.

In studies guided by

this orientation, the camera was used to make systematic observations of
the culture being investigated.

Thus, the emphasis was upon the camera
12
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as a recording device similar to a pencil, notebook or typewriter, and
the images produced were implicitly accepted as objective records of
social reality.

A classic work in this tradition was Mead and Bateson's

(1942) study of Balinese character.
Though this early research helped to establish the legitimacy of
photographs as a data source, the present analysis of family albums is
more closely aligned with recent work which stresses the subjective
nature of picture-taking.

This new emphasis emerged as anthropologists

began to view photographs not as records about culture but rather as
records of culture— as objects and events which could be studied in the
context of the culture within which they were produced and used (Worth,
1980).

The stimulus for the development of this new view of photography

was the work of Byers (1964; 1966).

Arguing that "cameras don't take

pictures, people do," Byers stressed the subjective nature of photography
and began to explore the ways in which the camera was used by different
members of a culture.

Byers' work marked an important shift in anthro

pological research for now the camera was viewed as a means of creating
a particular reality rather than a tool for objectively recording
reality.

Thus, the images produced were not a copy of the world out

there but rather someone's statement about that world.
Applying these ideas to the photograph

album links it directly

to the process of reality construction within the family.

That is,

through the taking and collecting of photographs the family creates a
particular social reality.

As a consequence, the images contained in

the album can be viewed as communicative visual statements about the
family's world including those events and relationships it considers
significant.
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Imagery in Research:

Sociological Contributions

In comparison- to anthropology, the use of visual data in socio
logical research is a relatively new phenomenon.

Although the paucity

of such research has many explanations, key among them is the anti-visual
bias that permeates much of Western thought.

As Curry and Clarke (1977)

point out:
One of the reasons sociologists, along with other social scien
tists, have been slow to develop sophisticated theoretical
schemes for imagery is that their traditions are heavily biased
toward verbal thought and knowledge. Even disciplines that are
more visually grounded, such as anthropology, have found it
difficult to overcome the persistent notion that words are
inherently superior to pictures (pp. 28-29).
It is important to note that this bias toward visual data was not always
present.

During the early nineteenth century sociologists such as Hine

(1932) used still photographs to document the negative effects of
industrialization.

However, as Stasz (1979:134) points out, this was a

time when sociology was concerned with social reform and when the
decision was made to shift from this preoccupation to that of becoming
a "science," and visual data virtually disappeared from major socio
logical journals.
This transition was associated with the development of a method
ological orientation within sociology which stressed quantitative causal
analysis.

For years, such an approach was thought to preclude the use

of visual data which was seen as being Loo subjective for any meaningful
sociological analysis.

Recently however, there has been a renewed inter

est among sociologists in the use of visual data, particularly still
photographs.

Becker (1974; 1978), for one, has written extensively on

the potential theoretical and methodological richness of this data
source.

For example, he points to the important though overlooked
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function of still photos to clarify sociological concepts.

In this

instance, the attempt to find a visual image or indicator clarifies the
conceptualization and reduces the gap that frequently develops between
a concept and the behavioral indicator of that concept.

In sum, Becker

(1974) suggests that sociologists attempt to create images rich in socio
logical content as well as uncover such content in existing images.
Some sociologists have followed Becker's (1974) advice.

For example,

Milium (1975) and Goffman (1979) have analyzed gender behavior in com
mercial advertisements while Brown (1981) has used the same source to
study images of family life over time.

In addition, Thompson and Clarke

(1974) examined how photographs were used to construct a particular
image of the Vietnam conflict and Harper (1979) provided an in-depth view
of hobo culture through the use of still photographs.
Whether anthropological or sociological in origin, most of the
research cited thus far is subject to three criticisms.
a well defined methodology.

First, it lacks

Without standardized procedures, measure

ment techniques or coding schemes, a systematic analysis of photographs
is unlikely.

Secondly, the images studied have been for the most part

produced by an "outsider" or researcher rather than by members of the
group being investigated.
are relatively unexplored.

Consequently, native views of social reality
Thirdly, the group in which photography plays

a key role has been overlooked, namely the family.
The discussion which follows focuses upon recent research which
has used visual data to study the family.

Although still subject to

many of the same methodological criticisms, it does represent a signifi
cant shift in emphasis since the researcher is no longer the photographer.
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The Family and Photographs
This section critically examines previous work which has used
family photographs or albums to obtain information about the family or
one of its members.

Given the small number of such studies and their

diverse disciplinary origins, they are grouped and discussed according
to the similarity of approach or orientation rather than by academic
discipline.

Individualistic Orientation
In this group of studies, the overriding theme is psychological
in origin and the question commonly addressed is:

What can we learn

about the individual through an examination of family photographs?
researchers add another dimension to this question.
the issue to be investigated becomes:

Some

In this instance,

What do family photos reveal about

an individual family member's level of psychological adjustment and/or
the degree of pathology inherent in family relationships?
Within this context, the most popular use of family photographs
has been as an aid in psychotherapy and family counseling.

For example,

Akeret (1975) has used them in psychotherapy by focusing upon their
"hidden" psychological meaning.

This approach, which Akeret has labeled

"photoanalysis," is viewed by him to be a sound method for increasing
self-awareness in individual psychotherapy.^- Similarly, counselors have
used family pictures as a means for clients to relive or correct dis
tortions of past experiences and to analyze family relationships
(Gosciewski, 1975; Anderson and Malloy, 1976).
In sum, this individualistic approach views family photographs
as documents of personality and as a vehicle for the client to achieve
personal or interpersonal insight.

While this use of family photographs
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has its merits, it is also quite limited.

For instance, it provides

minimal information about the family as a system or its relationship to
other social groups and institutions.

However, such information might

be of use to family therapists, particularly those who hold a more
systemic and less individualistic approach to therapy.

Within this con

text, the present study's attempt to systematize the analysis of family
photographs could have practical implications for both individual and
family counseling.

That is, the methods developed here might enable

therapists to use family pictures in an entirely new and more fruitful
way.

For example, rather than focusing upon individual photographs,

the therapist could use the client's entire visual collection to explore
issues of concern such as the degree of separateness and individuation
associated with different family subsystems or the permeability of the
family's social boundaries.

Such an approach would make the use of

family photographs in therapy less dependent upon intuition and perhaps
more meaningful.

Relational/Collectivistic Orientation
The analysis of family pictures in this group of studies is
guided by the following type of question:

What.can we learn about family

relationships or more generally family life, through an examination of
family photographs?

In comparison to the individualistic orientation

previously discussed, this framework is broader in scope.

Its focus is

upon the family as a relational system and how larger socio-cultural
forces affect this system.

As such, it represents a shift in analysis

from the individual to the group.
An example of this approach is Lesy's (1977) analysis of family
pictures which is perhaps best described as a form of biographical
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journalism.

In this case study of a middle-class divorced couple, Lesy

used family photographs to prompt his subjects to "tell their story in
their own way."

Twenty family album photos covering key stages of the

couple's life together were then used to make conjectures about the
family's symbolic and mythological structure.

These were based upon

Lesy's perception of the images' latent rather than manifest content or
what, from his perspective, the photographs symbolically represented.
Though the intent and method of this work are quite different than that
of the present study, one pattern that emerged from Lesy's analysis is
particularly relevant.

That is, the events and people perceived by the

couple as important to their lives were found throughout the pages of
their family album.
In sum, Lesy's use of family photographs as illustrated by the
aforementioned study and related work (1976; 1980) stands in stark con
trast to that presented here.

For example, rather than using a case

study approach, the present research examines the photo albums of twenty
families with an emphasis on how images of family life vary according
to family characteristics such as social class.

Thus, the concern is

with what this visual collection can tell us about how different types
of families (not one particular family) visually construct and represent
their reality.

This includes their relationship to other social groups

and institutions.

Also, instead of viewing family photographs as psycho

logical documents, the content of these images is systematically assessed
using a detailed coding scheme.

As such, the subjectivity inherent in

Lesy's analysis and the problems which arise regarding the reliability
and validity of his conclusions are, in part, mitigated.
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In two recent and related studies, the family album is used to
explore family history as well as dimensions of the larger culture such
as dominant values and popular material artifacts.

In the first of

these studies, Bogardus (1978) examined the family album of a rural
Alabama family as part of a larger project on oral history.

Viewing the

photo album as an important though frequently ignored aspect of popular
culture, Bogardus found family photographs to be. a rich resource for
uncovering salient aspects of a family's history as well as the larger
culture.

For example, in the family's early pictures taken during the

1930's, the automobile was a recurring motif reflecting its symbolic
and practical significance to family members.

That is, beside provid

ing transportation, the automobile offered mobility, status and privacy.
However, as the family became upwardly mobile and the significance of
the automobile decreased, the number of photographs depicting it did
also.

Other changes in the quantity and content of the family's album

were noted by Bogardus such as, over time, fewer pictures were taken
and those that were reflected more formal, stylized poses.
Similar to Lesy (1977), Bogardus' analysis is limited to the
photo collection of one family and lacks a systematic methodology.

Con

sequently, many of the comments made earlier regarding Lesy's (1977)
work are applicable here.

However, Bogardus' (1978) research does add

a new dimension to the analysis of family albums, namely, how their
content changes over time.

While this concern is shared by the present

study, the method for examining such changes differs significantly.
key difference concerns the types of changes highlighted.

One

Instead of

focusing on variations over time in the family's depiction of material
artifacts or the stylistic conventions of picture-taking, the present
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study examines if and how the family's visual portrayal of its boundar
ies and gender roles change over time (e.g., does the proportion of
family album photographs depicting kin increase or decrease over time?).
Another substantive difference between the present work and that of
Bogardus (1978) is in terms of how "change over time" is conceptualized.
Whereas Bogardus presents an historical analysis of family pictures,
this study is concerned with changes in family album content over the
lifecycle.

Thus, rather than discussing how a family's photos from

1930 differ from those taken in 1950, the emphasis here is on how alter
ations in family structure affect the family's visual representation of
itself.
Another study which emphasizes the importance of photo albums
as historical documents or records of family life is that of Kotkin
(1978).

In contrast to the case study approach discussed thus far,

Kotkin examined a sample of family albums obtained through newspaper ads
in the Washington, D.C. area during 1974 as part of a larger project on
family folklore.

Although the central concern of this study was how

visual images relate to a family's verbal lore, a related goal was to
explore the process of creating family albums and their function within
the family.

After reviewing numerous albums and discussing their con

tent with family members, Kotkin concluded that family photographs were
the visual counterparts of family stories, journals, or diaries and as
such were important expressions of family folklore.

For instance, they

frequently evoked stories which served as the basis for family legends
and portrayed common folkloric events in the family such as weddings.
Thus, these photographs functioned to create and transmit family folk
lore across generations.
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According to Kotkin (1978), the presence of recurrent themes
within family albums (e.g., pictures of holiday celebrations) and com
mon poses (e.g., informal photos of family members grouped together on
front porches) suggested that there were cultural norms associated with
picture-taking within the family.

However, possible variation in

adherence to these norms across different types of families was not
addressed nor was the potential variation in the album's content (e.g.,
whether it was more likely to include photos of friends or kin).

Thus,

similar to the work previously discussed, Kotkin fails to systematically
analyze the content of the family's visual collection in terms which
contribute to our understanding of the family as a system.

However, her

discussion of the social processes associated with the album's construc
tion augments the theoretical framework guiding the present research.
According to Kotkin, as families choose images from all those available
to them, they create photograph albums which portray a particular view
of family life.

While this portrayal may not always be an accurate

representation of the family's daily life or lifestyle, it does tend to
reflect the key values, ideals and beliefs held by family members.
This perspective is closely aligned to that of the present study which
views the photo album as playing a central role in the family's social
construction of reality.
The research discussed thus far has been characteristically
qualitative.

That is, it has not systematically coded or quantified the

images contained in family albums.

A more quantitative analysis of

family pictures is the work of Titus (1976).

Concerned with investiga

ting the role-learning behavior of parents after the birth of their
first child, Titus examined the visual collections of twenty-three
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families.

Her sample was obtained from birth announcements in a local

newspaper and births recorded in a local community hospital.

Her find

ings suggest that not only do parents tend to take more pictures of the
first baby than of subsequent children; they also take special kinds of
photographs.

First-time parents seem interested in preserving on film a

record of their own learning of various tasks associated with their new
role.

Thus, there are photos of the parents as they hold, feed, diaper,

bathe and otherwise care for the baby.

According to Titus, such pictures

are valuable in that they reflect and promote the transition to parent
hood through the display and reinforcement of appropriate role behaviors.
In comparison to previous work, Titus' research is methodologi
cally more sophisticated and makes a stronger attempt to delineate the
links between family album photos and family process.

However, her work

is limited by the fact that only those pictures taken during the first
three months of the child's life were analyzed.

In addition, though

photos which depicted the child with significant others such as friends
and kin were examined, Titus did not distinguish between the relative
proportion of each type of picture.

Thus, the issue of if and how the

child's birth affected the family's v-isual portrayal of either social
group was not considered.

In contrast, the present study addresses this

and related issues as well as examines the family's complete visual
collection for specified years.

Such an approach provides more exten

sive information regarding the relationship between family images and
changes in family structure over the life cycle.

Another difference

between the present work and that of Titus is that the family album is
used here to investigate the family system rather than just one type of
inter-familial relationship.
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Of the research which has used family photos as a primary data
source, Musello's (1977) work is perhaps the most extensive.

The pur

pose of this study was to investigate the function of photography within
the family and to explore if and how it served as a form of visual
communication.

2

Using a sample of twelve families chosen fortuitously,

Musello examined pictures and slides either created or collected by
family members.

Thus, this work was not limited to an examination of

family album photos.

It also included images created by nonfamily mem

bers as well as unorganized visual materials such as pictures stored in
shoe boxes, dresser drawers, etc.

However, before discussing Musello's

specific findings, it is important to highlight the significant differ
ences between this work and the present study regarding theoretical
orientation and methodology.
As previously noted, Musello's (1977) concern was whether
photography functioned as a form of visual communication within the
family.

As such, his work was not an investigation of the family system

per se.

Or, in other words, rather than using photography as a means to

gather information about the family, Musello used the family as a
vehicle to explore photography.

This is a crucial distinction between

Musello's work and that described here.

In addition, Musello examined

a broad range of visual materials collected by the family whereas the
present study analyzes only those photographs contained in the family
album.

Finally, unlike the research reported here, Musello did not use

a specific coding scheme in his analysis.

Consequently, the visual

patterns noted were based on his personal interpretation of the materials
at hand rather than a particular measurement technique.

Such an approach

obviously raises serious questions of reliability and validity.
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In terms of Musello's (1977) findings, those most relevant to
the present study concern "who was in the picture" and how this changed
over time.

On the most general level, the family's visual collection

incorporated "all those whom families feel are participants in their
lives and whom they would choose to remember"(Musello, 1977:106), this
most frequently included close friends, relatives and immediate family.
Though Musello found a great deal of variation across families in the
depiction of these significant others (e.g., some families had no photos
of friends, whereas such pictures were dominant in other visual collec
tions), he did not address if and how this was related to characteris
tics of the family such as social class.

However, he did examine how

the portrayal of such social relationships as well as nuclear family
members varied over time.

Specifically, he found that prior to the birth

of children, couples often photographed each other.

These pictures were

frequently taken away from home and photos of friends were also common
during this time.

However, with the arrival of children, both types of

photographs decreased and picture-taking became more family and child
centered.

In Musello's words:

"Typically, then, couples appear only

infrequently in the collections through the years of the family's
upbringing and resurface as consistent individual subjects and as a
'couple' only in later years, particularly as they travel together"
(1977:107).

Though these findings suggest that the family's social and

geographical boundaries expand and contract over time, the author (once
again) only describes the change in a-theoretical terms.

In addition,

he never presents a clear operational definition of "over time" nor does
he explicitly link this concept to specific lifecycle

stages.
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In contrast to Musello's (1977) work, the research reported here
does more than describe variation in the content of family albums.

View

ing the album as integral to the process of reality construction within
the family, it links its content to theoretically relevant family vari
ables and issues.

For example, it explores the family's portrayal of

its social and geographical boundaries as well as its conceptualizationof gender roles.

These images of family life are then examined in light

of how they vary according to social class, family structure and life
cycle stage.

Summary
In sum, previous analyses of family photographs or albums have
characteristically been a-theoretical or purely descriptive.

Though

offering a rare opportunity Lo explore "family worlds" from the inside,
few studies have systematically examined this unique data source nor
investigated how these images of family life vary across different types
of families.

Instead, individual photographs have been used as documents

of personality and an aid in psychotherapy (Akeret, 1975), and albums as
a way to explore the life experiences or hisLory of a single family
(Lesy, 1977; Bogardus, 1978), investigate family folklore (Kotkin, 1978),
the transition to parenthood (Titus, 1976), or visual communication
(Musello, 1977).
limitations.

Though diverse in purpose, these sLudies had similar

First, their samples were very small and homogeneous,

typically consisting of one Lo thirteen middle-class families.
trast, this study examines the photo ablums of

In con

LwenLy families which

differ substantially along a number of dimensions (e.g., social class,
length of marriage, number of children, etc.).

Second, only one study

cited above used an explicit coding scheme and it was quite narrow in
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focus (see Titus, 1976).

Comparatively speaking, the content analysis

of family albums reported here is broad in scope.

Each photograph is

coded along seven dimensions including who is in the picture, the
occasion for picture-taking, etc. (see Chapter 3).

Third, the studies

discussed above tend to view the family as an isolated nuclear unit
rather than an interdependent system.
characterizes the present research.

Quite an opposite orientation
Here the family is viewed as an

open rather than closed system and the focus of attention is on exchanges
between the family and its social environment.

For instance, this work

stresses the transactions between the family and other social groups such
as kin and friends or institutions such as the economy.

The intent is

to examine how transactions affect and are reflected in the family's
visual presentation of itself.
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CHAPTER NOTES

‘''For a critique of this approach, see Chalfen (1974a).
2

To address the latter research issue, the events and components
of family photography were examined. Events consisted of planning,
shooting, processing, editing and exhibition, whereas components referred
to participants, settings and topics. For a more detailed discussion of
this framework and terminology, see Chalfen (1974) or Musello (1977).

CHAPTER 3

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

The Sample

Obtaining the Sample
The sample for the present study consisted of twenty families,
all of which resided in the tri-city area of Bangor-Brewer-Old Town,
Maine or the immediately surrounding townships.

The sampling procedure

and initial screening of respondents was conducted by the Social Science
Research Institute (SSRI) affiliated with the University of Maine at
Orono.

Using a computer generated random list of telephone numbers, a

representative of SSRI conducted a telephone survey in order to obtain
a pool of families eligible and interested in participating in the
present research project.
Each person contacted was asked a series of questions Lo ascer
tain whether or not they were eligible for inclusion in Lhe study.

The

first requirement was that the household possess a family album.
Individuals who reported having an unorganized collection of family
photographs, that is pictures stored in shoe boxes, drawers, etc., were
excluded.

This was necessary for several reasons.

First, from a

methodological point of view, it was important Lo have consistency
within the sample regarding the type of visual collection to be analyzed.
Second, as outlined in Chapter 1, theoretical considerations required
28
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that the snapshots examined be those selected by the family from the
larger pool of all available photographs.

The rationale was that this

filtering process would most likely result in a visual collection con
taining images perceived by the family to be culturally and socially
significant, both in terms of the larger societal culture and their own
particular "family culture."
A second sample restriction was that the respondent be currently
married and for a minimum of five years.

This criterion was essential

since the research design called for conjoint interviews.

In addition,

the focus of changes in the family system and its visual representation
over the lifecycle required that some minimum length of marriage be
established.

Five years was considered to be the shortest length of time

acceptable for such an analysis.
Thus, if the person contacted had a family album and was married
five years or longer, she or he was eligible for participation in the
study.

This group constituted 42% of all individuals contacted (see

Appendix A, Table 1).

If eligible, the respondents were asked if they

could be re-contacted by the researcher to learn more about the study
and arrange for an interview.

Of the 71 eligible respondents, 25 refused

at this point to become involved in the research project, an additional
20 refused after learning more about the study, and 6 could not be
reached after 4 call-backs.

This resulted in an overall response rate of

28%.
Among those individuals who refused to participate in the study
517o

did not give a reason for their decision.

Among those that did, the

most common responses were the husband's refusal to participate (45%) or
lack of time (32%).

Given that it was necessary to meet with the family
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on two separate occasions including one which required the presence of
both spouses, this pattern of responses might be expected.

Unfortunately,

demographic characteristics of those who refused to participate are not
available.

As a consequence, there is no way of knowing if or how this

group differed from those agreed to share their family album.
Turning to those individuals ineligible to participate in the
research, the most common reason for exclusion was lack of a family
I

album (54%).

This finding obviously raises doubts about the common

ality of family albums.

However, a very different picture emerges when

this issue is examined with respect to the total 170 individuals con
tacted through the telephone survey.
having a family album.

In this case 117 or 69% reported

This figure included all eligible respondents

as well as those excluded because their album did not contain pictures
for all the time periods requested, they were not currently married
or had been married for less than five years.

Thus, the assumption

guiding the research from its inception was confirmed by the telephone
survey, namely most families do create and maintain a family album.

Characteristics of the Sample
Whether education, occupation or income is used as an indicator,
the majority of the families participating in the present research are
middle class (see Appendix A, Table 2).

2

Specifically, the husband is

employed in a white collar job, both spouses have more than a high
school education and the family income is over $20,000 a year.

In terms

of family structure, most couples have been married 12 years or less
and are 35 years of age or younger.

In addition, the majority are dual

worker families in which the wives are presently employed either full or
part time.

Regarding family size, small families are the norm:

over
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two-thirds of the couples have two children or less.
Additional background information obtained from the sample pre
sents a fairly classic pattern of Anglo-Saxon heritage.

This is not

surprising since the majority of respondents were born and raised in New
England.

Regarding race and ethnicity, the sample is relatively homo

geneous.

All of the respondents are white except for two of Oriental

ancestry.

This lack of racial diversity reflects in large part the

homogeneity of the local population.

Similarly, over two-thirds of

those participating in the present study describe themselves as either
American/Yankee or English.

While no other pattern of ethnicity emerges

within the sample, a variety of ethnic groups are represented, albeit in
small numbers.

Consistent with this Anglo-Saxon background, most

respondents report their religion as Protestant.

However, there is some

variance in this pattern with approximately one-fourth of the sample
describing themselves as Catholic and 15% reporting no religious affiliat ion.

Data Collection
Data for the present study was gathered during an eight month
period from January to September, 1980.

Each family was interviewed on

two separate occasions, approximately one week apart.
During the first meeting, both spouses were present and a family
genogram was constructed detailing the family's composition over three
generations (see Appendix B).

In addition to listing the births, deaths

and marital status of each individual, the genogram included informa
tion about each family member's place of residence throughout the length
of the study couple's marriage.

Aside from being an excellent vehicle

for establishing early rapport with the family, the genogram proved to
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be a valuable adjunct to the analysis of the family's photograph album.
It not only provided a social context for examining the visual history
of the family but a means for eliminating explanations regarding who was
included in the family album.

For example, if the album excluded a par

ticular relative, this might reflect geographical distance from the study
family, conflicts between different branches of the family, or the fact
that the person in question was deceased during the specific time period
being examined.

The ability to eliminate certain explanations stemmed

not only from information presented in the genogram itself but from what
the couple self-disclosed about their family system during its contruction.

During this process, it was not uncommon for respondents to men

tion that they knew very little about a family member or side of the
family because of sibling rivalry, internal feuds, conflicts over divorce
or remarriage, etc., and such information was carefully recorded.
Upon completion of the genogram, each spouse was asked a series
of questions about their everyday behavior during the last year, three
years ago and the first year of marriage (or ten years ago if the couple
has been married longer than ten years).

These questions focused on what

family members did in their spare time as well as which friends and rela
tives they got together with the most often (see Appendix C).

In each

case, a description of the activity they engaged in, who with, how often
and where was obtained.

If the couple had children over six years of age

presently living at home (or had been within the last ten years), they
were asked to describe what each child usually did in his/her free time
as well as who with, how often and where

3

(see Appendix C).

In addition,

each spouse was asked to complete a brief questionnaire consisting of
standard demographic items (see Appendix D).
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This phase of the data collection process took between two to
four hours to complete although the typical interview lasted two and onehalf hours.

At the close of this meeting, a second interview was

scheduled for the following week in order to look through the family's
photograph album.

Since this part of the data collection procedure

could be completed by either one or both spouses, each family was asked
to choose whichever arrangement was most convenient.
spouses decided to participate.

In two cases both

Among the eighteen remaining families,

the second interview was with the wife only.

In these cases the husbands

cited either the lack of time or insufficient knowledge about the content
of the pictures as reasons for excluding themselves from this phase of
the research.
At the second meeting, family album photographs taken during the
time periods previously discussed were examined.

While the optimum

analysis would have included all pictures in the family album, results
of a pre-test indicated that this approach was unmanageable.

4

By limit

ing the number of photographs examined, data collection was typically
completed within two hours with a range of one to six hours.
In terms of the photographs themselves, each was coded along a
number of dimensions.

These included:

who was in the picture; the

occasion for picture-taking; where the photo was taken; the activity or
behavior depicted; when the picture was taken and by whom.

A more

detailed discussion of these coding procedures is presented on pages 3437.
In addition to obtaining information about the photographs' con
tent, the creation and maintenance of the album itself was discussed.
Specifically, families were asked the following questions:

(1) Who
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decides when pictures will be taken and who actually takes them?; (2) Has
this pattern changed over time, and if so, how?; (3) How many and what
type(s) of cameras does the family use?; (4) Who generally decides which
pictures will go into the family album and what criteria for selection
are used?; (5) Why does the family keep a family photo album?; (6) Does
the family exchange photographs with others?

If so, with whom and on

what occasions?

Coding of the Photographs
Each photograph was initially coded along the dimensions
described below.

Since all of the coding was done by the author, an

initial check of inter-rater reliability was made.

Fifteen pictures

were coded by the author and two other trained coders.

Inter-rater

reliability was .91.

Who Is In the Picture
Each person appearing in the photograph was assigned a distinct
code which took into account the sex of the individual and when appro
priate, birth order (e.g., children, siblings of spouses, etc.).

Scenic

pictures as well as those of pets or inanimate objects such as cars were
also assigned a numerical code.

Five hundred and thirteen distinct

codes were developed using this procedure.

However, the actual data

analysis only included those codes of theoretical interest.

Specifically,

a count was made of those pictures which included the (1) wife, (2) hus
band, (3) wife and husband, (4) one or more children, (5) all nuclear
family members, (6) kin, or (7) friends of nuclear family members.
number of different people included in each photograph ranged from 0
(e.g., scenic photo) to 17.

The
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Occasion for Picture-Taking
The codes for this variable were based upon the respondent's
perception of the occasion for picture-taking.

On this basis, each

photograph was assigned a numerical code resulting in a total of 256
different occasions for picture-taking.

For purposes of analysis, these

were grouped into the following mutually exclusive categories:
(1) Holidays (e.g., Christmas, Thanksgiving, Easter);
(2) Vacations and day trips;
(3) Child's school or sport activity (e.g., class play, recital,
track meet);
(4) Everyday activities (no special occasion:

children playing,

working in the garden, doing dishes);
(5) Nuclear family celebrations (e.g., birthdays, weddings, and
anniversaries of nuclear family members);
(6) Get-togethers with friends (no special occasion:
(7) Get-togethers with relatives (no special occasion:

visiting);
visiting);

(8) Extended family celebrations (e.g., birthdays, weddings of
non-family members or friends).
To describe each family's visual collection, a count was made of
the number of pictures within each category.

This, figure was then

divided by the total number of photographs in the family's alburn.^

The

resulting distribution represented the proportion of each family's album
which contained such photos (e.g., holidays, get-togethers with friends,
etc.).
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Location of Picture-Taking
Each photograph was coded in terms of the physical location of
picture-taking and geographical distance from the respondent's residence.
Regarding physical location, the specific codes were:

(1) inside the

respondent's home; (2) outside the respondent's home; (3) in the respon
dent's town; (4) in an adjacent community; (5) outside of an adjacent
community but within the respondent's state of residence; (6) outside
of the respondent's state of residence; (7) outside of the respondent's
country of residence.
In terms of geographical distance, each picture was coded as
being taken within:

(1) 5 miles or less from the respondent's home;

(2) 6 to 20 miles from the respondent's home; (3) 21 to 50 miles from
the respondent's home; (4) 51 to 100 miles from the respondent's home;
(5) 101 to 300 miles from the respondent's home; (6) 301 to 1,000 miles
from the respondent's home; and (7) over 1,000 miles from respondent's
home.

Social Location of Picture-Taking
Of the possible 67 social locations for picture-taking described
by respondents, a classification scheme consisting of nine categories
was developed.

Specifically, each photograph was coded according to

whether it was taken within the:

(1) home; (2) child's residence;

(3) workplace of the wife or husband; (4) child's school; (5) residence
of the wife's kin; (6) residence of the husband's kin; (7) residence of
a friend; (8) neutral location (e.g., one unrelated to family or friends
such as a restaurant, vacation spot, neighborhood park); or (9) church.
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Activity in the Picture
The specific activity depicted in each photograph was noted on
the original coding form and 59 distinct codes were developed.
these, the following were used:

Of

(1) pose (e.g., those in picture not

engaged in a specific activity); (2) scene (no activity or people por
trayed); (3) gender neutral activity; (4) traditional feminine activity;
(5) traditional masculine activity.
The last three codes were developed by asking 10 individuals to
classify a list of activities
dure.

derived from the initial coding proce-

Agreement among coders for each item ranged from 60 to 100%.

On the basis of these ratings, each activity was categorized as either
gender neutral, traditionally feminine, or traditionally masculine.

Photographer and Date of Photograph
For each photograph examined the respondent was asked "Who took
the picture?"

The resulting codes were:

(3) child; (4) friend; (5) relative.

(1) husband; (2) wife;

The date of the photograph was

measured by simply tabulating the month and year in which each picture
was taken.

Dependent Variables
All dependent variables in the present study measured some hol
istic or group property of the family system through an analysis of its
photographs.

Specifically, visual indicators were developed to assess

the family's social and geographical boundaries as well as its definition
of gender roles.
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Social Boundaries
To assess this aspect of the family system, the visual portrayal
of kin and friendship networks was examined.

For each type of social

relationship depicted, the measurement procedure was the same.

Based

upon each family's description of "who was in the picture," a count was
made of the number of photographs in their album which included at least
one of the people specified.

This figure was then divided by the

family's total number of photographs.^

The resulting frequency distribu

tion described the percentage or proportion of each family's visual
collection which contained a specific type of photograph.

Families

above the median on this distribution were classified as having a high
percentage of such pictures and if below this figure, a low percentage.
For example, assume that a family's visual collection consisted of 180
photographs and 30 of these depicted at least one kin member.

The per

centage of this family's collection which contained kin pictures would
then be 30/180 or 17%.

If the median percentage of kin pictures for the

entire sample was 19%, then this particular family would be categorized
as low on kin pictures.
Since the family's visual portrayal of both its kin and friend
networks was of theoretical interest, the social boundaries of the fam
ily system were analyzed as follows.

The dependent variables associated

with the analysis of kin relationships were the proportion of each fam
ily's visual collection which depicted (1) any kin member, (2) kin of
orientation (either spouse's parents or siblings), (3) secondary kin
(either spouse's aunts, uncles, cousins, etc.), (4) husband's kin, and
(5) wife's kin.

In terms of friends, the analysis focused on the per

centage of family album photographs which portrayed (1) any friend of
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the family, (2) joint friends of the couple, (3) friends of the husband,
(4) friends of the wife, and (5) friends of the child or children.

Geographical Boundaries
This variable was measured by classifying the pictures in each
family's visual collection as either local or nonlocal dependent upon
the physical location of picture-taking.

Local photographs were defined

as those taken within the immediate vicinity of the respondent's home or
g
within an adjacent community.
If the physical location of picturetaking extended beyond these boundaries, the picture was classified as
nonlocal.

Since these codes were mutually exclusive, families whose

albums contained a high percentage of local photographs necessarily had
a low proportion of pictures characterized as nonlocal.

Gender Roles
As previously discussed, each photograph was coded according to
the specific type of activity portrayed (see -page 37).

However, for

this analysis, whether the activity depicted was classified as masculine
or feminine was less important than whether the photograph portrayed a
female or male family member engaged in the activity.

Consequently,

the measure of gender roles used in this study took into account both the
type of activity depicted and sex of the nuclear family member portrayed.

9

As a result, those photographs which included at least one

nuclear family member were classified as either (1) traditionally mascu
line, (2) traditionally feminine, (3) non-traditionally masculine, or
(4) non-traditionally feminine.
coding procedure is as follows.

A schematic representation of this
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Type of Activity Depicted
Sex of Nuclear
Family Member

Masculine

Feminine
(3)
Non-Traditionally
Masculine

(1)
Traditionally
Masculine

Male
-

Female

(4)
Non-Traditionally
Feminine

(2)
Traditionally
Feminine

To ascertain whether a family's visual portrayal of gender was
traditional or non-traditional, a count was made of each type of gender
related photograph.

This figure was then divided by the total number of

pictures which portrayed at least one male nuclear family member or when
appropriate one female nuclear member.

For example, if a family had 15

pictures categorized as traditionally masculine (i.e., male family mem
ber participating in a traditionally male activity) and had 30 photos
which contained at least one male family member,

the percentage of this

family's collection which would be characterized as traditionally mascu
line would be 15/30 or 50%.

A similar process was followed for each

type of gender photograph and the resulting distributions were divided
into high and low categories based upon the median value.

Independent Variables
The independent variables of the present study were social class,
various dimensions of family structure, and family lifecycle.

Informa

tion obtained from the background questionnaire completed by each spouse
as well as from the family genogram was used to measure these variables
(refer to Appendices B and D).
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Social Class
Since previous research had not investigated if or how social
class was related to the images of family life portrayed through photo
graph albums, it was impossible to determine which dimensions of social
class (if any) affected this process.
used a variety of SES indicators.

Education.

Consequently, the'present study

Specifically, these included:

The following codes were used to describe the edu

cational background of each spouse:
(2) more than high school.
education was developed.

(1) high school or less; or

In addition, a less traditional measure of
This variable, family education, was measured

by classifying families into one of two categories:

(1) those in which

both spouses had a high school education or less; and (2) those in
which both the husband and wife had more than a high school education.
If the spouses within a particular family had not achieved the same
level of education, the family was excluded from the analysis.

Income.

The annual earnings of each family (as reported in the

background questionnaire) was used to measure family income.

Families

were classified as either low or high income depending upon whether they
were below or above the median income level for the sample (i.e., $20,000
per year).

Husband's Occupation.

Due to the small sample size, occupations

were classified as either white collar (non-manual) or blue collar
(manual).

The white-collar sample consisted of professional, technical,

managerial, clerical and sales workers, whereas the blue-collar sample
included those employed in service occupations, craftworkers,.laborers,
and agricultural workers.

Since only eight wives were employed full
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time outside of the home, this measure was based solely upon the hus
band's occupation.

Family Structure
Similar to social class, a number of dimensions of family struc
ture were examined.

Among these were:

Length of Marriage.

This variable was measured by tabulating

the number of years each couple had been married.
low of 5 years to a high of 43 years.

This ranged from a

For purposes of analysis, fami

lies were classified as above or below the median length of marriage
which was 12 years.

Couple's Age.

This variable was measured by classifying families

in terms of whether both spouses were below or above the median age of
the sample.

Two codes were developed:

(1) both spouses 35 years of age

or younger; or (2) both spouses older than 35.

Family Employment.

The present employment status of the husband

and wife was used to create this variable.
either:

Families were categorized as

(1) dual worker (i.e., both spouses were employed either full

or part time); or (2) single worker (i.e., only one spouse was so
employed).

Wife's Employment.

To further clarify the family's link to the

economy, a variable was created which only took into account the wife's
employment status.

On this basis, families were classified according to

whether the wife was employed outside of the home (1) full time, (2) part
time, or, was (3) a full time housewife.^
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Number of Children.

This variable was measured by tabulating

the number of children within each family.

This ranged from 0 to 8 with

two children being the median.

Family Lifecycle
As previously discussed, a key issue examined in the present
study was if and how the family album varied over the lifecycle.

To

address this issue, family photographs were grouped according 'to the
following lifecycle stages.
Stage 1:

Pre-parental (married no

children).

Stage 2:

Pre-school (oldest child

under 6 years).

Stage 3:

School age (oldest child

betwen 6-18 years).

Stage 4:

Post-school age (oldest child over 18 years).

A more detailed breakdown of lifecycle stages was not possible due to the
small size of the sample.

Data Analysis
Given the levels of measurement and sample size of the present
study, the primary method of data analysis was a between-group comparison of various types of family photographs.

11

However, when changes in

the images of family life over the lifecycle were examined, a one-way
analysis of variance was used.
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CHAPTER NOTES

1

Due to the order of questions in the screening instrument,
other information about these individuals such as their marital status,
length of marriage, etc., is not available.

2

Measurement of the variables described in this table are dis
cussed on pp. 41-43 in this chapter.

3
The initial purpose of these interviews was to obtain as detailed
a description as possible of everyday family life to determine if and how
it related to the images of family life contained in the photo album. By
obtaining such information over three different time periods, it would be
possible to examine similarities and/or differences in everyday behavior
over the history of the family as well as determine whether any changes
noted were also reflected in the family's self-created visual collection.
Unfortunatley, time limitations prevented the inclusion of such an
analysis in the present study.
Lf

Due to the large number of snapshots, it was not uncommon for
the average pre-test interview to last well over four and one-half hours.
Weariness on the part of both respondents and the interviewer frequently
resulted in coding errors and missing information. Consequently, it
was decided to analyze pictures from selected time frames. This approach
made it possible to keep the lifecycle perspective while at the same
time increase confidence in the accuracy of the information gathered.
^The frequency distribution for each of the remaining variables
was based upon a similar procedure.
^For a list of these activities and the extent of agreement
among coders for each item, see Appendix E.
^Depending upon the analysis, this represented all photographs
taken during either the last year or a particular lifecycle stage.
8

In terms of geographical distance, local photographs were.those
taken within a 20 mile radius of the respondent's home.
9

Since the present study was concerned with the family's visual
portrayal of gender roles, only pictures which contained at least one
nuclear family member were included in the analysis. Though this reduced
the number of pictures used, it increased the validity of the measure.
For example, if people outside of the nuclear family were included, it
would be difficult to determine whether the picture reflected the family's
conception of masculinity or femininity or that of those "others" depic
ted in the photograph.
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10

Since all but two husbands were employed full time outside of
the home, husband's employment status was not similarly broken down.
^ D u e to the small N, levels of significance were not reported
for these findings since a difference between groups as large as 40% was
not statistically significant.

CHAPTER 4

THE FAMILY PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM:

ITS CREATION AND CONTENT

As was previously discussed, the primary purpose of the present
study is to analyze the visual constructions of reality presented by
families through the pictures they take and collect of themselves.

More

specifically, the focus is on how variations in social class, family
structure and lifecycle affect these visual representations of family
life.

To provide a context for this interpretation, families were asked

a variety of questions during the initial interview regarding the dynam
ics of picture-taking within the family, the creation of the album, and
the function or meaning of this visual collection to them.

An examina

tion of these social processes not only provides a broader social con
text for interpreting the album's content, but highlights how the photo
album can be used in family research to explore family roles and proces
ses such as gender differentiation.

Constructing the Family Album
When asked who generally took pictures within the family the per
son most frequently mentioned was the wife.
"She takes most of the pictures.

As one husband put it:

She's more sentimental."

However, a

substantial number of families reported that picture-taking was an
activity shared by the couple, which at times also included the children.
In contrast, only four or 20% of the families interviewed cited the
46
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husband as the primary picture-taker.

In sum, among the families sur

veyed, those most likely to be involved in picture-taking were the wife
or the couple.'*'

In contrast, Musello (1977) found the role of family

photographer to be unrelated to sex.
to the difference in samples.

This disparity could be related

For example, unlike the present study,

Musello's (1977) sample consisted entirely of middle class families who
might be more likely to share picture-taking.

In addition, husbands in

his sample were more likely than those in the present study to describe
photography as a hobby.
Nearly all families participating in the present study reported
that the role of family photographer rarely shifted over time.

Although

the person who assumed this role generally decided when pictures would
be taken, there were some exceptions to this pattern.

For example, in

one family the wife decided what photos would be taken of family events
such as birthdays and weddings, whereas the husband usually made this
decision regarding other types of photographs.

At times, who decides

what will be photographed changes in mid-stream as illustrated by the
following comments:

"Sometimes he (the husband) just keeps snapping

pictures, using up all this film and it's so expensive.

When this

happens, I tell him to stop and then I decide what things he will take
pictures of."
In terms of photographic equipment, the majority of families
interviewed had at least two cameras.
and an instamatic.

Typically, these included a 35mm

While husbands rarely used the instamaLic camera,

children and wives generally preferred it.

In fact, the laLter fre

quently commented that "35mm cameras are just too complicated and technical."

2

In addition, several families had movie cameras which they
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used to supplement still photographs of a particular event or occasion.
Although there was diversity regarding who took the picture,
when examining the construction of the album itself, a quite different
pattern emerged.

In all but one family, it was the wife who decided

which photographs would be included in the album and in general she was
also responsible for keeping the family album up to date.

This pattern

has also been found in several other studies of family photograph albums
(Zeitlin, et al., 1982; Musello, 1977).

Although a number of different

explanations could be posited to account for this finding, all focus on
the nature of the female role.

For example, Zeitlin, et al. (1982)

suggest that the creation of the family album tends to be the wife's
domain since women are frequently the family historians.

This concern

with family history is strongly related to what Bernard (1981) refers to
as the Gemeinschaft quality of the female world.

As she and others have

noted (Adams, 1970; Lomnitz and Lizaur, 1978), women are the mainstay of
kin and locale-based ties, frequently performing an integrating function
both within the family and the community.

Given this, it is not surpris

ing that they are the "keepers" of the family album.
In terms of the editing process or selecting which pictures to
include in the album, the criteria used were not very stringent.

Simi

lar to Musello's (1977) findings, most families reported that nearly all
of the photos they took ended up in the family album.
commented:

As one husband

"After all, if it wasn't important, we wouldn't have taken

the picture."

Generally, pictures were only excluded if they were

repetitive ("I don't want ten photos of the same thing.") or extremely
under- or over-exposed.

As one person put it:

long as you can see the person in the picture."

"It goes in Lhe album as
Similarly, families
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frequently commented that the importance of the event or person was
more influential than any aesthetic considerations.

This point is aptly

illustrated by one wife's remarks, "This is not a good picture of _____ ,
but I thought it was important, so I put it in the album."

Most albums

were arranged chronologically with new photos being added periodically.
However, in several cases the family album also included various types
of memorabilia such as tickets, programs and newspaper articles.
When discussing the function and meaning of the family album,
those participating in the present study often described how it enabled
them to "relive" or recall past events and people.

Similar to other

studies (Musello, 1977; Zeitlin, et al., 1982), this was cited as the
primary motivation for viewing photographs.

For others, the primary

reason for taking and keeping pictures was to record or document the
history of the family.

Within this context, families frequently cited

the importance of photographs for recording "important family events
such as birthdays and weddings."

However, as Musello (1977) and others

(Chalfen, 1981; Zeitlin, et al., 1982) have noted, this "family document
represents a highly selective and exclusive sampling from the events
and activities of the family's life" (Musello, pg. 123).
Other families stressed the importance of the album in relation
to children, viewing it as a way to document changes in their growth
and development.

As one respondent noted, "It's something the children

can look back on."

At times, the importance of this function was directly

linked to the respondent's own past.

For example, one mother reported:

"My parents didn't take many pictures of me, so I have no way to trace
my own development.
situation."

I don't want my children to be in that same kind of
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For many, the album functioned to reaffirm the bonds between
family members and highlight their common experience.
.one respondent:

In the words of

"It helps me remember the different kinds of things we

all did together."

The overall importance of the family album as well

as its significance as an historical record of family life is perhaps
most aptly illustrated by the comments of another respondent, "Every
time I hear about someone's house burning down, all I can think of is,
'Oh, my God, all. their pictures have been lost and they are irreplace
able. '"
Despite the importance accorded this visual record of family
life, the majority of those participating in the present study did not
exchange photos with friends or relatives.

They frequently cited

internal family conflict, or similar to Musello's (1977) sample, the
proximity of friends and family members, as reasons for not engaging
in this activity.

Those few families that did exchange pictures with

others only did so on special occasions such as Christmas, birthdays, or
weddings.

In each case, the recipient lived some distance away from the

respondent and they rarely got together socially.

Examining the Album's Content: A Descriptive Analysis of
the Most Recent Family Photographs
Although most families possess a family album, this potentially
rich data source has rarely been used in studies of family life (see
Chapter 2).

Consequently, very little is known about the kinds of pic

tures families take or more importantly, the variations in picturetaking among different types of families.

While the focus of the pres

ent study is on the latter issue, a brief description of the types of
pictures families take and collect of themselves is presented here.
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This overview is limited to a discussion of the family's most recent
photos since these were the basis for most subsequent analyses.
All families participating in the present research had pictures
in their albums which were taken within the last year.

This collection

of recent photos totalled 1,504 and represented approximately one-third
of all photographs examined in this study.

The number of pictures

obtained from each family ranged from a low of 16 to a high of 313; the
median number of photographs was 54.

Table 1 describes how families

were distributed across all coded dimensions of the pictures.

Who Is In the Picture
Not surprisingly, nearly every family's visual collection
included pictures of the wife, husband, children or a kin member.

How

ever, looking at Table 1, it is clear thaL each was not equally likely
to appear.
children.

By far the most popular were photographs which included
The median number and percentage of such pictures were at

least twice that of the oLhers.
the next most common.

Photographs in which kin appeared were

It is also evidenL from Table 1 that families

were more likely to have photos in which the wife rather than the hus
band appeared.

In Lerms of Lhe enLire sample, the median percentages of

such pictures were 17 and 9 respectively.

Table 1 also indicates •that

photographs por.traying both spouses or all nuclear family members were
relatively rare.

Finally, although 85% of the families interviewed

included pictures of friends in their albums, Lhe median percentage of
such photographs was relatively low.

TABLE 1
Frequency and Percentage of PicLures by Each Coded Dimension of the Photograph

Photographs Depicting
Who Is In the Picture:
Wife
Husband
Husband and Wife
Children
Nuclear Family
Kin
Friends

Families with
Such Pictures
N
%

Number of
PicLures

Median
Number

Percentage of
Such Pictures

Median

%

19
19
12
18
5
18
17

95
95
60
90
25
90
85

0-35
0-55
0-18
0-171
0-1
0-181
0-56

7
5
1
23
0
12
4

0-39
0-33
0-25
0-100
0-3
0-83
0-45

17
9
2
50
0
19
6

16
16
11
4
4
18'
14
15
3

80
80
55
20
20
90
70
75
15

0-62
0-27
0-42
0-55
0-37
0-90
0-77
0-44
0-30

10
2
2
0
0
6
3
6
0

0-100
0-35
0-84
0-35
0-36
0-87
0-86
0-67
0-10

19
6
4
0
0
8
6
7
0

16
15
14
9
14
11
2

80
75
70
45
70
55
10

0-129
0-15
0-43
0-27
0-57
0-73
0-12

15
5
2
0
5
3
0

0-85
0-67
0-42
0-62
0-84
0-100
0-12

19
8
5
0
14
5
0

Occasion:
Holidays
Nuclear Family Celebrations
Vacat ions/Trips
Extended Family Celebrations
Child's Activities (School/Sports)
Everyday Activities
Get-togethers with Kin
Get-togethers with Friends
Non-Family Celebrations
Physical Location:
Inside Respondent's Home
Outside Respondent's Home
Respondent's Town
Adjacent Community
Respondent's SLate
Out of Respondent's State
Out of Respondent's Country

Ln
ro

Table 1 (continued)

Photographs Depicting
Geographical Distance:
1-5 miles
6-20 miles
21-50 miles
51-100 miles
101-300 miles
301-1,000 miles
1,000+ miles

Families with
Such Pictures
N
%

Number of
Pictures

Median

Median
Number

Percentage of
Such Pictures

0-43
0-22
0-57
0-31
0-22
0-73
0-56

1
3
0
0
0
0
0

0-42
0-30
0-72
0-69
0-33
0-100
0-73

1
3
0
0
0
0
0

%

12
12
10
8
8
10
4

60
60
50
40
40
50
20

19
4
3
4
8
3
4
17.
6

95
20
15
20
40
15
' 20
85
30

0-144
0-12
0-23
0-16
0-55
0-12
0-36
0-120
0-16

19
0
0
0
0
0
0
19
0

0-94
0-55
0-62
0-13
0-95
0-15
0-43
0-84
0-35

41
0
0
0
0
0
0
28
0

7
10
14
20
17

35
50
70
100
85

0-10

0

0-11

0
4
34
7

0-38
0-40
20-100
0-80

0
0
4
69
8

Social Location:
Respondent's Home
Child's Home
Husband's/Wife's Workplace
Child's School
Wife's Kin's Home
Husband's Kin's Home
Friend's Home
Neutral Location
Church
Activity:
Feminine
Masculine
Gender Neutral
Pose
Scene

0-32
0-23
7-254
0-50

Cn

Co

Table 1 (continued)

Photographs Depicting
u
Photographer:
Husband
Wife
Child
Relative
Friend

Families with
Such Pictures

Number of
Pictures

Median
Number

—N

7°
—

18
20
6
9
8

90
100
30
45
40

0-96
1-200
0-42
0-38
0-24

12
15
0
0
0

8
11
6
7
7
13
14
13
8
9
11
14

40
55
30
35
35
65
70
65
40
45
55
70

0-56
0-32
0-57
0-15
0-22
0-100
0-28
0-29
0-8
0-43
0-29
0-61

0
3
0
0
0
3
4
2
0
0
2
8

Percentage of
Such Pictures

Median
%

0-94
2-98
0-55
0-34
0-11

28
47
0
0
O'

0-73
0-44
0-18
0-15
0-50
0-57
0-67
0-29
0-44
0-44
0-33
0-100

0
3
0
0
0
5
5
7
0
0
1
16

Month of Picture-Taking:
January
February
March
Apr i1
May
June
July ■
August
September
October
November
December

Ui
-P*

55

Occasion for Picture-Taking
The types of occasions families associated with picture-taking
were quite diverse.

However, as shown in Table 1, some occasions were

more popular than others.

Specifically, 80% to 90% of the families

interviewed had albums which included pictures of everyday events such
as the children playing, holidays or nuclear family celebrations such as
birthdays.' Of these, holidays were by far the most likely to be visu
ally represented.

Other popular occasions for picture-taking included

informal get-togethers with friends or relatives with approximately
three-fourths•of the families taking such photographs.

Yet, as Table 1

indicates, it was relatively uncommon for families to include pictures
which highlighted more formal dimensions of these relationships such as
the wedding of a friend or an extended family member.

Only 15% to 20%

of the albums sampled contained such photographs.
In sum, most families defined the formal and informal aspects of
nuclear family life as the most appropriate occasions for picture-taking.
Despite this general pattern, only about one-half of the sample included
photographs of vacations or trips in their family album.

In addition,

the median number and percentage of such pictures was surprisingly low.

Location of Picture-Taking
Regarding Lhe physical location of picture-taking, the findings
presented in Table 1 indicate that most families had a local orientation.
Specifically, over three-fourths took pictures around their home, com
munity or state and these accounted for the majority of family album
photographs taken within the last year.

While 11 or 55% of the families

interviewed had pictures in their albums which were taken out of state,
the median percentage of such photographs was only 5.

Similar results
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emerge when the geographical location of picture-taking is examined.
For example, 60% of the families had pictures which were taken within 20
miles of their home, whereas only 20% had family album photographs taken
more than 1,000 miles away.
Although families took pictures at a variety of social locations,
the overwhelming majority favored either their own home or a site unre
lated to family or friends such as a vacaLion spot.

According to the

results presented in Table 1, these locations also had the highest median
percentage of pictures and, in fact, were the only ones above 1%.

Activity

Posed or scenic photographs were taken by the largest percentage
of families with nearly all albums containing at least one such picture
(see Table 1).

However, posed pictures were by far the most common,

having a median percentage over seven times that of any other category.
In contrast, a much lower percentage of families Look photographs depict
ing gender-specific behavior, particularly that characterized as tra
ditionally feminine. However, 707. did take pictures of individuals
engaged in gender-neutral activities such as swimming, though the median
percentage of these photographs was only 4.
In general, these figures indicate that family albums are most
likely Lo include photographs static in nature, and when people are
shown involved in a specific behavior, it is most likely Lo be genderneutral than gender-spec. ific .

Who Takes

the P i c t u r e s

The figures presented in Table 1 clearly indicate that while
picture-taking was not limited to nuclear family members, it was surely
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concentrated in this group.

For example, nearly all families had pic

tures taken by the husband or wife in their albums, but only 407, inclu
ded those taken by a friend.

More importantly, when the median per

centage of pictures taken by each photographer is examined, this figure
is under 1% for all but the husband or wife.

Thus, while friends,

relatives, or children may have taken pictures, the proportion of photo
graphs they contributed to the family's visual collection was quite low.
photographs taken by wives represented the highest median percentage of
pictures among all families and in fact, was almost double thaL of hus
bands (47% versus 287,).

However, a more balanced pattern emerges when

families are classified according to the dominant photographer.

3

Using

this coding procedure, in 407, of the families this person was the wife,
in 307, the husband, and in the remaining one-third, picture-taking was
an activity shared by family members.

Months of Picture-Taking
The analysis of when photographs were taken presented a fairly
predictable pattern.

As shown in Table 1, while relatively few families

took pictures from January to May, the onset of summer triggered a
•dramatic increase in picture-taking activity.

Beginning in September,

another lull appeared which lasted until December.

As might be expected,

the median percentage of pictures was highest during Lhe Christmas
season, followed by the month of August.

Taken together, these findings

indicate that families are more likely to engage in picture-taking, as
well as take the most pictures, during those Limes of the year typically
associated with increases in social activity or leisure time.
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Summary
Overall, the findings in this chapter
of

suggest that the importance

the family album is strongly linked to its ability to evoke memories,

document family life and reaffirm family bonds and ties.

In addition,

the social processes associated with its creation are strongly related
to gender.

More specifically, the visual portrayal of family life tends

to be the wife's domain.

More often than not, she is the primary picLure-

taker within the family and at least in terms of the present sample, also
performs the integrative or expressive task of putting Lhe album together.
This pattern highlights the Gemeinschaft quality of the female world
(Bernard, 1981), and suggests that women not only maintain kin ties
through direct interaction (e.g., visiting, phone calls, etc.) but do so
symbolically as well.
In addition, these findings suggest that family albums are most
likely

to: (1) depict nuclear family members

or extended kin; (2) high

light nuclear family events; (3) be local rather than cosmopolitan in
orientation; and (4) include scenic, posed or gender-neutral pictures.
Also, picture-taking tends to be a nuclear family activity which occurs
most often during the summer months and Christmas season.

Whether or not

Lhese characteristics are typical of family albums in general, is an
issue which must be decided by fuLure research.
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CHAPTER NOTES

This discussion of picture-taking is based upon information
obtained from family interviews rather than what was actually found
regarding "who took the picture." When looking at these figures, a more
balanced pattern emerges. Namely, in 40%, of the families, the dominant
photographer was the wife, in 30% the husband, and in the remaining
third, picture-taking was a shared activity among family members.
2

A similar pattern was reported by Musello (1977) as well as the
Wolfman Report— an annual report prepared for the photographic industry.
According to the most recent Wolfman Report (1980-81), 78% of the
amateur photographers who use a 35mm camera are male. In contrast,
three times as many women as men take pictures with an instamatic cam
era (757> versus 25%).
3
This was the person who took 657, or more of the family's photo
graphs. If this condition was not met, picture-taking was defined as a
shared activity.

CHAPTER 5

THE IMPACT OF SOCIAL CLASS AND FAMILY STRUCTURE
ON THE DEPICTION OF KINSHIP NETWORKS

Consistent with the less myopic and more transactional analysis
of the family increasingly emphasized by family sociologists and therapists alike,

1

this chapter and that which follows highlight the social

context within which families are embedded.

Specifically, they examine

the family's visual portrayal of its kin and friendship networks (see
Appendices F and G) .
The importance of the family's relationship to kin has been
stressed by both theorists and researchers from a number of disciplines
(Oliver and Reiss, 1981; Cohler and Geyer, 1982; Nimkoff, 1965).

In

fact, Adams (1975) claims that the family-kin network is the most impor
tant social network integrating the individual into society.

Two issues

of particular interest to family sociologists studying kinship have been
whether the nuclear family is isolated from kin, and relatedly, if kin
ship is an important aspect of family life within modern society.

These

concerns, initially sparked by Parsons' (1943; 1951) early work, produced
literally hundreds of studies.

2

However, as Lee (1980) notes, most of

this research was descriptive rather than explanatory and it wasn't until
the late 1960's that nuclear family isolation and the importance of kin
were viewed as variables instead of conditions.
in the 1970's, Lee (1980:931) states:
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In his review of kinship

"The concern has shifted from
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whether the nuclear family is isolated to the conditions under which it
is more or less isolated; from the question of _if kinship is important
to when it is important."
These shifts in emphasis essentially concern the issue of bound
ary maintenance or how the family negotiates its life space with respect
to kin.

The present study explores this issue by examining the family's

visual presentation of its kin network (a key dimension of its social
boundaries), and how various social factors affect this portrayal.

As

such, it investigates the conditions under which the family is likely
to perceive and visually present kin as an integral part of family life.

Types of Kin Networks

General Kin Networks
Eighteen or 90% of the families participating in this study have
pictures in their albums depicting kin members (see Chapter 4, Table 1).
While this finding is not surprising, the

extreme variation in the pro

portion of each family's collection which contain such photos certainly
is.

For example, in a few families no pictures of kin are included and

at the other extreme, 83% of one family's visual collection consists
entirely of such pictures.

In terms of the entire sample, the median

percentage of photos portraying one or more kin is 19%.

Thus, in one-

half of the families less than 19%, of their family photographs depict
relatives.

3

The absolute number of such pictures ranges from 0-181 with

the median being 12.

Social Class.

How the family's visual presentation of its kin

network varies according to social class is presented in Table 2.
those variables indicative of the family's social status, husband's

Among
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TABLE 2
Kin Pictures by Family Characteristics
Social Class Indicators
Wife's Education
<_ High School
> High School

N

8
12

Husband's Education
<_ High School
> High School

% High Kin Pictures

38
53

8
12

38
58

9
5

20
56

Family Income
£ $20,000
> $20,000

9
11

56
46

Husband's Occupation
Blue Collar
White Collar

5
15

20
60

Years Married
£ 12
>12

11
9

27
78

Couple's Age
<_ 35
>35

11
9

27
78

Family Employment
Both Spouses
One Spouse

13
7

39
71

Wife's Employment
Full Time
Part Time
Housewife

8
7
5

38
57
60

13
7

46
57

Family Education
<_ High School
> High School

Family Structure

Number of Children
<_2

> 2

Above median percentage of 19%.
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occupation has the strongest effect.

White-collar families are three

times as likely as blue-collar families to have a high proportion of kin
photographs in their family album (60% versus 20%).

Consistent with

this pattern is the positive relationship between education and the
presence of such photographs.

Whether the education of the wife, husband

or couple is examined, having more than a high school education increases
the likelihood that the family's visual collection will contain a high
proportion of kin pictures.

In contrast to these findings, family

income has a minimal effect.
These findings indicate that the image of family life presented
by middle- as compared to working-class families is more likely to
include kin.

One possible explanation for this difference concerns the

relationship between class and kin interaction.

Due to proximity and

interdependency, blue-collar families tend to have higher rates of inter
action with kin than do white-collar families (Straus, 1969; Adams,
1970).

4

In terms of the present study, it could be argued that these

higher rates of interaction suppress picture-taking of kin among the
working class.

This argument assumes that the more common an event, the

less likely photographs will be taken to remember or immortalize it.
Using data collected from each family regarding the rate of interaction
with various kin^ and tabulating the proportion of family photographs
which included those mentioned, a positive rather than negative associa
tion was found between frequency of contact and picture-taking (r=.10,
p< .18).

As frequency of interaction with kin increased, there was a

slight tendency for the proportion of photographs depicting them to also
increase.

Thus, the less kin oriented image of family life among the

working class cannot be explained by their higher rates of contact with
kin.
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An alternative explanation to account for the high proportion of
kin photos found among the middle class also focuses on class differences
in kin interaction.

That is, since middle-class families see relatives

less often than working-class families, they may attach more importance
to such interactions and as a consequence, take more photographs.
Though consistent with the view of family albums presented in this study,
sufficient data is not available to directly test this explanation.
On the other hand, the class differences in family albums
reported here may be a function of middle-class families feeling "close"
to more kin than working-class families regardless of interaction pat
terns (Booth, 1972).

This sense of closeness might lead middle-class

families to attribute more importance or significance to such relation
ships and as a consequence have family albums which portray this connect
edness.

In this instance, it is the differential evaluation of kin ties

rather than the amount of interaction with them which accounts for the
class differences.

Unfortunately, the present study does not include a

measure of the family's closeness to kin and as a result, this argument
cannot be tested.
Another explanation to account for the more kin oriented image of
family life presented by the middle class concerns class differences in
the occasions for picture-taking.

It may be that family life within the

middle class is more ritualistic or ceremonial as compared to the work
ing class.

For a number of reasons, including perhaps geographical dis

tance from kin, higher status families may attend more functions commem
orating rites of passage such as weddings, or family events such as
reunions, where kin are likely to be present and picture-taking an
integral part of the activity.

However, when the relationship between
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class and the proportion of photos depicting such events was examined,
the correlation was -.04 (p<.4l).

Thus, not only was the association

weak, it was in the opposite direction to that predicted.

Family Structure.

Turning to how structural characteristics of

the family affect the inclusion of kin in the family album, the bottom
half of Table 2 indicates that age and length of marriage have the great
est impact.

Specifically, couples over 35 and married longer than twelve

years are the most likely to have a high percentage of such pictures.
This finding suggests that the family's perception or image of itself
becomes less nuclear and more kin oriented over time, perhaps because
more children are likely to be present.

The results in Table 2, which

show larger families as being a bit more likely than smaller ones to
have a high percentage of kin photographs in their album (57% versus
46%) provides indirect support for this interpretation.

However, to

adequately assess the impact of the aforementioned variables, changes in
the family's visual presentation of its kin network over time needs to
be examined.

Chapter 8, which focuses on how images of family life vary

over the lifecycle offers a more detailed discussion of this issue.
Another dimension of family life which affects the degree to
which kin are represented in the family's visual collection is the rela
tionship of its members to the economy.

According to the findings pre

sented in Table 2, dual-worker families are less likely to have such
photos than are those in which only one spouse is employed (39% versus
717,).

In addition, the results regarding wife's employment indicaLe

that the key issue is not whether the wife works outside of the home,
but rather whether she does so on a full-time basis.
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The less kin oriented image of family life presented by dual
worker as compared to single-worker families may be a consequence of
the increased time demands or higher rates of social mobility associated
with their lifestyle (Rapoport and Rapoport, 1976; Holmstrom, 1973).
Either might decrease the salience of .kin in the lives of such families.
If family albums are visual representations or constructions of social
reality which include those people and events significant to family mem
bers, then the low proportion of kin pictures found among dual-worker
families would be expected.
Another finding which needs to be addressed is the impact of
wife's employment on the family's visual representation of its kin net
work.

Of particular relevance here is how employment outside of the home

affects the wife's traditional role of maintaining kin ties.

Along these

lines, Bahr (1976:75) found that employed wives were less likely to
affirm obligations

to kin and less likely to feel remiss in their inter

action with them.

This not only reflects a behavioral change in the

wife's traditional

role but an attitudinal one as well.

In terms of

the

present study, this "disengagement" from kin may partially explain the
low proportion of kin pictures found among families with wives working
full time outside of the home.

Kin of Orientation and Secondary Kin Networks
One aspect of the kinship system frequently discussed in the
family literature is that of genealogical closeness.

In discussing this

concept, Adams (1968) distinguishes between kin of orientation (those
from the same family of origin— such as one's parents or siblings), and
secondary kin (aunts, uncles, grandparents, cousins, etc.).

Given the

importance of this distinction for family interaction, the proportion of
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family album photos depicting each type of kin relationship is examined
as well as how such photographs are related to social class and family
structure.
Though one might expect more families to take pictures of primary
rather than secondary kin since they may be more intensely involved with
parents and siblings, the findings presented in Table 1 (see Appendix H)
do not support this contention.

Approximately the same number of fami

lies have photos depicting each type of kin relationship.

However, in

terms of both absolute numbers and percentage of photographs, visual
representations of secondary kin are more common.

For example, the maxi

mum number of photos depicting at least one secondary kin member is 140
whereas the comparable figure for kin of orientation is 83.

In contrast

to this pattern, the median percentage of secondary kin is lower than
that for more genealogically close kin (7% versus 11%).

Social Class.

Turning to how the indicators of social class

affect the distribution of these pictures, Table 3 indicates that hus
band's education has the strongest effect on photos depicting kin of
orientation.

Families in which the husband has a high school education

or less are almost twice as likely as those in which he is more highly
educated to have a high percentage of such pictures (63% versus 33%).
The remaining SES measures appear to have little bearing on the family's
visual representation of parents or siblings.
In contrast, four out of the five SES indicators influence the
percentage of secondary kin pictures.

The effects of these variables

are much stronger than is the case with pictures of parents or siblings
and more often than not, in the opposite direction.

Regardless of the

indicator used, education is positively associated with photos portraying
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TABLE 3
Kin of Orientation and Secondary Kin Pictures
__________ by Family Characteristics__________
% High
Kin of
Orientation3

Social Class Indicators
Wife's Education
<_ High School
> High School

12

Husband's Education
< High School
> High School
Family Education
< High School
> High School

% High
Secondary
Kin*5

38
50

38
58

12

63
33

38
58

5
9

40
33

20
56

9

56
46

8

8

Family Income
£ $ 20,000
> $ 20,000

11

44
46

Husband's Occupation
Blue Collar
White Collar

5
15

40
47

20
60

1 12

11

> 12

9

27
67

27
78

11
9

27
67

18
89

Family Employment
Both Spouses
One Spouse

13
7

39
57

39
71

Wife's Employment
Full Time
Part time
Housewife

7
5

38
43
60

38
57
60

13
7

39
57

39
71

Family Structure
Years Married

Couple's Age
1 35

> 35

Number of Children
1 2
> 2

“Above median percentage of 11%
Above median percentage of 7°
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more distant kin.

This effect is strongest among families in which both

spouses have more than a high school education.

In addition to educa

tion, whether the husband is employed in a white or blue collar occupa
tion is important.

In comparison to blue collar families, white collar

families are three times as likely to have a high percentage of secondary
kin pictures in their visual collection (60% versus 20%).
In sum, there appears to be little difference between families
(using a variety of SES measures) regarding the percentage of pictures
containing kin such as parents or siblings.

However, when photos of

more distant kin are examined, social class does make a difference.

In

this case, families exhibiting typical middle-class traits such as high
education and white-collar employment, are more likely to include second
ary kin in their visual representations of family life.

Why SES is rela

ted to one type of kin photo and not the other may reflect the broader
element of choice associated with secondary kin involvement as well as
a differential evaluation of the importance of such kin.

Regarding the

first point, personal selectivity and choice appear to be characteristic
of secondary kin relationships (Allan, 1979).
(1975:92) note:

As Schneider and Cottrell

"the greater the genealogical distance, the more choice

one has over whether to include or exclude a particular relative from
one's kin universe."

Or, in terms of the present study, the visual

representation of that universe.

Thus, the similar proportion of photos

depicting parents or siblings within each class may be a function of the
family feeling it has little choice over whether to take and include such
pictures in their family album.

On the other hand, the less obligatory

nature of secondary kin relationships suggests that the family can exer
cise more discretion regarding their visual representation.

Within this

/
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context, the positive relationship between social class and the propor
tion of .photos depicting these more distant kin may reflect the greater
importance or significance accorded such relationships among middle-class
families.

Indirect support for this argument is found when examining the

relationship between class and occasions for picture-taking.

This anal

ysis shows that while only four of the twenty families participating in
the present study took pictures of extended family celebrations, all were
middle class.

The importance of secondary kin relationships among the

middle class implied by this finding may be linked to the high rates of
geographical and/or social mobility characteristics of such families.
That is, visual records of extended kin and significant events in their
lives may be one way middle-class families remained connected, at least
symbolically, to their larger kin network.

Family Structure.

Turning to the bottom half of Table 3, it

appears that family structure affects the percentage of photographs which
include genealogically close or distant relatives.

Though the effect of

these variables is similar in direction for each type of photograph, it
is a bit stronger for secondary kin pictures.

Families whose albums con

tain a high percentage of either type of kin photo tend to be those in
which the husband and wife are over 35 and married longer than 12 years.
This pattern is consistent with the findings previously reported regard
ing kin pictures in general and suggests that relatives (regardless of
genealogical closeness) become more integral to the family's image or
conception of itself over time.

This may reflect the increasing impor

tance attributed to kin as children grow older.

A more thorough discus

sion of this issue is presented in Chapter 8 which examines the family's
visual representation of kin over the lifecycle.
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The family's relationship to the economy also has an impact on
the portrayal of close and distant relatives.

In each case, single

worker as compared to dual-worker families are more likely to include
such photos in their family albums.

This is particularly true in rela

tion to more distant kin (71% versus 39%).
when wife's employment is examined.

A similar pattern emerges

Specifically, families in which the

wife is a full-time housewife are more likely than those in which the
wife works outside of the home (especially full time), to have family
albums with a high proportion of such pictures.
stronger for photos of secondary kin.

Again, the effect is

These findings are similar to

those for kin pictures in general, and suggest that single-worker or
what might be termed "traditional families" tend to present an image of
family life which highlights the traditional value of kinship.

Since

one might expect kin to be particularly salient to such families both in
terms of daily living and the importance attached to such relationships,
this pattern is not surprising.

In fact, given the framework guiding

the present study, such an emphasis would be expected.
The findings presented in Table 3 also indicate that the photo
graph albums of large families are more likely than those of small ones
to include pictures of close or distant relatives.

This pattern suggests

that children may facilitate the integration of the nuclear family
within the larger kin network.

Support for this interpretation is pro

vided by Allan (1979:121) who notes that "children are often a focus of
interaction and a mechanism for increasing the solidarity of the kin
group."

This in turn, could increase the importance of such relation

ships to the family and indeed, Bahr (1976) has found that large families
are more kin oriented that small ones.

In terms of the present study,
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these factors would increase the likelihood that kin would be an inte
gral part of the visual collections created by such families.

Wife's and Husband's Kin Networks
As Adams (1970:169) has noted:

"One of the most persistent

themes in the literature on American kinship is summarized by the concept
of asymmetry."

Numerous studies have found that despite bilateral kin

ship norms, a matrilineal emphasis is characteristic

of American fami

lies (Sweetser, 1968; Anspach and Rosenberg, 1972; Bahr and Nye, 1974;
Bahr, 1976).

The results of the present study are consistent with this

literature and as such provide support for one of its central tenets,
namely, family photographs reflect salient aspects of family life.
Photographs of the wife's kin are much more likely to appear in
the family album than are those of the husband's (see Table 2, Appendix
H).

While only nine families out of the twenty interviewed had albums

which contained pictures of the latter, fourteen included photos of the
wife's kin.

In terms of both absolute numbers and percentage of photo

graphs, visual representations of wife's kin are dominant.

For example,

the maximum number of photos depicting at least one of her kin is 100,
whereas the comparable figure for the husband's kin is 17.
the median percentage of such pictures
0 for the husband's.

Similarly,

is 11% for'the wife's kin and

Thus, in one-half of the families, 11% of their

visual collection consisted of pictures portraying the wife's relatives
as compared to half whose albums contained no pictures at all of the
husband’s kin.
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Social Class.

Table 4 presents a more detailed examination of

how various family characteristics affect the family's visual portrayal
of these kin networks.

It is clear from this table that wife's education

is the most significant SES Indicator.
her kin or the husband's is examined.

This is true whether pictures of
However,, the influence of this

variable is quite different depending upon which kin group is specified.
Specifically, families in which the wife has more than a high school
education are nearly three times as likely to have a high percentage of
photos depicting her kin than those in which she has a lower level of
education.

However, this pattern is reversed and a bit stronger for pic

tures of the husband's relatives.

While the effect of husband's educa

tion on either type of photo is negligible, family education does make a
difference.

As shown in Table 4, when both spouses have more than

twelve years of schooling, pictures of the wife's kin are common, whereas
those of the husband tend to be associated with lower levels of education.
Neither husband's occupation nor family income are strongly related to
the depiction of the wife's kin.

However, they do have some bearing on

photographs of the husband's relatives.

Specifically, low income fami

lies and those in which the husband holds a blue-collar job have a
higher percentage of such pictures in their album.
In sum, these findings suggest that there are class differences
in the family's portrayal of these different types of kin networks.

In

general, the photo albums of blue-collar or working-class families pre
sent an image of family life in which the husband's kin are central.
This is true regardless of the SES indicator used, indicating the stabil
ity of the finding.

In contrast, variation between classes is smaller

and less consistent regarding the depiction of wife's kin.

Nevertheless,
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TABLE 4
Wife's Kin and Husband's Kin Pictures
______by Family Characteristics_______
% High
Wife Kina

Social Class Indicators
Wife's Education
<_ High School
> High School

8

% High
Husband Kin*3

25
67

75
25

12

50
50

50
42

5
9

20
56

80
33

Family Income
£ $20,000
> $ 20,000

9
11

56
46

56
36

Husband's Occupation
Blue Collar
White Collar

5
15

40
53

60
40

< 12

11

> 12

9

46
56

55
.33

Couple's Age
< 35
7 35

11
9

46
56

46
44

Family Employment
Both Spouses
One Spouse

13
7

39
71

46
43

Wife's Employment
Full Time
Part Time
Housewife

8
7
5

38
43
80

50
29
60

13
7

54
43

31
71

Husband's Education
<_ High School
> High School
Family's Education
<_ High School
> High School

12

8

Family Structure
Years Married

Number of Children
< 2
7 2

aAbove median percentage of 117,.
^Above median percentage of 07,.
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the results of the present study do suggest that the visual representa
tions of family life presented by middle-class families are more likely
to include the wife's kin.
One possible explanation for these differences is provided by
Sweetser (1968).

He argues that the asymmetrical nature of the American

kinship system noted by others is not as dominant within the working
class since patrilineal norms persist longer in this class.

The tendency

for working-class family life to be more blatantly patriarchal than that
of the middle class has been confirmed by others (Rubin, 1976; LeMasters,
1975).

Given this emphasis on male dominance within the working class,

it is not surprising that their image of family life as presented
through family photographs, emphasizes the husband's kin network rather
than the wife's.

Family Structure.

According to the findings presented in the

bottom half of Table 4, the family's link to the economy and family size
have the greatest effect on the family's visual construction of kin net
works.

For example, dual-worker families are more likely than single

worker families to have a large portion of family photos which depict
the wife's kin (71% versus 38%).

However, there is no difference between

groups regarding photos of the husband's relatives.

In contrast, wife's

employment influences the percentage of both types of kin pictures.
Specifically, when she works outside of the home, families are the least
likely to have albums which contain a high percentage of either kin photo
but especially those which portray her relatives.
In terms of family size, the findings presented in Table 4
indicate that this variable is unrelated to the portrayal of wife's kin
but has a relatively strong effect on those which depict the husband's
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kin.

Not only is this effect stronger in the latter group, it is in the

opposite direction.

That is, large families are more likely than small

ones to have a high percentage of photographs which portray the husband's
kin (71% versus 31%) whereas the opposite is true in terms of those which
feature relatives of the wife (54%, versus 43%).
In comparison to family size and employment, the effects of the
remaining structural variables are minimal.

For example, while older

couples and those married longer than twelve years are more likely than
younger, more recently married couples to include photos of the wife's
kin in their visual collection, the difference between groups is only
10%.

In terms of the portrayal of husband's kin, only length of marriage

appears to have an influence.

Its effect is not only stronger than that

found regarding photos of the wife's kin, but is in the opposite direc
tion.
Thus, overall, wife's kin are likely to be an integral part of
the family's visual construction of reality when the couple is over 35,
married longer than twelve years, has two children or less and the wife
is a full-time housewife.

However, wife's employment status is by far

the most influential variable.

On the other hand, younger couples and

particularly those with larger families tend to present an image of
family life in which the husband's kin are more salient.

Though wife's

employment status is also relevant here, its effect is not as strong as
that found regarding the portrayal of wife's kin.

Taken together these

findings suggest several things.
First, it appears that, once again, families characterized as
"traditional" (i.e., single-worker families) also present more tradi
tional images of family life which emphasize the importance of kin.
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Given the extant literature and conceptualization of family albums pre
sented in this study, such a pattern might be expected.

For example,

extended family ties tend to beamore salient dimension of family life
among single- as compared to dual-worker families (Bahr, 1976; Allan,
1979).

Not only is sociability with kin frequently high, but wives

within such families tend to view the female's traditional role of creat
ing and maintaining ties between the nuclear family and the larger kin
network as important and to act on this perception (Bahr, 1976).
Second, the differential impact of length of marriage on kin
pictures suggests that over time the family's perception regarding the
centrality or importance of each spouse's kin shifts.

Specifically,

there is a tendency for the visual portrayal of family life during the
early years of marriage to emphasize the husband's kin, whereas in later
years the wife's kin are more likely to appear.

The arrival of children

may mark the beginning of this shift since this event frequently
increases the involvement of.the wife's kin in family life (Mattessich,
1978).

Summary
The findings presented in this chapter suggest that the visual
constructions of family life presented by the middle class are more
likely than those of the working class to emphasize the centrality or
importance of kin.

Frequency of kin interaction and occasions for

picture-taking were examined to help explain this class difference, but
to no avail.

Alternative explanations which focused on more subjective

variables such as emotional closeness to kin were discussed but not
tested due to the lack of appropriate measures.

When particular types

of kin networks were specified, class was unrelated to the portrayal of
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relatives such as parents or siblings but strongly associated with the
depiction of secondary or more genealogically distant kin.

Specifically,

secondary kin were more integral to the portrayals of family life created
by middle- rather than working-class families.

Though much of the liter

ature suggests that working-class families are more closely tied to
extended kin, the present study suggests that at least in terms of their
visual representation of family life, this is not the case.

In an effort

to account for this incongruity, a number of ideas were explored.

These

included the greater element of choice associated with secondary kin
relationships as compared to those of more genealogically close relatives
and the higher rates of mobility among the middle class which might
increase the salience of secondary kin.

Though data was not available to

directly test these explanations, it was possible to at least indirectly
assess their viability.

To address whether the significance of second

ary kin relationships was greater among the middle class as compared to
the working class, class differences in occasions for picture-taking
were examined.

This analysis showed that the only families to attend

and take pictures of extended family celebrations were from the middle
class.
work.

Class was also related to the portrayal of each spouse's kin net
Specifically, the image of family life presented by the middle

class was more likely to emphasize the wife's kin whereas among the work
ing class, husband's kin were more integral to the depiction of family
life.

The patriarchal nature of working-class family life was discussed

as a possible explanation for this difference.
The aspects of family structure most strongly related to the
family's visual representation of its overall kin network were age,
length of marriage and the family's relationship to the economy.

The
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most kin oriented portrayal of family life was presented by older single
worker families married over twelve years.

This pattern held for kin in

general as well as genealogically close and distant relatives, though it
was stronger for the latter group.

These findings were discussed in

terms of how the family's perception of itself changed over time from
being narrow and nuclear-centered to being intricately connected to the
larger kin network.

The traditional female role of creating and main

taining kin ties, especially to her own family, was also addressed.
Here the emphasis was on how this role, and as a consequence kin,
became more salient, the more traditional the wife's employment status.
The results concerning the family's depiction of each spouse's kin net
work indicated that for the wife's kin, her employment status was the
most relevant variable, whereas length of marriage and family size were
strongly associated with the portrayal of the husband's kin.

Again,

the discussion focused on how families traditional in structure also
tended to present traditional images of family life.

The tendency for

the family's visual depiction of reality to shift from an emphasis on
husband's kin to that of the wife was also explored.

This pattern was

linked to the arrival of children, an event which frequently triggers
more intense involvement of the wife's kin in family life.
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CHAPTER NOTES

The shift away from viewing the family as a relatively isolated
nuclear unit to an analysis which stresses its relationship to other
social groups and institutions is characteristic of the work by family
sociologists and therapists such as Scanzoni (1970; 1972), Rogers (1973),
Minuchin (1974), and Walsh (1982).
2

For a review of this literature see Sussman (1965), and Adams

(1970).
3

Since the median is the midpoint of a distribution, it is also
true that in one-half of the families, more than 19% of their family
photographs depict kin.

4

Based upon interviews conducted with each family (see Appendix
C), this study similarly found a negative relationship between social
class and kin interaction (r=-.24; p<.01).
"*This measure was somewhat biased since the specific question
asked was "Within the last year, which kin did you get together with the
most often?" (see Appendix C). Despite the phrasing of the question,
substantial variation in contact was reported ranging from daily to once
a year.

CHAPTER 6

THE IMPACT OF SOCIAL CLASS AND FAMILY STRUCTURE
ON THE DEPICTION OF FRIENDSHIP NETWORKS

In addition to kin, patterns of sociability within the family
frequently include friends.

The importance of friendship for family

members as well as its impact on various dimensions of family life such
as the division of labor and marital companionship have been explored by
Bott (1971) among others, but only recently have family sociologists
begun to explore the family's friendship network with the intensity and
depth accorded that of kin relations (Gordon and Noll, 1975; Allan, 1979;
Bell, 1981).
While the distinction between kin and friends may be less clearcut in some families than in others (i.e., relatives perceived as friends
and vice versa), there are, nevertheless, crucial structural differences
between these two types of social relationships.

For example, as Allan

(1979) points out, kin and non-kin relationships typically occupy dis
tinct and separate sectors of a family's social life.

That is, apart

from certain special ceremonial occasions such as weddings, kin and non
kin are rarely purposefully brought together.'*'

In addition, the organ

izing principles of each type of relationship are quite different.

Along

these lines, Allan (1979) notes that the rationale and purpose behind
friendship is enjoyment.

If not present in the relationship, interaction

between the parties will most likely cease.

In contrast, he claims that
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enjoyment is not particularly relevant to continued interaction with
relatives.

In this case, maintaining the relationship tends to be an

end in itself and obligation plays a more significant role than it does
in friendships where a broader element of choice is involved.

Given the

importance of friendship networks within the family, the present study
explores whether families differ regarding their visual portrayal of such
networks.

Those which emphasize friendship in their visual portrayal of

family life are viewed as more open systems with permeable boundaries
than those which do not.

General Friendship Networks
Overall, the figures presented in Chapter 4 indicate that fami
lies commonly take pictures of friends and include them in their albums
(see Table 1).

Eighty-five percent or 17 out of the 20 families par

ticipating in the present study have photo collections containing one or
more such pictures.

However, the degree to which the family's visual

collection incorporates pictures of friends varies widely.

For example,

three families have no such photos whereas pictures of friends constitute
45% of one family's collection.

Despite this range, the median .percent

age of such photographs is rather low.

The absolute number of such pic

tures ranges from 0 to 56 with a median of 4.
It is interesting to note that this distribution is quite dif
ferent than that previously discussed regarding pictures of kin.

Though

approximately the same number of families took pictures of each (18
versus 17), photographs portraying friends are fewer in number and con
stitute a smaller proportion of each family's visual collection.

Specifi

cally, the number and median percentage of kin pictures is three times
that of friends (12% versus 4%, and 19% versus 6%).

On the basis of
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these findings, it appears that images of family life as presented
through family albums, are more likely to include kin than friends.

Social Class
Despite this emphasis on kinship, friends are part of the fam
ily's visual representation of itself, though how much a part is contin
gent on a number of family characteristics.
and family education.

Key among these are income

As shown in Table 5, families earning more than

$20,000 a year are nearly twice as likely to have a high percentage of
photos depicting friends than are lower income families (647= versus 337,).
In contrast, family education is negatively related to the presence of
such pictures.

Specifically, 807, of the families in which both the wife

and husband have a high school education or less include a high percent
age of pictures portraying friends as compared to 567, of those families
in which the spouses are more highly educated.

As an examination of the

separate effects of each spouse's educational background reveals, this
relationship is due primarily to the moderate negative association
between wife's education and photos depicting friends.

Finally, there

is a slight tendency for the photograph albums of blue-collar families to
contain a higher percentage of friend pictures than those of white-collar
families (607, versus 477,).
In sum, the results presented in Table 5 indicate that there is
a negative relationship between social class and the percentage of family
photographs which depict friends.

On three of the five indicators

examined, working-class families are more likely than middle-class
families to include such photos in their albums.

This finding is sur

prising since previous research has found friends to be a more integral
part of middle- rather than working-class family life (Allan, 1979;
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TABLE 5
Friend Pictures by Family Characteristics
Social Class Indicators

N

% High Friend Pictures'

8

63
42

Wife's Education
£. High School
> High School

12

Husband's Education
High School
> High School

12

50
50

5
9

80
56

Family Income
<_ $ 20,000
> $ 20,000

9
11

33
64

Husband's Occupation
Blue Collar
White Collar

5
15

60
47

12

11

> 12

9

55
44

Family Education
High School
> High School

8

Family Structure
Years Married

1

Couple's Age
11

9

55
44

Family Employment
Both Spouses
One Spouse

13
7

62
29

Wife's Employment
Full Time
Part Time
Housewife

8
7
5

38
71
40

13
7

39
71

1 35
> 35

Number of Children
< 2

7 2

Above median percentage of 6%.
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Rubin, 1976).

The discrepancy between this literature and the findings

reported here could be a function of class differences in ..the number of
friends and/or the frequency of interaction with them.

For example,

numerous studies have reported fewer friendships of all kinds among the
working as compared to the middle class (Komarovsky, 1967; Allan, 1979;.
Bell, 1981); rates of interaction followed a similar class pattern.

One

reason for these differences is that close involvement with extended
family among the working class tends to inhibit their developing friend
ships with "outsiders" since kin fill both the time available and the
need for social relationships (Rubin, 1976:197).

Perhaps as a conse

quence of these factors, get-togethers with friends among working-class
families take on a significance which is quite different from that among
the middle class where close relationships with non-kin and interaction
with them is more common.

Thus, to commemorate these relatively rare

get-togethers with significant and unrelated "others," working-class
families take pictures.

On the other hand, the occasions for getting

together with friends may differ by class and thus affect the probability
of picture-taking.

For example, as both Rubin (1976) and Allan (1979)

point out, middle-class families are more likely than those of the work
ing class to entertain friends at home.

This frequently takes the form

of inviting friends over for dinner, games or just conversation.

Due to

the nature of these activities, families may not perceive them as being
extraordinary enough to merit a visual remembrance.

In contrast, when

working-class families interact with friends, they tend to do so in con
texts which are more structured and less ordinary (Allan, 1979).

These

might include special events such as parties or special occasions such
as a July 4th celebration.

If get-togethers with friends are apt to be
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outside of the mainstream of daily life, ithen working-class families may
be more likely to immortalize them through photographs.

Unfortunately,

neither this explanation nor that which focuses on class differences in
the significance or importance of friendship can be tested with avail
able data.

Family Structure
How structural characteristics of the family affect the inclusion
of friends in the family's visual collection is presented in the bottom
half of Table 5.
est influence.

Among the variables listed, family size has the great
Specifically, 71% of families with more than two children

have a high percentage of family album photographs which depict friends
as compared to 39% of those with fewer children.

While previous research

has found that children frequently function to integrate the family into
the larger kin network (Bott, 1971; Mattessich, 1978), it appears that
children may perform a similar function in relation to the family's
friendship network.

For example, activities of the child such as par

ticipation in a sports event or commemorating special occasions like a
graduation or birthday may provide a basis for social interaction with
friends or the family.

It could be argued that the more children in the

family, the larger the potential number of such culturally appropriate
picture-taking events.

Not only may children facilitate interaction with

friends, but these relationships may become increasingly important as
family size increases.

Friends can assist with such tasks as childcare

and, perhaps equally important, be key sources of emotional support and
adult contact for family members, particularly parents.

Given this,

friends may be more crucial to the well-being and functioning of large
rather than small families and this may be reflected symbolically through
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the taking of photographs.
Another dimension of family life which strongly influences the
degree to which friends are included in the family album is the employ
ment status of family members.

Specifically, when both spouses are

employed their visual collection is over twice as likely to contain a
high percentage of such pictures than when only one spouse is employed
(62%, versus 29%).

However, when the effect of wife's employment is

examined separately, it appears that this pattern only holds for those
dual-worker families in which she is employed part time.

While 71% of

such families have a high percentage of photos depicting friends, only
38% of those in which the wife works full time and 40% in which she is
not employed outside the home, have a large proportion of such pictures
in their family album.

Together these findings suggest that the image

of family life presented by dual-worker families (particularly those in
which the wife works part time) is more friend oriented than that of
single-worker families.

Thus, their portrayal of family life tends to

be relatively more "open."
The greater salience accorded friendship within dual-worker
families implied by these findings may be a function of their more
intense involvement in extrafamilial activities and groups.
vant here is the concept of limited resources.

Also rele

As Shulman (1975) has

noted, the extent to which we invest time and energy into any one rela
tionship can affect the amount of resources left for other relation
ships.

Consequently, dual-worker families which invest a great deal of

time and energy in friendship networks may attach more importance to them
and less to other relationships such as kin.

While the present results

regarding friendship photos are consistent with such an interpretation,
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earlier findings which highlighted the more kin oriented image of family
life presented by single- as compared to dual-worker families (see
Chapter 5), provide additional support.

However, why the image of fam

ily life is most friend oriented when the wife is employed part time is
difficult to explain.

According to the logic above, one would expect

families in which the wife worked full time to be so oriented.

It may

be that friends are equally salient to each family type, but when the
wife is employed on a full- rather than part-time basis lack of energy
and time may restrict social involvement with friends.

Recent studies

on dual-worker and dual-career families suggest that this may be the
case (Rapoport and Rapoport, 1976; Bird, 1979).
In contrast to the structural variables discussed above, length
of marriage and age of the couple have a minimal effect on the family's
portrayal of friendship.

Specifically, the difference between groups

for each variable is only 11%.

Types of Friendship Networks
The sociological literature on friendship patterns within the
family has highlighted the importance of differentiating among the var
ious types of friend relationships held by family members.

Along these

lines, Bott (1967) has explored the ways in which segregated and joint
friendship networks affect sex role segregation within the family.
Others have suggested that the friendship patterns of spouses also affect
marital stability as well as communication (Nelson, 1966; Komarovsky,
1967; Rubin, 1976).

Given the importance of such distinctions within the

family literature, photo albums are examined to determine if and how

the

different types of friendships held by family members are visually repre
sented.
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Turning to Appendix H, it is clear that the majority of families
have photos in their albums which depict common friends of the couple as
well as friends of their children.

In contrast, only one-fourth of the

families have any pictures which portray the husband's friends and just
207, include those of the wife in their visual collection.

The maximum

number of pictures which feature either the couple's, husband's or
child's friends range from 23 to 30, whereas the comparable figures for
friends of the wife is only 6.

Another pattern evident from the data

presented in table 3 (see Appendix H) is that although few families
include photographs of either spouse's separate friends, when they do,
such pictures comprise a significant portion of the family's visual col
lection.

For example, while only four to five families have pictures in

their albums portraying the wife's or husband's friends, in three of
these families such photos constitute one-third or more of all their pic
tures.. In contrast, though thirteen families have at least one picture
of the couple's friends in their album, the maximum percentage of such
photos for any one family is 15.
Overall, joint friends of the couple are the most likely to be
visually represented by the family (see Appendix H, Table 3).

In one-

half of the families, 5% or more of all their pictures contain these
significant others, whereas half or more the sample does not have any
photos of either the wife's, husband's or child's friends in their
collection. 2

Social Class
Table 6 describes how characteristics of the family are related
to its visual presentation of various friendship networks.

Regarding

pictures portraying common friends of the wife and husband, the social

TABLE 6
Types of Friend Pictures by Family Characteristics

Social Class Indicators

7, High
Child's Friend^

N

25
17

43
55

7
11

13
33

25
17

50
50

8
10

60
56

20
22

40
22

40
50

5
8

9
11

33
64

11
36

33
9

33
67

9
9

5
15

40
53

20
27

40
13

40
54

5
13

N

% High Husband's
Wife's Friend3

% High
Husband's Friend^

8
12

63
42

38
17

8
12

38
58

5
9

% High
Wife's Friend0

Wife’s Education
< High School
> High School
Husband's Education
<_ High School
> High School
Family Education
High School
> High School
Family Income
£ $ 20,000
> $ 20,000

Husband's Occupation
Blue Collar
White Collar

vO

o

Table 6 (continued)

Family Structure

% High Husband's
Wife's Friend3

% High
Husband's Friend^

64
33

18
33

9

55
44

13
7

% High
Child's Friend‘d

N

36
0

44
56

9
9

9
44

36
0

44
56

9
9

62
29

31
14

15
29

64
29

11
7

8
7
5

63
43
40

13
43
20

13
14
40

50
71
20

6
7
5

13
7

39
71

15
43

23
14

46
57

11
7

N

% High
Wife's Friendc

Years Married
I 12

11

> 12

9

Couple's Age
11

I 35
> 35
Family Employment
Both Spouses
One Spouse
Wife's Employment
Full Time
Part Time
Housewife
Number of Children
£2
>

2

aAbove median percentage of 5%.
^Above median percentage of 0%.
c
Above median percentage of 0%.
^Above median percentage of 0%.
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class indicator with the most power is family income.

Nearly twice as

many high-income as compared to low-income families have a high percent
age of such photos in their albums (64% versus 33%).

The educational

background of each spouse also influences whether or not pictures of
joint friends are likely to appear in the family's visual collection.
However, the effect of each is quite different:

husband's education is

positively related to the percentage of such pictures, whereas the edu
cational level of the wife has an opposite effect.

Due in part to this

pattern, when the educational levels of spouses are combined via the
variable of family education, there is essentially no
groups (60% versus 56%).

difference between

Husband's occupation also has a minimal effect

on the percentage of photos depicting joint friends of the couple.
The pattern of findings regarding pictures of the husband's
friends parallel, in large part, those discussed above.

Specifically,

families most likely to have albums containing these types of photos are
those earning over $20,000 a year and in which the husband has more than
a high school education.

Once again, the wife's educational background

is negatively related to the presence of such pictures and both hus
band's occupation and family education have a minimal effect.
Thus far, the findings indicate that there is a small positive
relationship between class and the percentage of family album photos
portraying either friends of the couple or the husband.

In contrast,

the results in Table 6 show that pictures depicting friends of the wife
are more likely to be found among working rather than middle-class fam
ilies.

While this is true regardless of which social class indicator is

used, the largest difference between groups occurs in relation
band's occupation.

to hus

Specifically, 40% of blue-collar families as compared
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to only 13% of white-collar families have family albums which contain a
high percentage of such photos.

Family income also has a strong effect

with low-income families being nearly four times as likely as highincome families to include pictures of the wife's friends in their collec
tions.
The degree to which family albums include pictures of the
children's friends is most strongly related to the amount of money the
family earns.

Those with incomes exceeding $20,000 a year are more

likely to have such photos than are those with lower incomes (67% versus
33%).

Although the percent differences between groups on the remaining

social class indicators are quite small, the direction of influence
associated with each is the same.

Whether the educational level of

either spouse, the couple, or the occupation of the husband is examined,
families possessing middle- rather than working-class characteristics are
more likely to have photos of their children's friends.
Taken together, the results from the top half of Table 6 suggest
that the image of family life presented by middle-class families is more
likely to include friends of either the couple, husband or children,
whereas photos depicting friends of the wife are more likely to be found
among working-class families.

Thus, not only are there differences

between classes in terms of who is included in the album, but middleclass families tend to include a wider range of personal relationships
than do working-class families.

This suggests that in comparison to the

working class, the boundaries of middle-class family systems are more
permeable and tend to be more open.

Though based upon an analysis of

the family's photograph collection, this appraisal is consistent with
the findings of other research using more traditional data gathering
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techniques (Gordon and Noll, 1975; Rubin, 1976).

It is also important

to note that these findings are opposite to those uncovered when pictures
of friends in general were examined (see Table 5).

Specifically, when

the type of friendship depicted in the photo was not specified, workingclass families had more pictures of friends than did middle-class
families.

However, as is evident from Table 6, when the analysis took

into account "whose friend" appeared in the photograph, this pattern was
altered.
Class differences in the specific types of friendship photos
included in the family album may reflect contrasts in lifestyle.

For

example, the relative dominance of photographs depicting joint friends
of the couple among middle-class families is consistent with Komarovsky's
(1967) finding that joint social life with friends was not nearly as
important a leisure time pursuit among blue-collar couples as it was
among those in higher socioeconomic classes.

Similarly, Bott (1971) and

Simon, et al. (1970) found working-class sociability patterns to be more
segregated.

Given the greater emphasis upon joint friends among the

middle as compared to the working class, it is not surprising that the
visual representations of family life found among the former group
reflect this salience.

Aside from the salience of such friendships,

class differences in the social contexts of friend interaction may be
relevant.

Along these lines, Allan (1979) found that get-togethers with

friends among the working class tend to be situation specific, whereas
the middle class interact with friends in a variety of settings.

Thus,

not only are middle-class families likely to have friendship networks
consisting largely of shared friends, they are likely to get together
with them in a variety of contexts.

Consequently, the shared image of
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friendship presented by the middle class may be, in part, a function of
such families being likely to include joint friends on day trips, vaca
tions or other social occasions commonly associated with picture-taking.
Although previous research has found segregated friendship
patterns to be more common among the working class (Bott, 1971;
Komarovsky, 1967), friends of middle-class husbands were more likely to
be included in the family's visual collection than were those of workingclass husbands.

This could reflect the greater number of friends among

middle-class males (Booth, 1972; Bell, 1981) as well as class differences
in the contexts of friend interaction discussed above.

Class differences

in wives' responses to their husbands' friends may also play a role.

As

Rubin (1976) has noted, working-class wives frequently resent and feel
threatened by their husbands' friends, particularly during the early
years of marriage.

This common source of marital conflict is often

resolved by the husband giving up his friends or at least seeing less of
them.

Given this, it is not surprising that when working-class husbands

do get together with their friends, these interactions typically take
place outside the home and have little to do with wives or other family
members (Bell, 1981).

In contrast, middle-class wives tend to find their

husbands' friendships less problematic.

For example, they frequently

become friends of the couple (Babchuk and Bates, 1963) and participate in
numerous family activities.

Taken together, this research indicates that

working-class family life inhibits the husband's friends from becoming
such a salient or integral part of the family's social life.
quite the opposite seems to be the case.

In fact,

According to the findings pre

sented here this difference appears to be reflected in the visual repre
sentations of family life created by each class.
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While the ideas presented in the last several pages may clarify
why the visual collections of middle-class families are apt to include
friends of the couple or husband, they do not account for the greater
likelihood of working-class families to present an image of family life
in which the wife's friends are central.

To do so, it is ncessary to

take into consideration the family world of working-class women.
Studies which have explored this world frequently cite the lack
of communication between husbands and wives as a key source of marital
strain.

As a consequence, working-class women are less likely than those

of the middle class to view their spouses as friends or confidantes
(Rubin, 1976; Komarovsky, 1967).

For working-class women, intimacy is

more characteristic of their relationships with kin and friends.

How

ever, these friendships tend to be more localized and circumscribed
than those of middle-class women (Williams, 1959; Rubin, 1976).

In

addition, constraints on sociability with non-kin characteristic of the
working class (Allan, 1979), limit how often wives can get together with
friends independent of their husbands.

Being more socially isolated than

their middle-class counterparts, working-class women may attribute more
importance to their friends as well as interactions with them.

The high

percentage of family album photographs which include such friends may
reflect this significance.
In terms of photographs which portray friends of the children,
class differences found in this study may reflect the greater involve
ment of middle-class parents in the lives of their children.

For example,

they may be more likely than working-class parents to go to events such
as school activities, give birthday parties for their children, or in
general, attend occasions where friends of their children are likely to
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be present.

In addition, the activity of taking such pictures and

including them in the family's visual collection may reflect values
integral to the conceptualization of parent-child relationships charac
teristic of the middle class.

Along these lines, Kohn (1969) has found

that while the socialization practices of middle-class families stress
independence and self-direction, those of the working class emphasize
qualities such as obedience.

Given these differences, the higher per

centage of photographs depicting the child's friends found among the
middle class can be viewed as a symbolic representation of the child's
independence or separateness from the nuclear family.

Family Structure
Turning to the bottom half of Table 6, it appears that family
structure also affects the visual portrayal of non-kin relationships.
For example, pictures of the couple's friends as well as those of the
wife are likely to be found in family albums of couples under 35 and
married less than 12 years.

However, both variables are most strongly

related, to photos of the wife's friends.

In contrast:, the family albums

of older couples and those married longer than 12 years tend to contain
more pictures of the husband's friends and those of the children.

In

this case, age and length of marriage are most strongly associated with
the photographs depicting friends of the husband.
These findings suggest that the salience of particular friend
ships within the family shift over time.

The fact that joint friends of

the couple are more apt to appear during the early years of marriage may
be related to a more general process of identity formation.

As Berger

and Kellner (1970) point out, a particular concern of the husband and
wife during this period is solidifying their identity as a couple.

In
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their attempt to create a shared world of meaning, the couple may seek
out those friends they share since such individuals would likely affirm
their nascent couple identity.

The importance of these friends may, in

turn, be symbolically represented by the large number of pictures por
traying them.

The greater likelihood of the wife's rather than the

husband's friends appearing in the album at this time could reflect the
differential involvement of each spouse in the worlds of family and work.
Typically, the early years of marriage are a time when the wife is most
intensely involved with children and not employed outside of the home.
Consequently, her social life tends to revolve around the family and
family related institutions (Harry, 1970; Schmidt and Rohrer, 1956).
However, for advice as well as support, she may rely on her friends,
especially those who happen to be in a similar situation.

Given the

wife's minimal involvement in outside activities, such friends may be
viewed as crucial for her sense of self and well-being.

If the family

album is a visual record of those events and relationships viewed as
salient by family members, then such friends would be likely to appear.
In contrast, for husbands, the early years of marriage are a period when
the time and financial demands of work are the greatest (Harry, 1976).
At this stage, men have their fewest friendships and leisure time is
spent primarily with family members.

Thus, work tends to be more salient

to the husband's world of experience than friendship.

If true, then

visual representations of his friends would be unlikely.

The shift

during later years of marriage to an image of family life characterized
by the husband's and child's friends may reflect a change in family inter
ests or concerns over the lifecycle.

For example, during this period,

the demands of work for the husband Lend to decrease and work itself
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becomes less time consuming.

Thus, he begins to develop a more outward

orientation, a more active social life and, as a consequence, friends
become a more significant part of his life (Harry, 1976; Gould, 1972).
Together, these changes might account for the increase in family album
photos depicting the husband's friends.
The later years of marriage are also a time when children are
beginning to enter a transition phase in their lives.

Among the most

significant changes is a shift in their primary reference group from the
nuclear family to their peers.

As a result, the children may spend more

of their leisure time with friends both at home and at school or in sport
related activities.

The increase in family photographs which include the

child's friends may reflect this process of increasing individuation.
In relation to employment, Table 6 shows that when both spouses
work outside of the home, pictures of joint friends and those of the
husband or children are likely to be included in the family's visual col
lection.

This effect is strongest for photos of either the couple's or

children's friends.

In each case, over twice as many dual-worker as

compared to single-worker families have a high percentage of such pic
tures.

However, these patterns are altered somewhat when the effect of

wife's employment status is considered.

That is, whether the wife works

full or part time influences the types of friend relationships portrayed
in the albums of dual-worker families.

Specifically, photos depicting

joint friends of the couple are most common among families in which the
wife is employed full time, whereas those featuring the husband's or
children's friends are more likely to be present when she works part
time.

In contrast, single-worker families and those in which the wife

is not employed outside of the home are more likely than either type of
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dual-worker family to have a high percentage of photos depicting friends
of the wife.
There are several possible explanations for these differential
effects of employment on the family's visual presentation of itself.
For instance, the competing demands of occupational and familial roles
are probably the most problematic for those families in which both
spouses work full time outside of the home.

With leisure time being a

scarce resource, such couples are likely to have joint rather than segre
gated friendship networks (Rapoport and Rapoport, 1976).

On a more sym

bolic level, such friends may attest to the couple's connectedness to
each other.

Since their work roles highlight their separateness or

individuality, such friends may be quite salient to the couple.

Within

this context, the significance of such relationships may be visually
represented through photographs.

Turning to those families in which the

wife works part time, the greater tendency to incorporate the child's
friends in their visual representation of family life may reflect the
special importance attached to parent-child relationships by such fami
lies as well as the leisure time available to participate in the child's
world of experience.

Specifically, women frequently choose part-time

employment because it does not radically interfere with the time avail
able to engage in family, and particularly child-related activities.
Given this emphasis on the child and the more leisure time available to
such families, particularly as compared to those in which the wife is
employed full time, they may be more likely to attend events where the
child's friends are present (e.g., parties, school events, etc.).

By

taking pictures of these friends, the family is affirming the significance
of the child's world of experience.

As to why photographs of the
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husband's friends are also common in such families, the work of Orthner
and Axelson (1980) provides some insight.

According to these authors,

wives employed part time tend to spend their leisure time alone rather
than with their husbands.

In the absence of high marital sociability,

the friendships of husbands within such families may take on a heightened
significance, which in turn, could account for their frequent portrayal.
Finally, as previously mentioned, the visual representations of family
life presented by families in which the wife was a full-time housewife
were the most likely to include photos of the wife's friends.

The rela

tive social isolation of such wives and the amount of time available to
spent with friends may help to explain this finding.
these factors, such relationships may take

That is, due to

on more importance than they

would for wives employed outside of the home.
The last variable to consider in Table 6 is how the family's
visual representation of its friendship network varies by family size.
According to the findings presented, large families are more likely than
small ones to have photo albums which include joint friends and those of
the husband or children.

In contrast, family size does not affect the

percentage of pictures portraying friends of the wife.

These findings

suggest that children provide a connecting link between the family and
its friendship network, particularly in relation to those friends the
parents share.

Summary
From the data reported in this chapter, it appears that the
image of family life created by the working class is more likely to
include friends than that presented by the middle class.

Since the

extant literature suggests that friends are a more integral part of
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middle- rather than working-class family life, this finding was not
expected.

One explanation offered to account for this discrepancy

focused on the greater salience of friendship among the working class
due to the small number of friends and low rates of interaction with
them.

Class differences in the social contexts of friend interaction

were also examined.

Here the emphasis was on the tendency of working-

class families to interact with friends on special occasions, whereas
among the middle class such interaction was likely to be an integral
part of their daily life.

Unfortunately, it was not possible to test

either explanation with the data available.
When particular types of friendships were examined, a somewhat
different pattern emerged.

There were not only class differences in who

was portrayed, but the visual collections of middle-class families tended
to include a wider range of personal relationships than did those of the
working class.

Thus, middle-class families were more likely than those

of the working class to perceive and visually represent the family as an
open system with permeable boundaries.

Regarding specific findings, the

image of family life presented by the middle class was more likely to
include friends of the couple, husband and children, whereas that of the
working class was most likely to portray friends of the wife.

Though a

number of explanations were posited to account for these differences,
class variations in lifestyle were central to each.

For example, the

emphasis on joint friends within the middle class was linked to their
less segregated friendship networks and propensity to interact with
friends in a variety of contexts.

Among the explanations offered for

class differences in the portrayal of husband's friends were the larger
number of such friends among the middle class and differences in the
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response of wives to these friends.

Here the tendency for middle-class

wives to integrate and working-class wives to isolate such friends from
family life was discussed.

To account for the more child-centered por

trayal of family life presented by the middle class, several ideas were
explored.

These included the greater involvement of middle-class parents

in their children's lives and how pictures of the child's friends might
act to reinforce the values of autonomy and independence emphasized by
middle-class parents.

Finally, friends of the wife being more integral

to the depiction of family life among the working class was discussed in
terms of how specific aspects of working-class life might increase the
salience of such friendships.

The small number of friends, social iso

lation and low degree of marital intimacy characteristic of workingclass women were highlighted.
In terms of family structure, those variables most strongly
related to the family's portrayal of friendship were family size and
employment.

Specifically, friends were more likely to be represented in

the visual collections of large rather than small families.

This pattern

held for friends in general and for all types of friendships except those
of the wife.

This suggested that large families Lend Lo visually repre

sent themselves as relatively open systems with permeable boundaries.
Several ideas were explored as to why this was the case.

Among them were

how children might function to link the family with friends and why such
relationships might be accorded more significance within large families.
The potential of friends to provide childcare as well as social support
were stressed.
The findings regarding employment were similarly broad in scope.
Dual-worker families (particularly those in which the wife was employed
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on a part-time basis) were more likely than single-worker families to
include friends in their portrayal of family life.

The greater salience

of friendship among dual-worker families was attributed to their more
intense participation in extrafamilial activities and groups which
reduced their investment in other social relationships such as those
involving kin.

The more friend oriented image of family life associated

with dual-worker families was also apparent when specific types of
friendships were examined.

Especially relevant within this context was

the employment status of the wife.

When she worked part time, friends

of the husband or children were most likely to be visually represented.
Among the explanations offered to account for this finding were the
special importance attached to parent-child relationships by such wives,
the availability of leisure time and low marital sociability.

In con

trast, joint friends were more common when both spouses were employed
full time.

Here the shared friendship networks characteristic of these

couples as well as the potential symbolic importance of such photographs
were discussed.

Among single-worker families, only one type of friend

ship network was central to the depiction of family life, namely, friends
of the wife.

To explain the salience of these friendships the relative

social isolation of wives in such families was explored.

In sum, the

visual representations of family life found among dual-worker families
were not only more likely to include friends, but a wider variety of
them.
Unlike the structural variables discussed thus far, age and
length of marriage only had an effect when specific types of friendships
were analyzed.

The portrayal of family life created by younger, more

recently married couples tended to include joint friends and those of
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the wife, whereas older couples married over twelve years were more
likely to depict the husband's friends and those of the children.

These

differences suggested that the salience of particular friendships within
the family shifted over time and several explanations were offered to
account for this pattern.

The prevalence of joint friends during the

early years of marriage was linked to the role of such friends in estab
lishing the couple's new identity.

The remaining findings were examined

in-light of how each spouse's involvement in the worlds of work and
family changed over time.
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CHAPTER NOTES

1

The results of the present study are consistent with this obser
vation. Only four of the twenty families interviewed have photos in
which both kin and friends appear. In addition, such pictures comprise
only 1% to 87. of these families' visual collections.
2

Due to the low median percentage of these latter types of pic
tures, a high percentage of each indicates that a family had at least
one such photo in their collection.

CHAPTER 7

THE IMPACT OF SOCIAL CLASS AND FAMILY STRUCTURE
ON THE DEPICTION OF GEOGRAPHICAL BOUNDARIES
AND GENDER ROLES

Thus far, the analysis has focused on what family photographs can
tell us about the social or interpersonal boundaries of the family system.
Specifically, the family's visual representation of its kin and friendship
networks has been explored.

However, there is another equally important

aspect of family boundaries that has yet to be examined but whose theo
retical and practical significance has been stressed by family researchers
as well as family therapists (Handel, 1972; Hess and Handel, 1974; Kantor
and Lehr, 1975; Beavers, 1977; Minuchin, 1979; Reiss, 1981), namely the
geographical boundaries of the family system.

For example, Hess and

Handel (1974) argue that how the family defines the extensity of its
world of experience is one key.way in which it establishes its boundaries
and defines its life space.

Moreover, knowledge of the literal geograph

ical scope of the family's world of experience is, for these authors, one
way to assess the importance placed by the family on neighborhood and
locality (Hess and Handel, pg. 20).

More recent work utilizing a family

systems perspective, such as that of Kantor and Lehr (1975) and Reiss
(198.1), has corroborated the significance of assessing how the family
regulates its transactions with the surrounding environment.
Most relevant to the present study is Reiss' (1981) discussion of
family types.

Extrapolating from an earlier work by Merton (1949) which
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used the distinction between cosmopolitan and local to characterize
individuals, Reiss (1981) shifts the level of analysis to families and
claims that how families develop and enact certain conceptions of space
outside their homes reflects, in part, their orientation to the world.
Accordingly, Reiss (1981:236) defines a cosmopolitan family as one which
"is oriented toward a broad range of activities and interests extending
far beyond the confines of its immediate neighborhood," whereas locals
"are firmly rooted to a particular place and are more likely to have a
local network of friends and acquaintances."

Applying this distinction

to the present study, families whose albums are more likely to contain
photos taken within their immediate community would be characterized as
local in orientation and viewed as relatively closed family systems.
To assess the geographical boundaries of the family system, the
pictures contained in each family's visual collection were classified as
either local or nonlocal depending upon the location of picture-taking.'*'
Since these codes were mutually exclusive, families whose albums con
tained a high percentage of local pictures necessarily had a low propor
tion of photographs characterized as nonlocal.

The present analysis

examines the relative percentage of .local photographs included in each
family's visual collection.

Geographical Boundaries
As might be expected, it was quite typical for families to include
photographs in their albums which were taken in close proximity to their
homes and community.

Indeed, 95% or 19 out of the 20 families inter

viewed had such pictures in their visual collections.

However, the degree

to which such photos were included varied considerably from one family to
another.

For example, one family had no such pictures, whereas in four
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families or 20% of the sample their entire visual collection consisted of
photographs taken locally.

In terms of the entire sample, the median

percentage of local photographs was 59% and the number of such pictures
ranged from 0 to 183 with a median of 30.

Social Class
Table 7 discusses how the family's visual portrayal of its geo
graphical boundaries varies by social class.

Looking at the top half of

this table, the social class indicator which has the strongest effect is
husband's education.

Three-quarters of the families in which he has a

high school education or less have family albums containing a high per
centage of local photographs as compared to only one-third of those fam
ilies in which he is more highly educated.

Although a similar pattern

emerges regarding the influence of family education, the wife's educa
tional background does not affect the percentage of such pictures.
contrast, family income has a relatively strong effect.

In

Specifically,

families earning $20,000 a year or less are nearly twice as likely to
have a high percentage of local pictures than are higher income families
(67%, versus 36%,).

Finally, there is a slight tendency for the photo

albums of blue-collar families to contain a higher percentage of local
photos than those of white-collar families (60%, versus 47%,).
Overall these findings indicate that the visual collections of
working-class families are more likely than those of the middle class to
present an image of family life which is local in orientation.

Or, in

other words, the extensity of the family's world of experience or how it
defines its life space (at least through photographs) is more constricted
among the working class.
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TABLE 7
________________ Local Pictures by Family_Characteristics_________________
Social Class Indicators

N

°L High Local Pictures

Wife's Education
_£ High School
> High School

8
12

50
50

Husband's Education
< High School
> High School

8
12

75
33

5
9

80
44

Family Income
< $20,000
> $20,000

9
11

67
36

Husband's Occupation
Blue Collar
White Collar

5
15

60
47

Family Education
< High School
> High School

Family Structure
Years Married
£ 12
>12

11
9

64
33

Couple's Age
£35
>35

11
9

73
22

Family Employment
Both Spouses
One Spouse

13
7

54
43

Wife's Employment
Full Time
Part Time
Housewife

8
75

50
43
60

13
7

54
43

Number of Children
<2
7 2

Above median percentage of 59%.
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These class differences are quite consistent with the extant
literature.

For example, many studies have found that in comparison to

the middle class, lifestyles of working-class families are more local in
orientation.

This is true for a variety of dimensions of family life

including leisure activity, friendship networks, etc., (Komarovsky, 1967;
Rubin, 1976; Allan, 1979).

Among factors posited as possible explanatory

variables have been the closer proximity of kin, scarce financial
resources and an orientation to the world which is more likely to be tra
ditional and less open to the incorporation of new experience (Miller and
Riessman, 1964; Kohn, 1969; Reiss, 1981).

In sum, a variety of studies

using diverse methods have found the family worlds of the working class
to be less cosmopolitan in orientation than those of the middle class
and the findings reported here are consistent with this pattern.

Family Structure
Turning to the bottom half of Table 7, it is evident that family
structure also affects the geographical scope of the family's world.
Though the influence of these variables is not as strong as those pre
viously discussed, age does appear to have a significant effect.

Specifi

cally, younger couples (i.e., those under 35) are over three times as
likely as older couples to have a high percentage of family album photos
taken locally (73% versus 22%).

Length of marriage is also negatively

related to the presence of such pictures though the percent difference
between groups (517o versus 317,) is not quite as large as that found
regarding age.

Together, these findings suggest that the geographical

boundaries of the family system tend to be narrower or more constricted
during earlier phases of the family lifecycle.
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This variation may be related to the different types of tasks or
demands faced by the family during various developmental stages.

For

example, during the early years of marriage, couples are likely to have
heavy demands placed upon their time and financial resources due in part
to the presence of young children.

Aside from these practical limitations

on extensive travel, this period is also a time when the family's orienta
tion to the world tends to be inner rather than outer directed.

However,

as children grow older these pressures are likely to decrease allowing for
more leisure time as well as economic resources to explore a broader range
of activities and interests including travel.

Though one might expect the

photograph albums of younger rather than older couples to reflect a cosmo
politan world view, when one considers that those under 35 may be most
subject to the pressures discussed above, it is not surprising that a
large portion of their photos are local in orientation.

In addition,

given the positive association between social class and age of marriage,
it's likely that such couples are working rather than middle class.

If

so, the influence of class on lifestyle and orientation to the world
previously discussed is relevant here.
Although the family's link to the economic system has been
strongly related to family album content throughout this study, this is
not the case for geographical boundaries.

As the findings presented in

Table 7 indicate, the visual collection of dual-worker and single-worker
families are about equally likely to include a high percentage of pic
tures characterized as local (54% versus 437.).

Even when the nature of

wife's employment is specified, the differences between groups remain
small, not exceeding 17%.

However, it is interesting to note that fami

lies in which the wife is not employed outside of the home are the most
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likely to have albums which contain a high percentage of local photos.
Similar to employment, family size has little bearing upon the
geographical scope of the family's world as presented through their photo
graphs.

Specifically, families with two children or less are just about

as likely as larger families to include a high percentage of local photos
in their visual collections (54% versus 437<>) .

This pattern could be due,

at least in part, to the relationship between family size, age, and length
of marriage.

That is, younger and more recently married couples are also

likely to be those with fewer children.

If true, age and length of mar

riage may be masking a stronger relationship between family size and the
proportion of local family album photos.

However, this cannot be ade

quately tested due to the small sample size of the present study.

Gender Roles
In addition to the social and geographical boundaries of the fam
ily system, another important dimension of family life is its conceptual
ization of gender roles.

In fact, according to Hess and Handel (1974),

how the family comes to define masculinity and femininity is one of the
key biosocial issues of family life.

Others have similarly emphasized

the central role of gender definitions within the family by noting their
impact on marital power and decision-making, family size, whether the
wife is employed outside of the home, leisure time, the socialization and
career aspirations of children, as well as marital communication and
companionship (Scanzoni, 1975; Rubin, 1976; O'Leary, 1977; Spence, and
Helmreich, 1978; Hoffman, 1979).
Since gender roles tend to affect nearly every aspect of family
life, the family's visual portrayal of masculinity and femininity would
appear to be a particularly relevant theoretical issue to explore.

To
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address this issue, the present study examines whether the family's pic
torial representation of gender is traditional or nontraditional.

In

other words, does the family's visual collection depict female and male
nuclear family members engaged in traditionally feminine or masculine
behaviors/activities or is the image of family life presented less gender
specific? (See Appendix I for illustrative photos.)

The coding procedure

used in this analysis took into account both the type of activity (e.g.,
whether it was traditionally masculine or feminine) and the sex of the
nuclear family member portrayed in the photograph.

2

The resulting classi

fication of gender related pictures and their frequency of occurrence are
presented in Table 4, Appendix H.

As is evident from this table, families

are most likely to include photos in their albums which portray males
engaged in traditionally masculine activities and least likely to include
those which depict females participating in nontraditional or more typi
cally masculine behaviors.

Specifically, 9 or 45% of the families have

albums which contain at least one traditionally masculine photograph as
compared to only 1 family or 5% of the sample whose visual collection
includes pictures categorized as non-traditionally feminine.

It is also

apparent from Table 4 that although few families include photographs of
males participating in nontraditional activities or females engaged in
typically feminine behaviors, when the latter type of photograph is
present, it is more likely to comprise a significant portion of the fam
ily's visual collection (42% versus 11%).
Despite these variations, both the absolute number and percentage
of gender related photos found in family albums are low.

This is particu

larly true in comparison to the other types of family photographs examined
throughout this chapter.

Although the findings presented in Table 4 of
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Appendix H only apply to the family's most recent photos, they are none
theless surprising given the importance attributed to gender by both fam
ily theorists and researchers.

While there are probably a number of pos

sible explanations for this disparity, two will be considered here.
first concerns the norms of picture-taking.

The

As the findings of the pres

ent study (see Chapter 4) and those of Musello (1977) suggest, families
typically take static photographs such as scenes or individuals posed but
not engaged in a specific activity.

Given this, the comparatively low

figures found in Table 4 would be expected.

Second, the low percentage of

gender related photographs may reflect more about the coding procedures
used than the actual behavior of family members.

As previously discussed,

the measurement of the family's visual portrayal of gender roles was, in
large part, based on the type of activity depicted in the photograph.
Consequently, the more subtle aspects of gender behavior such as those
explored by Goffman (1979; e.g. body posture) were not tapped.

However,

it may be precisely these behaviors which are the most common and reveal
ing of a family's conception of gender roles.
Before examining how social class and family structure affect the
family's visual representation of gender roles, it is important to keep
in mind that most families participating in the study did not include
these types of pictures in their family albums.

Thus, the findings pre

sented should be interpreted with caution and viewed as primarily sug
gestive.

Social Class
With regards to the more traditional pictures of male family mem
bers, the social class indicator with the most power is family income.
As shown in Table 8, families with an annual income of $20,000 or less

TABLE 8
Types of Gender Pictures by Family Characteristics

Social Class Indicators

N

% High
Traditional
Male3

% High NonTraditional
Male*5

% High
Traditional
Femalec

7> High NonTraditional
Female*^

38
50

0
25

13
17

13
0

63
33

13
17

13
17

13
0

20
0

Wife's Education
< High School
> High School

8
12

Husband's Education
< High School
> High School

8
12

Family Education
< High School
> High School
Family Income
£ $ 20,000
> $ 20,000

5
9

60

0

20

44

22

22

9

67
27

33
0

22

11

9

0
9

5
15

40
47

0
20

20
13

20
0

Husband's Occupation
< Blue Collar
> White Collar
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Table 8 (continued)
Family Structure

N

% High
Traditional
Malea

% High NonTraditional
Maleb

%. High
Traditional
Femalec

°L High Non-

U
9

55
33

27

11
9

46
44

27

18

9

0

11

0

13
7

39
57

15
14

0
43

8
0

8
7
5

38
29
80

13
14
20

0
0
60

0
14
0

13
7

31
71

15
14

15
14

8
0

Traditional
Female^

Years Married
< 12
>12

0

18
1

9
1

0

Couple's Age
<35

>35
Family Employment
Both Spouses
> One Spouse
Wife's Employment
Full Time
Part Time
Housewife
Number of Children
<_2

> 2
3Above median percentage of 07o
^Above median percentage of 07»
CAbove median percentage of 07.
^Above median percentage of 27o
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are over twice as likely to have a high percentage of such pictures in
their albums than are higher income families (6-7% versus 27%).

The rela

tionship between husband's education and the presence of such photos is
similar in direction with 63% of those families in which he has a high
school education or less including such traditional photographs in their
albums as compared to 337, of those families in which he is more highly
educated.

Though family education is also negatively related to the pro

portion of photographs which depict male family members in traditional
roles, its effect is moderated by the positive relationship between wife's
education and the presence of such pictures.

Surprisingly, whether the

husband is employed in a blue or white collar occupation does not signifi
cantly affect the likelihood of such traditional photographs being
included in the family's visual collection.
Families most likely to have photo albums which present a less
traditional image of the male gender role are quite different from those
discussed above.

Specifically, they tend to be more highly educated but

have a lower family income.

In addition, all of the husbands in these

families are employed in a white-collar occupation.
In sum, the findings presented thus far indicate that there are
class differences in the family's visual portrayal of the male gender
role.

Generally speaking, the-photo albums of working-class families

tend to depict male family members in traditional roles whereas those of
middle-class families typically present a less traditional image of mas
culinity.

On the other hand, the relationship between class and either

type of photo depicting female family members is less clear-cut.

In terms

of traditional pictures, the findings presented in Table 8 indicate that
the only social class indicator related to the presence of such
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photographs is family income.

Specifically, 257, of low-income as com

pared to 9% of high-income families include such pictures in their visual
collection.

Unfortunately, it is difficult to discuss the findings

regarding nontraditional photographs of female family members since only
one family included such pictures in their album.
Overall, the results from the top half of Table 8 suggest that
class is more likely to affect the family's visual portrayal of male
rather than female gender roles.

More specifically, the images of male

family members as presented in the photo albums of working-class families
tend to be more traditional than those depicted in the visual collections
of middle-class families.

As previously mentioned, the latter are more

likely to depict males engaged in less traditional or stereotypical mas
culine behavior.

Why a similar pattern was not found in relation to

photos portraying female family members could be due to several factors.
First, the lack of an association between class and nontraditional pic
tures of women within the family is most likely the result of only one
family including such photos in their album.

Second, in terms of the

more traditional pictures of female family members, class may have had a
minimal effect since women tend to be less traditional in their behavior
than men (Sexton, 1979).
Class differences regarding photos of male family members may
reflect the more patriarchal structure of family life within the working
class.

As Rubin (1976) has noted, the power.and authority of the husband

is more openly acknowledged in working- as compared to middle-class fami
lies.

Due to the greater sense of security as well as status and pres

tige experienced by middle-class men outside of the home, they tend to
assume a less overtly authoritarian role within the family.

A similar
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pattern emerges from the work of LeMasters (1975), namely that workingclass men are strongly opposed to sexual equality and insistent upon male
dominance both within society and their families.

In contrast, middle-

class men tend to be less traditional in their attitudes toward gender
roles (Ransford and Miller, 1983) and this is reflected by the lower
degree of gender .differentiation characteristic of their marriages and
family life in general (Komarovsky, 1967; Bott, 1971; Scanzoni, 1975).
Because of the differences noted above, the relationship between class
and images of masculinity found in the present study might be expected.

Family Structure
Turning to how family structure affects the visual portrayal of
gender roles, the findings presented in the bottom half of Table 8 sug
gest that the influence of age and length of marriage varies substan
tially depending upon which type of photo is examined.

For example,

while neither is strongly related to photos of female family members,
quite the opposite is true with regards to those depicting male family
members.

Specifically, younger couples and those married twelve years

or less tend to have family albums which contain a high percentage of
nontraditional pictures (27% versus 0%).

In contrast, when photos depict

ing male family members engaged in traditionally masculine activities are
examined, age has no effect (46% versus 44%,).

However, length of marriage

continues to have an influence with 55% of the more recently married
couples as compared to 33%, of those married longer including a high per
centage of such traditional photographs in their albums.
These findings suggest that more recently married couples are
likely to portray male family members as participating in both typically
masculine activities as well as those less traditional in nature.

3

Such
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a pattern implies that these couples may hold a more androgynous view of
the male gender role as compared to couples married for a longer period
of time.

This interpretation is partially supported by the finding that

none of the couples married over twelve years had photographs in their
albums which portrayed males engaged in nontraditional activities or
behaviors.

These differences may be due to the more recently married

couples being younger and thus more likely to hold a liberal view on
gender roles (Troll, 1982; Thornton, et al., 1983).
Another dimension of family life which has a dramatic effect or.
the visual portrayal of gender roles is employment, though it only influ
ences the proportion of traditional photographs included in the family's
album.

As shown in Table 8, such pictures are more likely to be found in

the visual collections of single- rather than dual-worker families.

How

ever, this effect is strongest in terms of photos depicting female family
members engaged in traditionally feminine activities (0% versus 43% as
compared to 3 9% versus 5 7 % for males).

When wife's employment status is

considered, the pattern is not only similar but actually stronger.

For

example, 60% of the families in which the wife is a full-time homemaker
have albums which include traditional photos of female family members,
whereas such pictures are absent from the visual collections of either
type of dual-worker family.
It does not seem coincidental that a traditional portrayal of
gender roles is most likely to be found in the photo albums of families
with the most traditional structure.

As a number of studies have shown,

single-worker families tend to be more traditional than dual-worker
families both in terms of sex role ideology and the more pragmatic aspects
of family life such as marital power and decision-making (Gillespie, 1971;
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Scanzoni, 1972).

For example, Thornton, et al., (1983) point out that

women who work outside of the home hold less conventional views of sex
roles, while Hoffman and Nye (1974) report that husbands of working wives
are less traditional than are husbands of those not so employed.
Family size also influences visual representation of gender roles
though this pattern only holds for photographs of family members engaged
in traditionally masculine behavior.

Specifically, families with more

than two children are over twice as likely as smaller ones to include
such pictures in their album (71% versus 31%).
account for this finding.

Several factors could

First, those who hold a traditional orientation

to gender roles are likely to have large families.

Second, there is an

inverse relationship between social status and family size.

Thus, larger

families tend to be associated with the social class which is character
istically most conservative in terms of gender attitudes and behavior.
Given this, a positive relationship between family size and traditional
photos of male family members might be expected.

Summary
According to the findings presented in this chapter, workingclass families were more likely than those of the middle class to present
an image of family life which was local in orientation.

Or, in other

words, the geographical boundaries of working-class family systems tended
to be more constricted.

Class differences in lifestyle and overall

orientations to the world were discussed as possible explanations for this
finding.

Family structure also influenced the family's visual representa

tion of its life space though only two variables (age and length of mar
riage) had an effect.

Specifically, the portrayal of family life pre

sented by younger, more recently married couples tended to be more local
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in orientation than that created by older couples married more than twelve
years.

Since this pattern suggested that the family's geographical bound

aries changed over time, variation in the types of tasks and demands faced
by the family over the lifecycle were explored.
With respect to gender, the image of family life presented by the
working class was more traditional than that portrayed by the middle
class, though this effect was stronger for male roles.

These findings

were attributed in part to only one family including nontraditional pic
tures of female family members in their album.

Previous research which

found the gender behavior of women to be less stereotypical than that of
men was also discussed.

The more traditional image of gender presented

by the working class was examined in terms of the patriarchal structure
characteristic of such families.
Family structure was also related to the visual representation of
gender.

Specifically, a traditional portrayal (of both male and female

roles) was most characteristic of single-worker families though this
effect was stronger for female roles.

To account for this finding, the

traditional sex role ideology and behavior typically associated with
single- as compared to dual-worker families was examined.

Family size

was also related to a traditional portrayal of gender but only with
respect to male roles.

The fact that large rather than small families

were more likely to follow this pattern was discussed in terms of the
more traditional gender ideology of such families and the greater likeli
hood chat they were working class.

In contrast, less stereotypical images

of gender roles were found among small, young, dual-worker families.
Since these characteristics are commonly associated with a liberal world
view (including nontraditional attitudes toward gender), this finding was
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not surprising.

Length of marriage was related to a nontraditional por

trayal of both male and female gender roles.

Specifically, couples mar

ried less than twelve years were most likely to include such photographs
in their family album.

However, their visual collections were also more

likely to include traditional depictions of gender, particularly with
regards to male family members.
for this apparent inconsistency.

Several ideas were explored to account
The first interpreted these visual pat

terns as indicative of the more androgynous view of gender held by such
couples as compared to those married a greater length of time.

The second

emphasized that such patterns may, instead, reflect the current ambiguity
surrounding what is considered appropriate behavior for each sex.

Since

more recently married couples would likely be caught in this transition,
their behavior might reflect both old and new conceptualizations of gen
der.
Overall, the findings presented in this chapter highlight a theme
which has surfaced throughout this study.

Namely, there appears to be

a relatively strong correspondence between the values and/or world view
associated with particular types of families and the visual representa
tions of family life presented by them.
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CHAPTER NOTES

1

For a more detailed discussion of this coding procedure, see
Chapter 3, page 39).

2

Specific coding and measurement procedures are more fully
described in Chapter 3, pages 39-40.
3

A similar pattern is found in relation to photos depicting
female family members but since the percent difference between groups is
so small, it is difficult to discuss this finding in a meaningful way.

CHAPTER 8

CHANGES IN IMAGES OF FAMILY LIFE
OVER THE LIFECYCLE

The lifecycle approach remains one of the most popular frameworks
for studying change in family life over time despite its limitations.'*'
While most research using this approach has focused on how changes in
lifecycle affect internal family processes such as marital satisfaction
and role segregation (Hill, 1965; Schram, 1979), several studies have
taken a more transactional approach.

Rather than emphasizing role rela

tionships among family members, these studies have explored the link
between lifecycle stage and the family's relationship to significant
others such as kin and friends (Leigh, 1982; Tamir and Antonucci, 1981).
This type of analysis assumes that similar to parent-child and marital
relationships, interactions with kin and friends change as the family
moves from one lifecycle stage to another.

The present study shares this

perspective and investigates whether the images of family life, created
through family photographs, reflect this dynamic.

Specifically, it

examines if the family's visual presentation of its social and geographical boundaries as well as gender roles vary over the lifecycle.
lifecycle stages which form the basis for this analysis are:

2

The

Stage 1 -

Pre-parental (married, no children); Stage 2 - Pre-school (oldest child
under 6 years); Stage 3 - School age (oldest child between 6-18 years);
3

Stage 4 - Post-school age (oldest child over 18 years).
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Kin Network
The findings of this study indicate that the family's visual pre
sentation of kin varies not only by social class and family structure
(see Chapter 5), but by lifecycle as well.

Specifically, Stage 4 fam

ilies— those in which the oldest child is over 18— are the most likely to
include a high proportion of kin pictures in their visual collections
(see Table 9).

The proportion of such, photos remains relatively constant

across all other lifecycle stages except for a slight increase during
Stage 2 or when the children are pre-school age.
Since each lifecycle stage contained couples married for varying
lengths of time, it was possible that this relationship

was spurious.

test this possibility the data were analyzed controlled for length of
marriage.

4

When doing so, the original relationship disappeared.

This

result suggests that the differences presented in Table 9 are due to
length of marriage rather than lifecycle stage.

That is, regardless of

lifecycle stage, the longer a couple is married, the more likely a
significant portion of their visual collection will be devoted to kin.

TABLE 9
Mean Proportion of Pictures Depicting
________Kin by Lifecycle Stage3______
Life Cycle Stage

N

Mean

1

8

.17

2

11

.20

3

13

.17

4

6
38

.37
.21

Total
aF=3.59 ; Sig. = .02.

To
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This pattern may be the consequence of a decrease in kin inter
action over time.

Since age and length of marriage are positively related

in this study (r=.78; p<.001), and interaction with, kin tends to decrease
with age (Anspach and Rosenberg, 1972; Booth, 1972), the .finding reported
here may reflect this dynamic.

That is, families may be more likely to

take pictures of those they don't see on a regular basis.

In this case,

photographs may be viewed as a substitute for interaction.

Unfortunately,

data are not available to test the validity of this interpretation.
On the other hand, the tendency for the image of family life to
be more kin oriented the longer the couple is married may reflect the
increasing importance attached to kin over time.

Along these lines,

Shulman (1975) has found that kin are more salient to older as compared
to younger couples.

This difference in the perceived significance of kin

relationships could be a function of the fewer kin or fewer proximate kin
among older individuals (Gibson, 1972).

This argument posits that the

differential salience accorded kin relationships rather than frequency of
interaction accounts for the high proportion of kin photos reported above.
However, since this study did not include measures of kin salience, an
empirical assessment of this explanation is not possible.

Kin of Orientation and Secondary Kin
As was discussed in Chapter 5, the proportion of pictures por
traying secondary kin were more likely to be affected by social variables
than were those depicting parents or siblings.

A similar pattern of

influence appears to be operating in relation to the family lifecycle.
As shown in Table 10, the mean proportion of photographs which include kin
of orientation is relatively stable over the lifecycle.

Though there is

a gradual decrease in such pictures beginning in Stage 3 or when the
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oldest child is school school age, this effect is not statistically
significant.

In contrast, pictures of genealogically distant kin gener

ally tend to increase from one lifecycle stage to another.

In fact, by

Stage 4, the mean proportion of such photographs is over triple that of
any other stage.

TABLE 10
Mean Proportion of Pictures Depicting Kin of
____________ Orientation and Secondary Kin by Lifecycle Stage____________

Life Cycle Stage

N

Kin of
Orientation

1

8

.13

.07

2

11

.13

.10

3

13

.11

.09

_6
38

^
.12

j_32
.13

4
Total

Second
Kin

aF=.235; Sig.=.87.
F=9.55; Sig.=.0001.

Lack of lifecycle variation in the proportion of photos depicting
parents or siblings may be related to the family's frequency of contact
with these relatives.

For example, Adams (1968; 1970) reports that the

rate of interaction is much higher for genealogically close, as compared
to distant relatives.

Not only is it higher, but it appears to remain

relatively constant over the lifecycle (Leigh, 1982).

As a consequence

of these factors, taking pictures of parents or siblings may be infre
quent except perhaps on special occasions such as holidays or birthdays.
The lack of significant variation in the family's visual repre
sentation of parents and siblings over the lifecycle might, on the other
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hand, indicate that the importance of such kin to the family is relatively
constant.

That is, regardless of changes in family composition, develop

mental tasks, etc., kin of orientation continue to be an integral part of
family life.

Indirect support for this interpretation is provided by com

paring the mean proportion of such pictures to those of secondary kin.
This comparison shows that photos depicting parents or siblings are higher
at each lifecycle stage (see Table 10).

The only exception to this pat

tern occurs in Stage 4 (when the oldest child is over 18 years old).
Here pictures of secondary kin are more common.

However, this shift may

reflect the lower availability of genealogically close kin during later
stages of the lifecycle due to death or illness, rather than a change in
their perceived importance.
The tendency for the mean proportion of secondary kin pictures to
increase over the lifecycle might be due to a decrease in interaction with
such kin over time.

As others have noted (Brown, 1974; Cumming and Henry,

1961; Young and Willmott, 1957), interaction with distant kin such as
aunts, uncles and cousins, tends to decrease over the lifecycle.

As a

consequence of reduced contact, families may be more likely to take pic
tures when get-togethers do occur.

Wife's and Husband's Kin Network
According to the findings presented in Table 11, the mean pro
portion of family album photos depicting relatives of the wife is fairly
constant over the lifecycle.

Though there is a slight increase in such

pictures once the children are school age or older (Stages 3 and 4), this
effect is not statistically significant.

These results, similar to those

found regarding kin of orientation, suggest that the wife's relatives tend
to be an integral part of family life despite changes in family
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composition or developmental tasks.

The centrality of wife's kin evident

here may reflect the greater importance accorded kinship by wives as com
pared to husbands, particularly in relation to their own relatives (Adams,
1968).

TABLE 11
Mean Proportion of Pictures Depicting Wife's
and Husband's Kin by Lifecycle Stage____

Life Cycle Stage

N

Wife's
Kina

1

8

.12

.07

2

11

.11

.09

3

13

.13

.04

6
38

.14
.12

.03
.06

4

•
Total

Husband's
Kinb

aF=.089; Sig.=.97.
bF=l.90; Sig.=.15.

This asymmetrical pattern, characteristic of American kinship and
found consistently throughout this study, is also apparent when the pro
portion of photos depicting the wife's and husband's kin is compared (see
Table 11).

At each lifecycle stage, photographs of the wife's relatives

are more common.

This is particularly true'once the oldest child is 18

years or older (Stage 4).

At this point, the mean proportion of pictures

featuring the wife's kin is over four times that of the husband's.
The findings presented in Table 11 also indicate that photos of
the husband's relatives are most likely to be included in the family's
visual collection during the early stages of the lifecycle.

Specifically,

during Stages 1 and 2, the mean proportion of such photographs is
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approximately twice that of Stages 3 and 4.
A recent study by Farrell and Rosenberg (1981) provides one pos
sible explanation for this decrease in pictures of the husband's kin.
These authors note that, over time, husbands tend to become socially iso
lated from their own family but closer to relatives of their wives.
Though this drift toward the wife's family generally begins at marriage,
it is during middle age that "her family" becomes fully defined as "their
family."

According to Farrell and Rosenberg (1981), this pattern is a

consequence of the wife's more reliable efforts to maintain familial ties
and integrate her husband into the extended family network.

Thus, this

research suggests that the salience of the husband's relatives as well as
interaction with them decreases over the lifecycle.

These factors,

coupled with the lower sense of affectional closeness to kin reported by
husbands as compared to wives (Robins and Tomanec, 1962), might account
for the decrease over time in the degree to which the husband's kin are
a part of the family's visual representation of itself.

Friendship Network
The results of the present study indicate that families fre
quently included pictures of friends in their family albums (see Chapter
4).

The proportion of such pictures was used to assess the family's

visual portrayal of its social boundaries.

Families which included a

high percentage of photos depicting friends were viewed as more open
systems with more permeable boundaries than those whose albums contained
a low percentage of such pictures.

Although class and family structure

affected this aspect of the family's visual presentation of itself, the
results of Table 12 suggest family lifecycle has a minimal effect.

Though

differences between stages are not statistically significant, photographs
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portraying friends are most likely to be included in the family album dur
ing Stages 1 and 3 and least likely in Stage 2 or when the family has pre
school children.

Controlling for length of marriage did not significantly

alter these findings.
Although the literature on changes in friendship patterns over
the lifecycle is surprisingly sparse, what little there is suggests that
the early childrearing and retirement stages constrain sociability the
most (Allan, 1979).

For example, during the pre-parental stage, couples

have ample time to spend with friends and, in fact, interact with them
quite frequently (Tamir and Antonucci, 1981).

Since such interaction may

be crucial to the establishment of the couple's new identity, it is not
surprising that pictures of friends are relatively common during this
period.

However, with the birth of children, the couple tends to become

more nuclear in orientation.

Leisure pursuits are family oriented with

resources being devoted to familial rather than extrafamilial relation
ships (Allan, 1979; Russel, 1974).

Once the children are school age, the

time and energy demands of parenthood decrease somewhat and this may trig
ger a resurgence in the importance of friendship.

In addition, school

age children may facilitate such interaction by bringing their parents
into contact with others in a similar situation.

Together, these factors

might contribute to a rise in the visual representation of friends.

The

decline in such photographs during Stage 4— when the oldest child is over
18 years— may be due to several factors.

As we noted earlier in this

chapter, the importance of kin, at least as represented through family
photographs (see Table 9), appears to be quite high at this stage.

In

addition, if children do indeed tend to connect the family to friends
(as has been suggested throughout this study), this may be more true for
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young children or during earlier stages of the lifecycle.
A comparison of the findings presented in Tables 9 and 12 indi
cates that the family's visual portrayal of kin and friendship networks
shifts throughout the lifecycle.

Specifically, in the pre-parental

period, or Stage 1, the proportion of photos included in the family album
which depict kin or friends is approximately equal.

However, when chil

dren arrive, kin photos rather than those portraying friends are more
likely to appear.

During Stage 3 or when the children enter school,

there is once again parity between the two types of photographs.

Fami

lies in Stage 4 tend to be more kin oriented with the mean proportion of
such pictures being over twice that of friends.

This pattern suggests

that the family's social boundaries expand and contract over the life
cycle.

In the early and middle stages, they appear to be more permeable,

whereas during the pre-school and later phases of the lifecycle they tend
to be relatively closed.

TABLE 12
Mean Proportion of Pictures Depicting
______Friends by Lifecycle Stage_____
Life Cycle Stage

N

Mean

1

8

.16

2

11

.13

3

13

.18

4

6
38

.14
.16

Total

aF=.43; Sig.=.73.
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Types of Friendship Networks
Table 13 describes changes in the family's portrayal of various
friendship networks over the lifecycle.

Photos portraying common friends

of the wife and husband are most likely to appear during Stage 3, or when
the children are school age.

Thereafter, the mean proportion of such

pictures drops to a level comparable to earlier lifecycle stages.

The

family's visual portrayal of the husband's friendship network appears to
be less variable.

As shown in Table 13, the mean proportion of photos

depicting friends of the husband is lowest during Stages 2 and 3.

There

is a slight increase in Stage 4 to a level equal to that of the preparental period.

In contrast to these findings, pictures portraying

friends of the wife decline rather consistently over the lifecycle,
whereas those depicting the children's friends remain relatively constant
over time.

Controlling for length of marriage had no effect on these

findings.
The data also indicate that within each lifecycle stage, the type
of friendship network most likely Lo be visually represented varies.

For

example, during the pre-parental period or Stage 1, friends of the wife
are the most common.

With the arrival of children, pictures of the hus

band's friends are the least likely to be included in the family album
while the remaining categories of friends are equally likely to be visu
ally represented.

In contrast, during Stage 3, the mean proportion of

photographs depicting friends of the couple is over twice that of any
other group.

Finally, in Stage 4 or when the oldest child is over 18,

friends of the wife are the least likely to be visually represented,
whereas the mean proportion of the other types of pictures is approxi
mately equal.
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TABLE 13
Mean Proportion of Pictures DepicLing
Types of Friends by Lifecycle Stage

N

Husband'sWife's
Friends

Husband's
Friendsb

Wife 's
c
Friends

1

8

.05

.04

.08

—

—

2

11

.04

.02

.04

11

.04

3

13

.09

.03

.04

13

.04

6
38

.06
.06

.04
.03

.01
.04

6
30

.05
.04

Life Cycle
Stage

4
Tota 1

aF=.95; Sig.=.43
CF=.82; Sig.=.49

b

N

Child's
Friends^

F=.23; Sig.=:.88 .

c.
F=.03; Sig.:--.91.

Taken together, these findings suggest that stage in family life
cycle does affect the proportion of photos depicting friends of family
members though the changes are small and statistically insignificant.
The increase in the mean proportion of photographs depicting
friends of Lhe couple, which occurs during Stage 3, might reflect the
greater amount of leisure time available once children enter school.

At

this point, the couple may become less nuclear in orientation and begin
to re-establish their extrafami 1ia1 relationships.

Or, in other words,

Stage 3 might represent a shift for the couple from an emphasis on their
roles as parents (Stage 2) to a reaffirmation of their identity as a
"couple."

The decrease in pictures featuring friends of the couple

occuring in Stage 4 is consistent wilh previous research.

For example,

Orthner (1975) found a steady decline in jointly shared leisure
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activities over the marital career and as a consequence, a decrease in
couple friendships.

Given this, a decline in the visual representation

of such friendships might be expected since the opportunity to include
friends of the couple in family photographs would necessarily decrease.
The shifts over time in the visual portrayal of the husband's
friends could be a consequence of several distinct but highly inter
related processes.

The first concerns variation in the husband's con

tact with friends over the lifecycle.

According to Farrell and

Rosenberg (1981), such contact is relatively frequent during the preparental stage.

However, with the arrival of children, it begins to

decrease and continues to do so until the first child is beyond high
school.

5

At this time, the husband's interaction with friends increases

to a level comparable to that of the pre-parental stage.

From this per

spective, the fluctuations in pictures of the husband's friends (see
Table 13) may represent shifts in the importance or significance of such
relationships to the husband over the. lifecycle.

A second and related

process which may help to account for these findings focuses on changes
in work demands faced by the husband over the lifecycle.

According to

Harry (1976), these changes affect not only how often the husband gets
together with friends but also the number of friends he has.

Specifi

cally, in the early years of marriage when young children are present,
the time and financial demands of the husband's work are at their peak.
At this stage, his friendships are few in number and leisure time is
spent primarily with family members.

However, when the children reach

their teens, the husband begins to develop a more outward orientation,
a more accive social life, and re-establishes his relationships with
friends (Harry, 1976; Gould, 1972).

This pattern continues throughout
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the latter phases of the lifecycle and reflects, in part, a decrease in
work demands faced by the husband accompanied by an increase in leisure
time.

Therefore, the proportion of pictures which include friends of the

husband might be likely to be low during Stage 2 and increase thereafter.
The literature suggests several possible explanations for the
decrease in pictures of the wife's friends over the lifecycle.

The

first argues that the importance of friends to the wife as well as inter
action with them decreases over the lifecycle.

Though initially pre

sented by Bott (1971) as a speculation, several studies have confirmed
her conjecture.

Bott argued that a woman's relationship with her friends

was of great importance until the birth of her first child after which
she would turn more and more to kin for advice and support.

Indeed,

others have found that wives respond to the presence of young children
by restricting their social life to the family and family related insti
tutions (Harry, 1970; Schmidt and Rohrer, 1956).

Thus, prior to the

birth of children, friends are a significant part of the wife's social
life.

Thereafter, her identity becomes more family centered resulting

in decreased interaction with friends.

As a consequence of this pattern,

pictures featuring the wife's friends would be most likely during Stage 1
and to decrease thereafter.
On the other hand, Bell (1981) has suggested that the wife's
interaction with friends may increase over the lifecycle, particularly
after the pre-parental stage.

He claims that the structure of the family

during the early and middle childrearing years provides women with more
chances for friendship.

Looking after a child and getting together with

friends can often be shared in terms of time.

Since the presence of

children tends to restrict the wife's social world, these friendships are
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quite significant.

As the children grow older, the availability of

leisure time increases and the wife's contact with friends also increases,
particularly in less home-bound settings.

According to this argument,

the higher rates of friendship interaction over time is associated with
fewer and fewer photos which include friends of the wife.
Finally, the relative constancy in the proportion of photos
depicting the child's friends may reflect the "child centered" function
of the family album frequently cited by respondents in this and other
studies (see Chapters 2 and 4), namely, to record and remember signifi
cant aspects of their children's lives.
tainly fall into this category.

Friends of the child would cer

The lack of variation over the lifecycle

with respect to such photographs highlights the unchanging nature of this
concern.

Geographical Boundaries
The geographical boundaries of the family system, at least as
presented through photographs, vary significantly over the lifecycle
(see Table 14).

For example, before the arrival of children (Stage 1)

or when the oldest is over 18 (Stage 4), the portrayal of family life
tends to be nonlocal or cosmopolitan in orientation.

In contrast, during

the childrearing years or Stages 2 and 3, a more localized image of
family life emerges.

This is particularly true when all children are of

pre-school age (Stage 2).

When controlling for length of marriage, life

cycle is found to have a significant effect only among those married
twelve years or less.
These findings suggest that when pre-school children are present,
the extensity of the family's world of experience or its life-space is
most constricted.

This finding is consistent with previous studies which
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have found that families tend to be more home-centered in their leisure
activities during the young child stages (Havighurst and Fiegenbaum, 1959;
Harry, 1976).

Given the time demands and difficulties associated with

traveling long distances with young children, this is not surprising.
The more cosmopolitan image of family life characteristic of those in the
pre-parental stage is congruent with the lifestyle of childless couples
described by Veevers (1975).

She reports that such couples tend to empha

size the value of new experience and consequently do a considerable
amount of traveling.

These families as well as those in the launching

stage (Stage 4) tend to be, in Reiss' (1981:236) terms, "oriented to a
broad range of activities and interests extending far beyond the confines
of the immediate neighborhood."

TABLE 14
Mean Proportion of Local Pictures
____________________________by Lifecycle Stage3__________________________
Life Cycle Stage

N

Mean

1

8

.34

2

11

.80

3

13

.66

_6
38

.33
.58

4
Total

aF=10.31; Sig.=.0001.

In sum, the family's visual portrayal of its geographical bound
aries suggests that the family moves through phases of expansion and con
traction over the lifecycle depending in large part upon the presence
and/or age of children.

When children are not present or are older, the

extensity of the family's world of experience tends to be broad or more
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cosmopolitan in nature.

In contrast, a more constricted or local orien

tation is characteristic of families which have either pre-school or
school age children.

Gender Roles
Similar to the findings discussed in Chapter 7, Table 15 indi
cates that the family's pictorial representation of gender is more likely
to be traditional than nontraditional.
female roles are examined.

This is true whether male or

Nevertheless, there are some distinct differ

ences in this portrayal over the lifecycle.

For example, photographs

characterized as traditionally masculine are most likely to be included
in the family's visual collection during Stages 1 and 4.

Although those

depicting female, nuclear family members in traditional roles are also
common during the pre-parental stage, there is little variation in the
mean proportion of such pictures in the remaining stages.

On the other

hand, the mean proportion of nontraditional pictures featuring either
male or female family members remain relatively constant over the life
cycle.

However, it is important to note that only one-third of the fam

ilies in any lifecycle stage took such pictures (see Table 9, Appendix J).
Focusing on the type of gender related photograph most typical
of each lifecycle stage, the results presented in Table 15 show that
traditional pictures of both male and female family members are charac
teristic of Stage 1 or the pre-parental stage.

Given that photos from

the couples honeymoon or first year of marriage were most likely to be
included here, this finding is not surprising.

In an attempt to define

their new marital roles, it is common for couples to initially rely on
stereotypical behavior (Romer, 1981).

By emphasizing the differences

between roles, each becomes more clearly defined.

In this study, photos

TABLE 15
Mean Proportion of Pictures Depicting Types
of Gender Roles by Lifecycle Stage____

Traditionally
Feminine^

NonTraditionally
Masculine0

NonTraditionally
Feminine^

Life Cycle Stage

N

Traditionally
Masculine

1

8

.09

.08

.01

.00

2

11

.06

.01

.01

.01

3

13

.05

.03

.00

.04

4

_6

.11

.01

.00

.00

38

.07

.03

.01

.02

Total

aF=.425; Sig.-.74.
bF=.83; Sig.-.49.
°F-1.44; Sig.-.25.
dF-.523; Sig.-.67.
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taken during the first year of marriage followed such a paLLern.

For

example, pictures of the husband shaving or the wife cooking dinner were
quite common,
Another pattern evident in Table 15 is that traditionally mascu
line photos tend to be the most common in each of the lifecycle stages.
This could be the result of men, overall, being characteristically more
traditional than women in their gender attitudes and behavior (Pleck,
1976; Lewis and Pleck, 1979).
With respect to the variation in traditionally masculine and
traditionally feminine photographs over the lifecycle, the decrease in
such pictures during Stages 2 and 3 is puzzling.

Since previous research

has found the years of childrearing Lo be sLrongly associated with tra
ditional gender behavior (Rorner, 1981), an increase raLher than decrease
in such photos would be expected.

However, if most of the photographs

included in these stages were of children and if their behavior (or at
least their photographed behavior) tends Lo be less stereotyped than that
of adults, this could produce the pattern of findings reported.
The resurgence of traditionally masculine photos during Stage 4
could reflect a common concern of middle-aged men:
"masculinity" (Nichols, 1978).

anxiety over their

As a reaction, perhaps, to increasing

age, men may deal with this issue by engaging in more stereotypical
behavior.
Given the small number of families which took nontraditional pic
tures of either sex as well as the low proportion of such photos, iL is
difficult to interpret the findings presented in Table 15 in a meaning
ful way.

However, on the most general level, it appears that despite an

egalitarian gender ideology images of family are likely to reflect a
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traditional gender orientation.
Summary
In conclusion, the findings presented in this chapter indicate
that the portrayal of family life did change over the lifecycle, although
the variations reported were often quite small.

While families were most

likely to present a kin oriented image of family life during Stage 4—
when the oldest child was over 18— this findings proved Lo be spurious
when length of marriage was controlled.

Thus, it was found that regard

less of lifecycle stage, the longer a couple was married, the more likely
they were to include kin in their visual representation of family life.
Decreased kin interaction and the increased salience of such relation
ships over the lifecycle were offered as possible explanations for this
finding.

However, the available data were inadequate to assess the

validity of either explanation.
When the type of kin relationship portrayed was specified, the
■family's depiction of genealogically close kin (e.g., parents or sib
lings) did not vary over Lhe lifecycle, though their visual representa
tion of secondary kin did.

Specifically, it increased over the lifecycle

reaching a peak in Stage 4 or when Lhe oldest child was over 18 years of
age.

To account for the lack of variation in the family's portrayal of

their kin of orientation, several explanations were presented.

Among

these were the high and relatively constanL interaction with such kin
over the lifecycle as well as Lhe centrality of these relationships in
family life.

That is, the importance accorded parents and siblings was

such that changes in family composition or developmental tasks did not
affect their salience to family members.

A comparison of the mean pro

portion of secondary kin photos to those featuring parents or siblings at
each lifecycle stage provided indirecL support for this interpretation.
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A decrease, over time, in interaction with secondary kin was suggested
as a possible explanation for changes in the family's visual representa
tion of them.

In this instance, family photographs were viewed as a sub

stitute for interaction.

In addition, the dominance of secondary kin in

Stage 4 was attributed to the low availability of more genealogically
close kin due to death or illness.
When the family's portrayal of the wife's kin was examined, a
pattern similar to that regarding kin of orientation emerged.

That is,

the family's visual representation of such kin was relatively constant
over the lifecycle.

However, at each stage, the mean proportion of such

photos was higher than those of the husband's kin.

The asymmetrical

nature of the American kinship system was discussed to account for these
patterns.
Despite the relative absence of husband's kin noted above, there
was variation over the lifecycle in the portrayal of such kin.

Specifi

cally, the degree to which they were visually represented tended to
decrease over time.

To account for this shift, the husband's increasing

emotional and social isolation from kin over the lifecycle was stressed.
Here the wife's more reliable efforts to maintain familial ties as well
as integrate the husband into her extended kin network were examined.
With respect to the portrayal of friends, family lifecycle had a
small though statistically insignificant effect.

In general, the image

of family life was most likely to be friend oriented during Stages 1 and
3 and least likely to be so during Stage 2 or when pre-school children
were present.

In terms of Stage 1, the importance of friends to the

formation of a "couple identity" during the early years of marriage was
discussed.

The shift in Stage 2 to a more nuclear orientation (at least
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visually) was attributed to the birth of children and consequent reduc
tion in the salience of friends as well as in leisure time.

The visual

resurgence of friends in Stage 3 (or when the children are school age)
was examined in light of changes in the demands of parenthood and the
ways in which children may function to connect the family with friends.
With regards to specific types of friendships, those of the
couple were most likely to be visually represented when the children
were school age and decreased thereafter.

Similar to the previous dis

cussion, this finding was linked to the decrease in parental demands
characteristic of this lifecycle stage.

This enabled the husband and

wife to place less emphasis on their parental role and more on reaffirm
ing their identity as a "couple."

To account for the subsequent decrease

in joint friends, the decline in jointly shared leisure activities in the
later years of marriage was highlighted.

During the childrearing years

or Stages 2 and 3, families were least likely to include friends of the
husband in their portrayal of- family life.

Changes over the lifecycle in

both the husband's contact with friends and work demands were offered as
possible explanations for this finding.

In contrast to the findings

regarding joint friends or those of the husband, friends of the wife were
presented as integral to family life only in the pre-parental stage or
Stage 1.

Thereafter, they were increasingly less likely to appear.

eral explanations were offered to account for this finding,

Sev

among them

were kin replacing friends as the wife's primary reference group after
the birth of children and increased interaction with friends over the
lifecycle.

However, this study was not able to determine which interpre

tation was more valid.

Unlike other aspects of the family's friendship

network, the portrayal of the child's friends did not vary over the
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lifecycle.

To explain this finding, the salience of children to family

life as well as the family's "child centered" view of the photo album
were explored.
Family lifecycle was found to be significantly related to the
family's portrayal of its geographical boundaries.

Specifically, before

the arrival of children (Stage 1) or when the oldest was over 18 years
of age (Stage 4), the portrayal of family life tended to be cosmopolitan.
In other words, its geographical boundaries were presented as more open.
In contrast, during the childrearing years or Stage 2 and 3, a more
localized image -of family life was presented.

These findings suggest

that the geographical boundaries of the family system go through phases
of expansion and contraction over the lifecycle depending in large part
on the presence and/or age of children.

Several ideas were discussed to

explain this pattern, including the more home-centered conception of
leisure among families with young children.
In general, although the family's pictorial representation of
gender was more likely to be traditional than nontraditional, there were
some distinct differences over the lifecycle.

For example, families were

most likely to present a traditional image of gender with respect to both
sexes during Stage 1 or before the birth of children.

Since couples tend

to rely on stereotyped behavior during the early years of marriage as a
way to define their new marital roles, this finding was not surprising.
However, the decrease in such pictures during the childrearing years was
unexpected since previous research found this period Lo be strongly
associated with traditional gender behavior for both men and women.

To

account for this discrepancy a methodological explanation was proposed
which focused on how the specific coding procedures used in this study
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could have produced these results.

While the traditional portrayal of

female family members decreased after Stage 1 and continued to do so,
there was a resurgence in Stage 4 of such photos among men.

To account

for this finding a common concern of middle-aged men, namely anxiety over
their "masculinity," was explored.

Given the small number of families

which took nontraditional photos of either sex as well as the low number
of such pictures, it was difficult to meaningfully interpret these find
ings.
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CHAPTER NOTES

1

These limitations include being based on a conventional model of
marriage, a lack of emphasis on the timing of family stage changes, etc.
For a detailed discussion, see Burr (1973), Elder (1978), and Spanier and
Sauer (1979).
2

The frequency and percentage of each type of photograph dis
cussed in this chapter are presented in Appendix J.
3
As was discussed in Chapter 3, photographs from three distinct
time periods were coded for each family. To determine which stage of the
lifecycle was represented by each of these time frames, information from
the family genogram was used. This resulted in a re-classification of
each family's pictures according to lifecycle stage. Since the original
data collection procedure did not incorporate lifecycle as a variable,
the N for each stage varies. In addition, photos from a particular fam
ily could be included in more than one lifecycle stage. For example,
the photos from Family A taken last year may be coded as Stage 2, whereas
those taken ten years ago may be classified as Stage 1.
Short=less than median of 12 years; long=married more than 12
years.
^This is frequently referred to as the "launching stage" and is
represented by Stage 4 in this study.

CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSION

This study has undertaken an exploration of perhaps the most pop
ular and common cultural artifact of family life— the family photograph
album.

Instead of viewing the album's content as primarily a reflection

of cultural values or response to norms associated with picture-taking,
the present study considers the family's role in the creation of the
album to be a more active one and intricately tied to what the family
perceives as salient.

This perspective is grounded in the subjective

nature of the picture-taking process itself, namely,"cameras don't take
pictures, people do" (Byers, 1966).

Thus, what is chosen to be frozen

in time is not a random process but reflects what the photographer views
as important or significant.

As such, pictures are an interpretation of

the world rather than an objective recording of it.

This framework

places the creation of the family album within the larger social context
of reality construction within the family.

Specifically, through the

taking and collecting of photographs, the family visually constructs its
social reality.

Accordingly, the images contained in the album are

viewed as communicative visual statements about how the family perceives
and defines its world.

Or, in other words, those people, events and

relationships it considers integral to its conception.

This implies that

family albums visually represent or reflect the implicit world view held
by family members or what Reiss and Oliveri (1981:392) refer to as the
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family paradigm:

"the set of shared assumptions held by family members

about the nature of the social environment and their place as a family
within it."

As such, the family photograph album represents a valuable,

unobtrusive measure of family life and, indeed, may be the only source
of information about the family which was gathered by^ them without any
preconception that it would be seen or used by a researcher.

Summary of Findings
Various social processes associated with the creation of the
family album were strongly related to gender.
the primary picture-taker within most families.

For example, the wife was
She also usually decided

which photographs would be included in the album and was essentially
responsible for its creation and update.
family life was largely the wife's domain.

Thus, the visual portrayal of
This pattern is consistent

with the Gemeinschaft quality of the female world (Bernard, 1981) and •
highlights the central role of women in the creation and maintenance of
kinship ties (Adams, 1971; Bahr, 1976).
When discussing the function and meaning of the photo album,
families most often described how it enabled them to "relive" or recall
past events and people.

Others stressed the album's importance for docu

menting changes in the growth and development of children.

Also fre

quently mentioned was how the album functioned to reaffirm the bonds of
family members to each other and highlight their common experience.
Aside from describing the album's creation and meaning to family
members, this study examined a variety of independent variables to account
for variation in the album's content.
lifecycle had the strongest effect.

Of these, social class and family
Although the following summaries

stress the impact of these variables, other dimensions of family
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structure are also discussed.

Social Class and Visual Constructions of Reality
The major differences between social classes in their portrayal
of family life can be summarized as follows.

1

The family photograph

albums of middle-class families contained a high proportion of kin pic
tures, including all types of kin except relatives of the husband.

They

were alsb likely to include photographs of friends, particularly those
of the couple.
represented.

However, friends of the wife were unlikely to be visually
Pictures of family members engaged in traditional gender

behaviors were low as were photographs taken locally.

According to these

findings, the image of family life presented by the middle class was
that of a relatively open family system.
family world were permeable and broad.

The social boundaries of their
Not only were kin and friends

visually represented but a variety of relationships from each social net
work appeared.

The extensiveness of their world of experience was also

reflected in their portrayal of geographical boundaries.

This general

pattern of "openness" was also evident in their portrayal of gender
roles.

That is, such families were not bound by narrow and stereotypical

conceptions of gender behavior.

If these visual constructions of social

reality are viewed as indicative of a family's more general orientation
to the world, then the family paradigm of middle-class families is best
characterized as cosmopolitan.

According to Reiss (1981:236), such fam

ilies are "oriented toward a broad range of activities and interests
extending far beyond the confines of their immediate social world."
These findings, for the most part, are consistent with the life
style and dynamics of middle-class families described by others using
more traditional methodologies.

For example, not only is friendship a
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salient aspect of middle-class family life but patterns of sociability
among middle-class couples are more likely to be shared than segregated
(Bott, 1971; Allan, 1979).

They also tend to interact with friends fre

quently and in a variety of contexts.

The portrayal of gender is con

sistent with the egalitarian sex role ideology characteristic of the
middle class as well as the low degree of gender.differentiation in their
family life (Ransford and Miller, 1981; Komarovsky, 1967).

The broad

geographical scope of the family's world is indicative not only of their
financial resources but of their openness to the incorporation of new
experience (Miller and Reisman, 1964). . Low rates of interaction with
kin and/or a strong sense of emotional closeness to them may account for
the kin oriented image of family life presented by the middle class.

2

Thus, there appears to be a relatively strong relationship between the
family worlds of the middle class and their visual representations of
family life.
In contrast to the middle class, the photograph albums of workingclass families contained a low proportion of photos depicting either kin
or friends.

In fact, the only social relationships commonly portrayed

were the husband's relatives and friends of the wife.

With respect to

gender, pictures were more likely to be traditional particularly in rela
tion to male family members.

In addition, most family photographs were

taken within the local area.

Thus, working-class families tended to pre

sent a "closed" image of family life.

The geographical boundaries of the

family's world were constricted and strongly linked to the immediate com
munity.

The portrayal of social boundaries was similarly narrow in terms

of both kin and friendship networks.

This "closed" orientation was also

evident in the more stereotypical depiction of gender roles.
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Although portrayal of family life is congruent with the low par
ticipation in extrafamilial relationships characteristic of the working
class, it is inconsistent with their extensive involvement with kin
(Rubin, 1976; Allan, 1979).

As discussed previously, a more kin oriented

image of family life was found among the middle class.

Given the frame

work of this study, this pattern suggests that kin relationships are more
salient or significant to middle- as compared to working-class families.
While this conclusion contradicts most other research on kinship and
class, it raises a question central to the present discussion as well as
other findings reported throughout this study.

Namely, how are frequency

of interaction, the salience or importance of a particular social rela
tionship and picture-taking related?

For example, is a high proportion

of kin pictures a function of high interaction, low interaction or pri
marily a reflection of the salience accorded such relationships?

In

terms of the portrayal of family life presented by the working class, a
possible explanation for the low proportion of kin photos could be iheir
high rates of interaction with kin.
tact reduces picture-taking.
be true.

Here it is argued that frequent con

However, this study found Lhe opposite to

The higher the frequency of kin interaction, the higher the

proportion of photographs depicting them.

Given this, it was suggested

that the salience of kin was perhaps more closely related to their visual
portrayal.

Since emotional closeness to kin is positively related to

class (Booth, 1972), this could account for Lhe differences in kin pic
tures reported.

That is, although working-class families tend to inter

act with kin more often, such contact may reflect their greaLer sense
of obligation to kin rather than closer affectional ties.

This perspec

tive suggests that the importance or salience of a relationship may be a
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better predictor of picture-taking than is frequency of contact.

While

this study lacks appropriate measures to explore such issues in greater
detail, the findings presented here suggest that future research on
family albums include them.
Though the under-representation of kin in the photo albums of
working-class families was unexpected, the emphasis on husband's kin was
consistent with previous descriptions of the patriarchal nature of such
family worlds (Sweetser, 1968).

For example, Rubin (1976) found that men

in working- as compared to middle-class families assume a more blatant
authoritarian role.

Similarly, LeMasters (1975) reported such men to be

strongly opposed to sexual equality.

These factors coupled with the

dominance of a traditional gender ideology (Ransford and Miller, 1983)
may also help explain the traditional portrayal of sex roles found among
the working class.

Despite this emphasis on male dominance, pictures of

the wife's friends frequently appeared in Lhe visual collections of
working-class families.

This pattern could reflect the salience of such

relationships to working-class women due Lo the small number of friends,
social isolation and lack of marital intimacy characteristic of their
lives.

The tendency for such wives Lo isolaLe friends of the husband

from family life contributes to the paucity of pictures portraying such
re lat ionships.
The absence of pictures portraying joint friends of the couple
underscores the sex segregated friendship patterns common to workingclass families.

The constricted geographical boundaries of working-class

family life are indicative of their localized leisure acLivity and friend
ship networks (Komarovsky, 1967; Allan, 1979) as well as limited finan
cial resources.

Together, these findings suggest that Lhe family
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paradigm most appropriate to the working class is what Reiss would
characterize as local.

Such families "are firmly rooted to a particular

place and are likely to have a local network of friends and acquain
tances" (1981:236).
This brief overview of class differences in the portrayal of
family life suggests not only a difference in family paradigms but that
these visual constructions of social reality tend to reflect the life
styles and dominant values of each class.

The Family Lifecycle and Visual Constructions of Social Reality
Family lifecycle was another variable which strongly influenced
the visual portrayal of family life.

How the content of the family's

visual collection varied and the relationship of these findings to the
dynamics of a particular lifecycle stage are discussed below.
Stage 1 - (Pre-parental).

The photo albums of families in this

lifecycle stage tended to include a high proportion of both kin and
friends.

However, in each case, those of Lhe wife were more common than

those of the husband.

A high proportion of pictures were taken outside

of the local community and the family's portrayal of gender was more tra
ditional than at any other stage.

Thus, pre-parental

families portrayed

themselves as relatively open systems in Lerms of both Lheir social and
geographical boundaries.
These findings reflect the importance of kin and friends in
establishing the couple's new identity as well as, perhaps, an ample
amount of leisure time to maintain such relationships.

The emphasis on

both the wife's friends and kin may be a consequence of the greater
importance attached to such relationships by wives as compared to husbands
(Adams, 1968) or high rates of interaction with these significant others.
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However, as previously discussed, the present study lacks the necessary
data to choose between these alternatives.

Nevertheless, the high pro

portion of photos dipicting friends of the wife is consistent with Bott's
(1971) observation that such friends are of great importance to the wife,
particularly prior to the birth of children, after which her kin become
more central.

The extensity or scope of the family's world of experience

is consistent with the availability of leisure time thesis as well as the
emphasis on traveling and new experience stressed
children (Veevers, 1975).

by couples without

The idea that recently married couples fre

quently rely on stereotypical behavior to define their nascent marital
roles (Romer, 1981) is supported by the findings reported here.
Stage 2 - (Pre-school).

With the arrival of children, kin rather

than friends are more likely to be included in the family's visual col
lection.

While pictures of the wife's kin continued to outnumber those

of Lhe husband, the difference between the proportion of such photos was
smaller than in Stage 1.

Pictures of all types of friends decreased,

especially those of the wife.

In contrasL to Stage 1, more local photo

graphs were included in the family's visual collection and Lhe depicLion
of gender roles was less likely to be traditional, particularly with
respect to female family members.

These findings suggesL that with Lhe

birth of children and while they are pre-school, the social and geograph
ical boundaries of the family's world contract.

As such, the family

moves from being a relatively open to a relatively closed system.

Changes

in the dynamics of family life associated with the addition of a new mem
ber tend to be reflected in these visual patterns.

For example, others

have noted that the family becomes less friend and more nuclear or kin
oriented with the arrival of children and during Lhe pre-school years
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(Allan, 1979; Russell, 1974).

This shift may be due to several factors

including a decrease in leisure time and an emphasis on learning newly
acquired parental roles.

Also relevant here is Allan's (1979) finding

that young children frequently connect the nuclear family with the
larger kin network.
Stage 3 - (School age).

At this point, the family's photo album

was, once again, about equally likely to include kin as friends.

How

ever, with respect to kin, relatives of the wife were far more likely to
be visually represented than were those of the husband.

Although pictures

of the husband's friends were more common here than in the previous
stages, those depicting friends of the couple were the most likely to
appear.

The proportion of local photographs remained high buL was some

what lower than in Stage 2.

Although the portrayal of male gender roles

was essentially unchanged, both traditional and nontradiLional pictures
of female family members increased slightly.

On the basis of these

findings, it appears that the family's social and geographical boundaries
broaden once the oldest child reaches school age; a decrease in the
demands of parenthood may account for this shift.

For example, the

increase in leisure time accompanying this change enables the husband
and wife to invest less energy in their parental roles and to direct more
toward reaffirming their identity as a couple.

The increase in the por

trayal of the husband's friends could reflect a change in the time and
financial demands associated with his work.
decrease once the children reach Lheir teens.

It appears that such demands
At this point, the husband

begins to develop a more outward orientation, a more active social life
and re-establishes his relationship with friends (Harry, 1976; Gould,
1972).

The decline in the portrayal of the husband's kin suggests that
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they begin to decrease in salience at this stage perhaps due to the wife's
more reliable efforts to maintain familial ties as well as integrate the
husband into her extended kin network.

Indeed, previous research suggests

that at this stage of the lifecycle "her family" in essence becomes "their
family" (Farrell and Rosenberg, 1981).

This would also account for the

increase in the visual representation of her kin.
Stage 4 - (Post-school age).

Once the oldest child in the family

was over 18 years of age, kin were more likely to be included in the fam
ily album than were friends.

In fact, secondary kin and relatives of

the wife were more likely to be included in the family album than-at any
other stage.

While the proportion of photos portraying joint friends and

those of the wife dropped, there was an increase in Lhose depicting
friends of the husband or children.

In addition, photographs were more

likely to be taken outside of the local community than in the previous
stage, and the proportion of such pictures was approximately equal to
that found during the pre-parental stage.

Finally, there was a dramatic

increase in traditional photos of male family members.
These findings suggest Lhat at later stages of the lifecycle the
social boundaries of the family sysLem contract, while its geographical
boundaries expand.

The latler could reflect the increase in leisure and

financial resources due to the age of children.

The emphasis on kin at

this stage suggests an increase in the salience of kin, particularly
distant relatives.

This pattern could be due to either a decrease in

interaction with such kin (Brown, 1974), or the lower availability of
genealogically close relatives due to death or illness.

The relatively

low proportion of photographs depicting joint friends of the couple is
indicative of the decrease in joint leisure activities at this stage of
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the lifecycle (Orthner, 1975).

The increase in pictures of the husband's

friends may be a function of the changes in work demands noted in
Stage 3.

The resurgence of male family members portrayed in traditional

roles may reflect a common concern of men at this age, namely, anxiety
over their masculinity.

As a reaction to increasing age, men may deal

with this issue by engaging in more stereotypical behavior.
In sum, these findings suggest that the family's visual construc
tions of social reality are closely aligned with changes in family
dynamics and concerns over the lifecycle.

Family Structure and Visual Constructions of Social Reality
Though a number of structural variables were explored in this
study, the effect of the family's link to the economic system was the
strongest and most consistent.

Specifically, the photo albums of dual

worker families were more likely to include friends than they were kin.
Joint friends were the type most commonly portrayed, particularly if the
wife worked full rather than part time.

In addition, these families

were likely to present a nontraditional view of gender.

These findings

suggest that dual-worker families are open systems in terms of both
social and geographical boundaries.

The low proportion of kin photos is

perhaps indicative of the "disengagement" from kin characteristic of
dual-worker families.

Since wives in such families are unlikely to

enact the traditional female role of maintaining kin Lies, Lhese rela
tionships are not an integral part of family life (Bahr, 1976).

The

emphasis on joint friends is also characteristic of the lifestyle of such
couples as is the nontraditional gender ideology portrayed by their
family photographs.
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In contrast, the visual collections of single-worker families
placed more of an emphasis on kin of all types, but especially the husband's relatives.

The only friendship network strongly represented was

that of the wife.

In addition, these families were likely to portray

traditional gender roles, particularly of female family members.

-

Taken

together, these findings suggest that single-worker families are rela
tively closed systems.
Given the traditional structure of such families, it is not sur
prising that they tend to emphasize the traditional value of kindship.
As noted by other (Bahr, 1976), kin are more integral to the lives of
single-worker families both in terms of daily living and the importance
attached to such relationships.

In addition, wives in such families are

more likely to view the female's traditional role of creating and main
taining links to the larger kin network as important and to act on this
perception.

The traditional gender ideology of single-worker families

is evident from the emphasis on the husband's kin as well as the family's
portrayal of sex roles.
This brief comparison of dual- and single-worker families suggests
that families with a more traditional structure also tend to present
more traditional image

a

of family life.

Implicat ions
The findings of this study raise some interesting theoretical
and methodological issues for future research.

The results regarding the

impact of social class

on the portrayal of

point.

reflect what Merton (1967:158) refers to as the

These findings

family life are a case in

serendipity pattern of research or "the fairly common experience of
observing an unanticipated, anomalous and strategic datum which becomes
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the occasion for developing a new theory or extending an existing
theory."

The surprising or unanticipated result in this study was the

more kin oriented image of family life presented by the middle as com
pared to the working class.

This pattern brings into question the exist

ing literature regarding the salience or importance accorded kinship
within each social class.

More specifically, it challenges previous

research which suggests that the higher rates of interaction with kin
characteristic of working-class families reflect a stronger sense of
attachment to kin.

Although this study lacked subjective measures to

assess the salience of those photographed by family members, such measures
should be an integral part of future research.

Obtaining a larger and

broader based sample would allow for a more detailed analysis of the
relationship between class and images of family life as well as provide
an opportunity to explore if and how variables such as race and ethnicity
affect the family's visual construction of social reality.
Future research may also need to develop new measures of visual
indicators for assessing the family's conceptualization of gender roles.
The relative paucity of significant findings regarding this aspect of
family life may reflect more about the measurement procedures used in
this study than the actual behavior of family members or the importance
of this for family life.

As previously discussed, the measurement of

gender roles was in large part based on the type of activity depicted in
the photograph.

As a consequence, the more subtle aspects of gender

behavior previously explored by Goffman (1979), such as body posture,
were not tapped.

However, it may be precisely these behaviors which are

the most common and revealing of a family's conception of masculinity and
femininity.

Thus, future research should consider using an alternative
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measure which incorporates these more subtle dimensions of gender
behavio-r.
In many ways, the visual indicators developed in this study and
the theoretical issues explored are only "the tip of the iceberg."

One

of the most exciting aspects of the methodology developed in this study
is that it can be used to investigate a variety of research issues using
a variety of approaches.
possibilities.

This versatility creates an abundance of researh

For example, the methodology developed here is ideally

suited for researchers interested in exploring family life using a case
study approach.

Visual indicators developed in this study or modifica

tions of them could be used to illuminate the lifestyle and interpersonal
dynamics of a particular family over time.

In addition, the degree of

correspondence or congruency between this visual reality and that created
by the family through verbal reports could be explored.
Another research possibility would be to examine if and how vis
ual constructions of social reality differ by sex of the photographer.
Since previous research suggests that women and men perceive reality
differently as well as live in quite separate worlds (Bernard, 1981), it
would be interesting to explore if such differences are reflected in the
family album.

For example, do women and men differ in the types of

occasions they photograph, in the proportion of kin as compared to friend
photographs, etc.
On a more general level, whether or not a family possesses a
photograph album and the extensity of the collection might be indicative
of their sense of identity as a "family."

The importance of symbolic

forms for the creation and maintenance of family identity is what Weigert
and Hastings (1977) refer to as the archival function of the family.

Or,
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more specifically, "the symbolic retention of particular objects, events
and performances relevant to each member's identity and to the main
tenance of the family as a unique existential reality" (pp. 1173-1174).
According to these authors, by preserving relics of past identities
including snapshots, the family helps to create and sustain not only the
identities of particular family members, but that of the family as a
whole.
Aside from its potential for exploring such theoretical concerns,
the methodology developed in this study could also be of use to family
therapists.

While the use of family photographs in psychotherapy and

family counseling is not a new idea (see Chapter 2, pp. 16-17), the
approach developed here for analyzing their content certainly is.

For

example, rather than viewing individual images as documents of personality
and as a vehicle for the client to achieve personal insight, the emphasis
here is on the family album and how it portrays the family as a system
embedded within a larger social context.

This-alternative approach would

appear to be especially useful to family therapists who hold a more
systemic and less individualistic approach to therapy.

The methodology

developed in this study would enable such a therapist to explore a
variety of familial issues and processes.

For example, the family album

could be used to examine the degree of separateness and connectedness
associated with different family subsystems (e.g., marital dyad, parentchild relationships).

Or, the relative amount of involvement with each

spouse's family of origin could be explored by examining the proportion
of photographs depicting such kin.

The issue of enmeshment or disengage

ment might then be addressed using this information.

The album could

also be used to ascertain the presence of family coalitions.

For
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Instance, do particular family members tend to be consistently photo
graphed with each other?

Similar to the case study approach mentioned

earlier, such information could be compared with verbal reports of family
dynamics.

Incongruities which emerged might then become the basis for

further discussion.
In conclusion, the findings and implications of this study
strongly suggest that the family photograph album is a valuable, unobtru
sive measure of family life.

Indeed, it may be the only source of infor

mation about the family which was gathered b^ them without any precon
ception that it would be seen or used by "outsiders.”

Through an

analysis of its content, the family researcher or therapist can more
fully understand how the family perceives itself and its relationship to
the larger social world.

Being one of the few ways an "outsider" can

step into the family's world, see it from the "inside" and still be wel
come, the family photograph album is definitely a cultural artifact
worthy of further exploration.
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CHAPTER NOTES

These summaries reflect general trends or themes which emerged
from the present analysis. Since at times there were inconsistencies
among the SES indicators used, if 3 out of the 5 had a similar effect,
then the finding was viewed as characteristic of a particular social
class. It is also important to note that the patterns described here do
not necessarily represent statistically significant differences due to
the small N of this study.
2

This issue will be discussed in more detail following the
description of working-class family albums.
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TABLE 1
Results of Telephone Survey

N

%

Families Contacted:
71
99
170

42
58
100

25
20

35
28

6
20
71

9
28
100

23
22

51
49

Total

3
1
5
3
10
22

14
4
23
14
45
100

Total

53
10
28
_8
99

54
10
28
_8
100

Ineligible
Eligible
Total
Of Those Eligible to Participate:
Initially refused
Refused after learning more about
the study
Not able to re-contact
Agreed
Total
Reasons for Refusing to Participate:
None given
Reason offered
Specific Reason Given:
Privacy
Wife not interested
Time demands
I1lness
Husband not interested

Reasons for Ineligibility:
No album
Did not have photos from all time
Currently not married
Not married minimum of five years

eriods
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TABLE 2
Characteristics of the Sample
Social Class Indicators

N

%

Wife's Education
£ High School
> High School

8
12

40
60

Husband's Education
£ High School
> High School

8
12

40
60

Family Education
£ High School
> High School

9
5

64
36

Family Income
£ $20,000
> $20,000

9
11

45
55

Husband's Occupation
Blue Collar
White Collar

5
15

25
75

Years Married
£ 12
>12

11
9

55
45

Couple's Age
£35
> 35

11
9

55
45

Family Employment
Both Spouses
One Spouse

13
7

65
35

8
7
5

40
35
25

13
7

65
35

Family Structure

Wife's Employment
Full Time
Part Time
Housewife
Number of Children
<2
> 2

•

APPENDIX B

Family Genogram
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This sample genogram reflects only the wife's
side of the family. The same information was
gathered for the husband. In addition to
listing the births, deaths and marital status
of each individual, the original genogram
included information about each family member's
place of residence throughout the length of the
study couple's marriage.
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Interview Schedule
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The following interview schedule was administered to each spouse. The
same series of questions were asked for each of the three distinct time
periods used in this study (see Chapter 3, p. 32 for a more detailed dis
cussion) .

1.

(a).

Over the last year ( .
did in your spare time?

(b).

Who do you first activity with?

(c).

Do you first activity around here locally or where?
Activity

until now), what would you say you
(non-work activities)
How often?

Who With

How Often

Where

(a).

Over the last year (
until now), what relatives would you
say you got together with the most often? (up to 4)

(b).

How often did you gettogether with first relative?

(c).

When you get together with first relative,is that something
you do alone, with your kids, with your spouse, or with your
spouse and kids?

(d).

Where do you usually get together with first relative and what
do you do?
Relative

How Often

Who With

Where

Activity

(a).

Over the last year (
until now), outside of family mem
bers, who would you say you got together with the most often?
(up to 4)

(b).

How often did you get together with first mentioned?

(c).

When you get together with first mentioned, is that something
you do alone, with your kids, with your spouse, or with your
spouse and kids?

(d).

Where do you usually get together with first ment ioned and
what do you do?
Person(s)

How Often

Who With

Where

Activity
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The following interview schedule was completed by the parents if child
was 6 years of age or older, living at home or was doing so within the
last 10 years. The same series of questions were asked for each of the
three distinct time periods used in this study (see Chapter 3, p. 32 for
a more detailed discussion).

1.

(a).

Over the last year (
until now), what would you say
(child's name) usually does in his/her free time? (non-school
activities)

(b).

Who does (child's name) (first activity) with?

(c).

Does (child's name) (first activity) around here locally or
where?
Activity

2.

How Often

Where

(a).

Thinking of three years ago (around
), what would you
say (child's name) usually did in his/her spare time?

(b).

Who did (child's name) (first activity) with?

(c).

Did (child's name) (first activity) around here locally or
where?
Activity

3.

Who With

How often?

Who With

How Often

How often?

Where

(a).

Thinking of ten years ago or when child was 6 years old
(around
), what would you say (child's name) usually
did in his/her free time?

(b).

Who did (child's name) (first activity) with?

(c).

Did (child's name) (first activity) around here locally or
where?
Activity

Who With

How Often

How often?

Where

APPENDIX D

Background Questionnaire
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Interview #

Please circle a number or fill in a blank as needed

1.

What is your sex?

2.

Where were you born?

3.

In what type of area did you grow up?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.

Male

2.

City/Town__________________

Female
State________

Rural area
Small town (less than 5.000)
Town (5,000-19,999)
Small city (20,000-99,999)
Large city (more than 100,000)

4.

What is (or was) your father's most recent occupation?
specific as you can about the nature of his job.

Please be as

5.

What is (or was) your mother's most recent occupation?
specific as you can about the nature of her job.

Please be as

6.

How much education have you completed?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

7.

Less than seven years of school
Junior High School (grades 7-9)
Partial high school (10th or 11th grade, but not graduation from
high school
High School graduation
Partial college training (completion of at least one year)
Standard college or university program (completion of college
degree
Graduate professional training

What is your religion?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Protestant
Catholic
Jewish
Greek Orthodox
Other
None

Specify denomination____________________________

Specify__________________________________________
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8.

What is your ethnic background?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

American
Canadian
English
French
French Canadian
German

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Greek
Polish
Yankee
Irish
Other

Are you employed:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Full time
Part time
Student
Unemployed, looking for a job
Housewife
Unemployed, not looking for a job
Disabled
Retired

10.

What is (or was) your most recent occupation?
as you can about the nature of your job.

11.

Which of the following categories indicates your personal income in
the past year?
0.
1.
2.
3..
4.
5.

12.

Less than $1,000
$1,000-1,999
$2,000-3,999
$4,000-5,999
$6,000-7,999
$8,000-9,999

6.
7.
8.
9.

Please be as specific

$10,000-14,999
$15,000-19,999
$20,000-24,999
$25,000 and over

Which of the following categories indicates your total family income
for the past year?
0.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Less than $1,000
$1,000-1,999
$2,000-3,999
$4,000-5,999
$6,000-7,999
$8,000-9,999

6.
7.
8.
9.

$10,000-14,999
$15,000-19,999
$20,000-24,999
$25,000 and over

APPENDIX E

Sex Role Activity

Sex Role Activity
(1)
(2)
(3)

feminine activity
masculine activity
gender neutral activity

Code

% Agreement
Among Raters

Operating a backhoe

2

100

Swimming

3

100

Feeding an infant

1

100

Doing dishes

1

90

Bowling

3

100

Playing baseball

2

80

Ice fishing

2

100

Carpentry

2

100

Cooking

1

80

Painting outside of the house

2

100

Fishing

2

70

Cutting wood

2

100

Shoveling snow

2

80

Changing an infant

1

90

Bathing an infant

1

90

Sweeping the floor

1

90

Boat ing

3

80

Playing with male toys (e.g., guns)

2

100

Eating

3

100

Opening presents

3

100

Camping

3

100

Cutting cake

3

90

Sleeping

3

100

Playing on swings

3

100

Dancing

3

100

Reading

3

100

Driving

3

90

Snow skiing

3

100

Activity
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(1) feminine activity
(2 ) masculine activity
(3)

gender neutral activity
% Agreement
Among Raters

Activity

)de

Tennis

3

100

Ice skating

3

100

Riding a skateboard

2

60

Drinking

3

100

Kissing

3

100

Playing cards

3

100

Sledding

3

100

Snowshoeing

3

60

Ice hockey

2

100

Picking berries

3

100

Pillow fight

3

80

Playing basketball

2

80

Snowmobiling

3

70

Water sking

3

100

Doing laundry

1

90

Shaving

2

100

Playing the piano

3

80

Participating in track meets

2

60

Tapping tree for syrup

3

60

Mowing the lawn

2

90

Snorkling

3

80

Hiking

3

100

Wash outside windows

3

60

Gardening

3

100

Rides in amusement park

3

100

Horseback riding

3

90

APPENDIX F

Kin Photographs

APPENDIX G

Friendship Photographs
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APPENDIX H

Frequency end Percentage of Pictures Depicting Types of
Kin, Friends, and Gender Roles Across All Families

TABLE 1
Frequency and Percentage of Pictures Depicting Kin of Orientation
______________ and Secondary Kin Across All Families_____________
Families with
Such Pictures
N
%

Number of
Such Pictures

Median
Number

Percentage

Median
7/o

Kin of Orientation

16

80

0-83

6

0-27

11

Secondary Kin

17

85

0-140

7

0-74

7

TABLE 2
Frequency and Percentage of Pictures Depicting Wife''s Kin and
Husband's Kin Across All Families
Families wiLh
Such Pictures
N
%
Wife's Kin
Husband's Kin

Number of
Such Pictures

Median
Number

Percentage

Median
%

14

70

0-100

4.5

0-83

11

9

45

0-17

0

0-20

0

TABLE 3
Frequency and Percentage of Pictures Depicting Types
of Friends Across All Families

Families with
Such Pictures
N
%
Husband 1s/Wife 1s
Friends

Number of
Such Pictures

Median
Number

Percentage

Median
%

13

65

0-23

2

0-15

5

Husband's Friends

5

25

0-28

0

0-33

0

Wife's Friends

4

20

0-6

0

0-38

0

Child's Friends3

9

50

0-30

0

0-13

0

aTotal possible N is 18 since 2 of Lhe 20 families interviewed had no children.

TABLE 4
Frequency and Percentage of Pictures Depicting Types of
Gender Roles Across All Families

Families with
Such Pictures
N
%

Number of
Such Pictures

Median
Number

Percentage

Median
7/o

Traditionally
Masculine

9

45

0-32

0

0-57

0

Nontraditionally
Masculine

3

15

0-6

0

0-11

0

Traditionally
Feminine

3

’15

0-8

0

0-42

0

Nontraditionally
Feminine

1

5

0-4

0

0-57

2

r\j
O

APPENDIX I

Gender Photographs
(Traditionally Masculine; Traditionally Feminine
Non-traditionally Masculine or Feminine)
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APENDIX J

Frequency and Percentage of All Photographs
'Over the Lifecycle

TABLE 1
Frequency and Percentage of Pictures Depicting
____________Kin by Lifecycle Stage____________

Lifecycle Stage3

Families with^
Such Pictures
N
%

Number of
Such Pictures

Median
Number

Percentage

Median
%

8

1-43

10

12

9-39

20

9

0-42

17

52

19-58

32

1

8

100

1-68

2

11

100

4-142

3

11

85

0-39

4

6

100

29-218

aFor all tables in this appendix, the total number of families in each lifecycle stage were:
Stage 1 (N=8); SLage 2 (N=ll); Stage 3 (N=13); Stage 4 (N=6). The N for each stage varies since photographs
from a particular family could be included in more than one lifecycle stage (see Chapter 8, chapter note 3).
For all tables in this appendix, the N refers to the number of families within each lifecycle
stage which included such pictures in their album. The % is based on dividing this N by the total number of
families within each stage. For example, 85% or 11 out of the 13 families in lifecycle stage 3 had picLures
which portrayed kin.
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TABLE 2
Frequency and Percentage of Pictures Depicting
Kin or Orientation by Lifecycle Stage____

Lifecycle Stage

Families with
Such Pictures
N
%

Number of
Such Pictures

Median
Number

Percentage

Median
%

1

8

100

1-61

4

1-38

5

2

11

100

2-92

9

5-22

11

3

11

85

0-24

5

0-25

12

4

5

83

,0-102

14

0-27

5
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TABLE 3
Frequency and Percentage of Pictures Depicting
_______Secondary Kin by Lifecycle Stage_______

Lifecycle Stage

Families with
Such Pictures
N
%

Number of
Such Pictures

Median
Number

Percentage

Median
°/o

1

5

63

0-20

1

0-22

2

2

10

91

0-86

6

0-22

9

3

9

69

0-21

2

0-29

3

4

6

100

16-175

50

15-53

30
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TABLE 4
Frequency and Percentage of Pictures Depicting
________ Wife's Kin by Lifecycle Stage________

Lifecycle Stage

Families with
Such Pictures
N
%

Number of
Such Pictures

Median
Number

Percentage

Median
°/o

1

6

75

0-66

5

0-42

5

2

10

91

0-86

5

0-22

9

3

10

77

0-39

5

0-42

13

4

5

83

' 0-137

13

0-36

10
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TABLE 5
Frequency and Percentage of Pictures Depicting
_______Husband's Kin by Lifecycle Stage_______

Lifecycle Stage

Families with
Such Pictures
N
%

Number of
Such Pictures

Median
Number

Percentage

Median
%

1

7

88

0-11

2

0-25

3

2

10

91

0-56

5

0-17

8

3

6

46

0-14

0

0-20

0

4

5

83

' 0-10

3

0-7

2
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TABLE 6
Frequency and Percentage of Pictures Depicting
__________Friends by Lifecycle Stage__________

Lifecycle Stage

Families with
Such Pictures
N
%

Number of
Such Pictures

Median
Number

Percentage

Median
%

1

7

88

0-66

13

0-29

15

2

9

82

0-47

10

0-24

13

3

11

85

0-25

6

0-38

17

4

6

100

6-66

15

2-25

13
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TABLE 7
Frequency and Percentage of PicLures Depicting

^cle Stage

Families with
Such Pictures
N
1

Number of
Such Pictures
•

Median
Number

Percentage

Median
%

1

4

50

0-30

0

0-25

0

2

6

55

0-14

5

0-13

3

3

9

69

0-13

3

0-31

6

4

4

67

'0-31

11

0-11

6
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TABLE 8
Frequency and Percentage of PicLures Depicting

Lifecycle Stage

Families with
Such Pictures
N
%

Number of
Such Pictures

Median
Number

Percentage

Median
%

1

4

50

0-19

0

0-17

0

2

2

18

0-9

0

0-11

0

3

2

15

0-11

0

0-27

1

4

3

50

0-28

1

0-17

0
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TABLE 9
Frequency and Percentage of PicLures Depicting
Friends of the Wife by Lifecycle Stage____

Lifecycle Stage

Families with
Such Pictures
N
%

Number of
Such Pictures

Median
Number

Percentage

Median
%

1

6

75

0-36

3

0-19

3

2

6

55

0-24

1

0-20

2

3

3

23

0-6

0

0-38

0

4

2

33

• 0-9

0

0-5

0
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TABLE 10
Frequency and Percentage of Pictures Depicting
Friends of the Child by Lifecycle Stage

Lifecycle Stage

Families with
Such Pictures
N
%

Number of
Such Pictures

Median
Number
—

I3

Percentage

Median
%

—

—

2

7

64

0-31

2

0-17

3

3

6

46

0-12

0

0-16

0

4

5

83

■0-32

7

0-9

3

g

Not applicable since this is the pre-parental stage.

TABLE 11
Frequency and Percentage of Local Pictures by Lifecycle Stage

Lifecycle Stage

Families with
Such Pictures
N
%

Number of
Such Pictures

Median
Number

Percentage

Median
%

1

8

100

1-57

30

21-64

32

2

11

100

24-388

43

52-98

84

3

13

100

3-153

35

8-100

68

4

6

100

12-237

45

3-63

28
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TABLE 12
Frequency and Percentage of Pictures Depicting Traditional
_______ Gender Roles (Masculine) by Lifecycle Stage_______

Lifecycle Stage

Families with
Such Pictures
N
%

Number of
Such Pictures

Median
Number

Percentage

Median
%

1

3

38

0-3

0

0-50

1

2

6

55

0-25

0

0-27

2

3

7

54

0-32

0

0-29

2

4

4

67

'0-16

2

0-43

4
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TABLE 13
Frequency and Percentage of Pictures Depicting Traditional
________Gender Roles (Feminine) by Lifecycle Stage________

Lifecycle Stage

Families with
Such Pictures
N
%

Number
Such Pictures

Median

Median
Number

Percentage

%

1

2

25

0-2

0

0-40

3

2

4

36

0-10

0

0-6

0

3

1

8

0-8

0

0-42

2

4

2

33

0-4

0

0-3

0
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TABLE 14
Frequency and Percentage of Pictures Depicting Non-Traditional
Gender Roles (Masculine) by Lifecycle Stage

Lifecycle Stage

Families with
Such Pictures
N
1

Number of
Such PicLures

Median
Number

Percentage

Median
%

1

1

13

0-1

0

0-6

0

2

4

36

0-6

0

0-7

0

3

1

8

0-1

0

0-2

0

4

0

0

0

0

0

■ 0
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TABLE 15
Frequency and Percentage of Pictures Depicting Non-Traditional
__________ Gender Roles (Feminine) by Lifecycle Stage
______

Lifecycle Stage

Families with
Such Pictures
N
%

Number of
Such Pictures

Median
Number

Percentage

Median
%

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

18

0-9

0

0-4

0

3

1

8

0-4

0

0-57

2

4

1

17

0-3

0

0-2

0
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